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The problem examined in this thesis is the one of whether or not 
the Prairie Campaign for Economic Democracy and Kennedy caucus members 
at the 1980 State Democratic-NPL Convention were political amateurs 
who placed issues and ideology above winning. The Prairie Campaign 
for Economic Democracy and the Kennedy for President Caucuses were 
statewide organizations. In this thesis the caucus members are hypoth­
esized to be amateurs who, when compared to the convention delegates 
as a whole, had the following characteristics:
1. Were more likely to be under 35
2. Had higher education
3. Perceived issues differently
4. Had lower party loyalty
5. Were more likely to bolt the party
The goal is to determine if these caucuses were a cadre of younger, 
more educated party members motivated more by ideological concerns rather 
than party identification and thus, more likely to bolt their party in
viii
elections.
The method used to examine this problem was a survey mailed out to 
all 380 members of these two caucuses. A total of 208 responses were 
received, allowing determination of the demographic, ideological, and 
behavioral characteristics of these caucuses.
Some hypotheses were supported and others were not. First the 
Prairie Campaign and Kennedy people were both younger than the delegates 
as a whole but were not shown to possess higher education than the dele­
gates as a whole. The third hypothesis which concerned perception of 
issues were not supported except when the issue of abortion was examined. 
The hypothesis that the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy people possess less 
party loyalty than delegates as a whole was supported. The fifth hypo­
thesis was that they are more likely to bolt the party than delegates 
as a whole and would then vote for a third-party presidential candidate. 
This was shown to be true as one-fourth of the Prairie Campaign and 
Kennedy delegates voted for a third-party presidential candidate as 
compared to 12% of the delegates as a whole. Thus, the Prairie Cam­
paign and Kennedy caucus delegates by meeting four of the five hypo­




Concentrating on the significant differences in the demographic, 
ideological, and behavorial characteristics, this paper will explain 
how the members of the 1980 Prairie Campaign for Economic Democracy, 
and the Kennedy movement differed from other party members at the 1980 
Democratic-NPL Convention. Its goal is to determine if these caucuses 
are a cadre of younger, more educated party members motivated more 
by ideological concerns rather than party identification and, thus 
more likely to bolt their party in elections.
The Prairie Campaign and the Kennedy caucus are to be considered 
amateur groups who are in the same tradition as the amateurs that have 
existed in both parties at least since 1945, the date of the death 
of Franklin Delano Roosevelt and the decline of the New Deal. James 
Q. Wilson has argued in The Amateur Democrat that that date marked 
the rise of amateur groups.
Since the Second World War a new kind of politician 
has appeared in several of the biggest American cities.
Although they are nowhere in complete control of their 
parties, these new politicians have played a crucial 
part in the defeat of the boss of Tammany Hall, and have 
contributed to the election of several important officials; 
a governor in California, a mayor in New York City, and 
a states' attorney in Chicago. Their ambition extends far 
beyond these offices, however, for they intend to alter 
fundamentally the character of the American party system,
-1-
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and accordingly of all governing institutions.
My paper will focus on amateur groups in the Democratic party 
since 1945, such as the McCarthy movement of 1968 and the McGovern 
movement of 1972. These groups were forerunners of the 1980 Prairie 
Campaign and Kennedy caucus in North Dakota, amateur groups which 
sprang up because of a concern over issues and ideology. Everett 
Ladd and Charles Hadley state:
The McGovern movement did not spring miraculously 
from the dissent and turmoil surrounding Vietnam. Its 
precursors are clearly evident in the Democratic club 
movement of the 1950's, and as well, although in a 
different party, in the 1964 Goldwater triumph within 
the Republican party. For two decades, an activist 
stratum— split into right and left— which focuses upon 
a politics of issues has be^n gaining strength in 
American national politics.
In attempting to establish its thesis, i.e., that the Prairie 
Campaign and Kennedy caucuses were founded by people who placed issues 
and ideology above winning, the paper will show that they were 
amateurs who, when compared to convention delegates as a whole, had 
the following characteristics:
1. Were more likely to be under 35
2. Had higher education
3. Perceived issues differently
^James Q. Wilson, The Amateur Democrat: Club Politics in Three 
Cities (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962), p. 1.
2Everett Carll Ladd, Jr. and Charles E. Hadley, Transformations 
of the American Party System, 2nd Ed. (New York: W. W. Norton and 
Co., Inc., 1978), p. 342.
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4. Had lower party loyalty
5. Were more likely to bolt the party
The study was conducted by a survey which was mailed out to 
380 members of these two caucuses. A total of 208 reponses were 
received, allowing determination of the demographic, ideological, and 
behaviorial characteristics of these caucuses.
For the purpose of this study amateur will be defined as a 
person involved in politics who places issues and ideology above win­
ning. Since 1945, a veritable flood of literature has appeared 
concerning amateur political groups, offering a variety of definitions. 
This study will use the definition suggested by James Q. Wilson in 
his book The Amateur Democrat. He defined an amateur as:
...one who finds politics intrinsically interesting 
because it expresses a conception of the public interest.
The Amateur politician sees the political world more in 
terms of ideas and principles than in terms of person.
Politics is the determination of public policy, and public 
policy ought to be set deliberately rather than as the 
accidental by-product of a struggle for personal and 
party advantage. Issues ought to be settled on their 
merits; compromises by which one issue is settled other 
than on its merits are sometimes necessary, but they are 
never desirable. If the arena in which the Amateur acts 
is the city and the question at hand a limited one, his 
tendency is to endow the issue with generality— either by 
making it a national issue or by finding in it wider 
implications. The Amateur takes the outcome of politics—  
the determination of policies and choice of officials—  
seriously, in the sense that he feels a direct concern 
for what he thinks are the ends these policies serve 
and the qualities their officials possess.
Wilson, The Amateur Democrat, p. 3
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Wilson applies this definition of the amateur Democrat to the 
amateur movements in New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles active in 
the 1950's and early 1960's. According to Wilson there were two sets 
of activists involved in politics in New York, California, and 
Illinois— the amateurs and the professionals.
For Wilson, the amateur wanted parties to be programmatic, 
internally democratic, and largely free of patronage incentives. The 
amateur's party would offer a real alternative. To vote for it would 
be to choose a clear set of policy proposals linked to a coherent 
philosophy of government.^
He argued that the growth of issue activists would have impor­
tant implications for the American party system and that, when the 
amateur Democrat succeeded, the capacity of the political party to 
engage in broad-based, diffuse, accommodationist, coalition-building 
activities would be hindered.
If American parties have traditionally been 
sources of social coherence, this has in part been 
due to the fact that occasionally, and for very 
fundamental reasons, they have become identified 
with the opposite sides of crucial issues...The 
Amateur is...interested in reducing the2 center-seeking, 
concensus-building tendency of parties.
Arnold Kaufman is another political scientist who has looked 
at the political amateur. Kaufman has looked at the leftist New 
Politics activist. From his study of this type of activist he has
^Ladd and Hadley, Transformations of the American Party System,




The New Politics is principally a politics of 
issues, not candidates. Loyalty to party, loyalty 
to candidates and winning elections are important 
only as they contribute to the fulfillment of the 
radical liberal's program and values. Those who 
practice the New Politics are therefore ready to 
exercise an electoral veto on Democratic candidates 
when doing so serves their concern for issues...The New 
Politics implies predominant concern with the overall 
dynamic of the political process, not witlji the grubby 
ambitions of the lesser-evil politicians.
Aaron Wildavsky's study of Barry Goldwater's 1964 presidential 
candidacy was one of the earliest studies to show the effect of the 
Goldwater movement was that for the first time on the stage of American 
national two-party politics, a cadre of highly involved people were 
emerging in significant numbers to influence if not dictate the out­
comes of contests for Presidential nominations. The Goldwater movement
developed near the outset a new cycle, distinguished by the beginning
2of ideology in the United States.
Wildavsky labeled these people highly involved in politics 
"purists" and stated that they were beginning to influence and dictate 
the outcome of presidential nomination contests. He states:
Central to this interpretation was the view that 
the Goldwater activists shared with an emergent activists 
stratum on the left a distaste for the compromising, 
accommodationist tendencies which had generally prevailed
^Arnold S. Kaufman, The Radical Liberal, (New York: Simon and 
Schuster, 1970), pp. xii-xiii.
2Arnold Wildavsky, "The System", Review of Politics 27 (July, 
1965), pp. 386-413, as cited in Ladd and Hadley, Transformations of 
the American Party System, 2nd Ed., (New York: W. W. Norton and Co., 
Inc., 1978) p. 334.
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in U.S. politics. Distinguished by an ascendent orienta­
tion to issues, purists left and right were more sensitive 
to integrity of program than to maintenance of the party 
organization, more concerned with getting an ideologically 
'right' candidate than with nominating a winner.
By interviewing 150 Goldwater delegates Wildavsky was able to 
develop a portrait of the type of activist that he expected to become 
more involved within the two-party system in the intervening years.
Here we begin to see the distinguishing character­
istics of the purists; their emphasis on internal 
criteria for decision, on what they believe 'deep down 
inside'; their rejection of compromise; their lack of 
orientation toward winning; their stress on the style 
and purity of decision-making integrity, consistency, 
adherence to internal norms.
This group is the opposite of the traditional political activist 
who, as Wildavsky states, has expressed:
The belief in compromise and bargaining; the sense 
that the public policy is made in small steps rather 
than big leaps; the concern with conciliating the 
opposition and broadening public appeal; and the will­
ingness to bend a little to capture public support are 
all characteristic^ of the traditional politician in 
the United States.
The groups formed by these amateurs tend to be temporary. As 
Saloma and Sontag observe, the anti-war activists who were amateur 
groups motivated by the issue of Vietnam although active during the 
late 1960's and 1970's were effective in protesting the American
Ladd and Hadley, Transformations of the American Party System,
p. 334.
2Aaron Wildavsky, "The Goldwater Phenomenon: Purists, Politi­
cians, and the Two-Party System," Review of Politics, 27 (July 1965), 
pp. 386-413.
Ladd and Hadley, Transformations of the American Party System,3
p. 335.
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invasion of Cambodia, but the organizations they formed to accomplish
this were scarcely visible a year later. This group of students,
professors, and young professionals that had sprung up had failed
to provide any permanence or continuity.^
The last two decades have witnessed a sizable list of amateur
groups on the liberal Democratic side including the McCarthy campaign
of 1968, the cluster of citizen and official Democratic party bodies
and commissions dedicated to party reform, the Vietnam moratorium
committee, and the post-Cambodia-Kent student and citizen groups
that worked in the 1970 campaign and youth registration efforts for
21972. In some cases these groups even created formal organizations. 
Examples of these organizations were as follows: The Hughes Commis­
sion, the McGovern-Fraser Commission, the O'Hara Commission and the 
Center for Political Reform which worked for reform of the Democratic 
party. This does not mean that McGovern and Fraser were amateurs, but 
rather that amateurs worked for these commissions and used them to further 
their ideological goals. Yet none of these groups (organizations) 
became a permanent part of the party. There were also other amateur 
groups in the Democratic party in recent years. The Vietnam Moratorium 
Committee and "the Network" which coordinated the anti-war moratoriums 
of 1969 were amateur groups who worked to end the war in Vietnam.
The Movement for a New Congress and the National Committe for an
Ladd and Hadley, Transformations of the American Party System,
p. 334.
2John S. Saloma and Frederick H. Sontag, Parties: The Real 
Opportunity for Effective Citizen Politics, (New York: Knopf, 1972),
p. 226.
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effective Congress worked on the 1970 election campaign. Youth regis­
tration was directed by the Student Public Interest Research group.
Saloma and Sontag argue that while the amateurs can be influ­
ential in politics, they will be active only in connection with a 
certain candidate or issue, and, then when that effort is over, the 
organization disappears. As the authors state, there are several 
reasons amateur groups fail:
1. They take on issues indiscriminately instead of evaluating 
their objectives and potential citizen resources.
2. They lack permanent professional staff and facilities.
3. Most citizen groups have ignored their many common interests 
apart from ideological or issue differences and have tended 
to operate in isolation.
4. They lack information about citizen activity in politics.
5. They fail to involve their membership in the group's programs. 
As a result people who join expecting to accomplish something 
become discouraged.^
Despite the chronicling of how and why amateur groups have 
failed, the authors feel that amateurs will or have had a significant 
impact on political parties by shaping new political alignments, i.e., 
new political coalitions with the potential for governing.
David H. Everson in his book, American Political Parties, 
examines the role of the amateur and his impact on politics. The author
1Saloma and Sontag, Parties, p. 231-233.
states:
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Pressures for internal democracy (particularly in the 
case of the Democrats), representation of group interests 
and an emphasis on ideological purity and clear cut, policy- 
related differences between partie^ have become more influ­
ential in American party politics.
For Everson the issue-oriented activist has had a great influence on 
the two parties in the recent past with the result forcing the parties 
to nominate candidates who were less moderate and forcing the party 
to develop a more explicit platform. Everson claims the nomination 
of McGovern was due to these amateurs:
They nominated a candidate who was perceived as an 
extreme liberal and fashioned an unusually long, specific 
and liberal party platform.
Much of the literature on amateurs appearing in recent years 
indicates that these people seem to arise from the stratum of those 
who are young and college educated. These people (the young and 
college educated) have been causing more and more problems for the 
two major parties in recent years. One reason why those with higher 
education tend to be amateur is that, as Phillip Converse has so effec 
tively demonstrated, higher education correlates significantly with 
an ability and inclination to evaluate politics in terms of systematic 
issue concerns or, to put it differently, to view politics ideolog­
ically."^
^David H. Everson, American Political Parties, (New York/London 
New Viewpoints, 1980), p. 164.
2Everson, American Political Parties, p. 168.
3
Phillip Converse, "The Nature of Belief Systems in Mass 
Publics," in David Apter (ed.) Ideology and Discontent (New York:
Free Press, 1964), p. 213-226,255. Also Ladd and Hadley, Transforma­
tions of the American Party System, p. 349.
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As Converse further states:
Ideological thinking— in the sense of actively 
applying ’a relatively abstract and far-reaching 
conceptual dimension as a yardstick against which 
political objects and their shifting policy signifi­
cance over time (are) evaluated*— is to a striking 
degree coterminous with possession of standard college 
training.
Everson also argues that the amateur minorities in the parties are 
more likely to be those people in the population who are college- 
educated partisans.
With the decline in party identification over the years, young 
people are less likely to have learned a strong party identification. 
They are also more likely candidates for mobilization by amateur 
groups.
The new issues that emerged in the 1960's, especially Vietnam 
and race led to the failure of the younger generation to adopt a strong 
partisan position. As Nie, Verba, and Petrocik state:
"It was among the new generation of voters that 
the new issues resulted in a loss of partisan identifi­
cation or, more precisely, the failure to adopt one when one 
entered the electorate."
Evidence of this weakening of partisan identification includes:
1. Fewer citizens have steady and strong psychological 
identification with a party.
Converse, "The Nature of Belief Systems in Mass Politics," 
p. 213. Also, Ladd and Hadley, Transformations of the American Party 
System, p. 349.
2Norman H. Nie, Sidney Verba, and John R. Petrocik, The Changing 
American Voter, (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1979), p. 46.
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2. Party affiliation is less of a guide to electoral choice.
3. Parties are less frequently used as standards of evaluation.
4. Parties are less frequently objects of positive feelings on 
the part of citizens.
5. Partisanship is less likely to be transferred from generation 
to generation.
Young voters are the ones who have contributed the most to the decline
of partisanship. According to Nie, Verba, and Petrocik,
The combination of the fact that the new voters are 
a larger proportion of the electorate and the fact of 
their greater independence makes clear that these new 
voters contribute disproportionately to the decay of 
partisanship.
When Nie, Verba, and Petrocik speak of new voters they are referring
to the young voters who have entered the electorate since the late
sixties. This term new voters additionally refers to the 18-20 year
2olds during the 1972 election.
Thus the younger voter has a weaker commitment to a political
party. The young who become involved as political activists are more
likely to be committed to a candidate and his issue positions than
committing themselves to a party organization.
Concerning Democratic conventions Everson states:
However, findings from these conventions do indicate 
a strong relationship between age and adopting an 'Amateur' 
perspective supporting the contention that it is the young 
and well-educated^who may be expected to emphasize policy- 
oriented parties.
^Nie, Verba, and Petrocik, The Changing American Voter, p. 65.
2Nie, Verba, and Petrocik, The Changing American Voter, p. 46.
Everson, American Political Parties, p. 168.3
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Thus the young, because of their lack of commitment to a politi­
cal party and their strong issue orientation, are more likely to be 
mobilized by amateur groups who support a particular candidate or issue 
The combination of youth and college education makes it more 
likely that a person will become a political amateur. This combination 
leads to the creation of a group of people more likely to be concerned 
about issues and ideology than with winning elections.
This, then, is a brief overview of the literature concerning 
the rise of party amateurs. The amateurs are perceived to have certain 
strengths and weaknesses. Their strengths are thought to be their 
energy, enthusiasm, concern over issues, and their understanding of 
party rules. Their weaknesses are thought to be their unpredictability 
their emotionalism, failure to compromise, and dogmatism on issues.
The amateurs have at times grown from small, separate groups, who were 
thought to have little influence, to movements which took over the 
Republican party in 1964 and the Democratic party in 1972. The nomina­
tions of Goldwater in 1964 and McGovern in 1972 were accomplished by 
amateurs who temporarily seized control of a major political party.
They used their influence in those two conventions to nominate candi­
dates who were not moderate and were dedicated to an explicit platform. 
One of the reasons for the decline of the two major parties may be the 
rise of the amateurs who seize control of an issue or candidate and 
leave when their cause has failed. Ladd and Hadley state:
Both party structures are weak and porous; in an 
age of ideologically polarized activist cohorts, they 
are notably susceptible to takeovers by movements and 
candidates which eschew a politics of accommodation, 
as well as to walkouts when they appear insufficiently
-13-
responsive.
The McCarthy and McGovern movements of 1968 and 1972 are examples 
of amateur political groups and will be considered in more detail in the 
following chapter.
1
Ladd, Jr. and Hadley, Transformations of the American Party System,
p. 387.
CHAPTER II
NATIONAL MCCARTHY AND MCGOVERN MOVEMENTS
This chapter offers a brief overview of McCarthy and McGovern 
movements on a national basis, attempting to show that these groups 
were powerful amateur movements of the left. These movements are rele­
vant to this thesis because in North Dakota the members of the local 
McCarthy and McGovern movements became organizers of the Prairie 
Campaign and Kennedy caucuses. Thus in North Dakota these groups were 
forerunners of the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy caucuses.
The McCarthy movement of 1968 was a group of amateurs who felt 
strongly about the issues of war and peace. A strong component of the 
McCarthy movement was old-line Democrats who were Catholic. During 
the New Hampshire primary, students, not professionals, were the main 
component of the McCarthy staff. As Ben Stavis says in his book, We 
Were the Campaign: "The original staff was composed almost entirely 
of graduate students. There were a few undergraduates, but generally 
their class schedules prevented them from spending great amounts of 
time with the campaign."^
A few examples of graduate students on the staff would include: 
Sam Brown, 24 years old, a Harvard Divinity School student who headed




the New Hampshire office, and Diane Dumonofsky, a graduate student in 
English from Yale. Her job was to recruit volunteers and she was in 
charge of finding people in Concord to supply housing for the full-time 
workers. John Barbeiri, a recent Peace Corps returnee, was Sam's assis­
tant. The Peace Corps had given him a considerable experience in organ­
izing and leading people. A field staff was also created for McCarthy. 
This staff also drew primarily on graduate students.
A good illustration of the amateur influence in the McCarthy 
campaign is the fact that the campaign ignored most of the ethnic, 
labor, and religious groups that are the backbone of American politics. 
As Stavis states: "We did not pay too much attention to bargaining 
with leaders of ethnic groups. We did not negotiate with Union leaders, 
although we did leaflet gates. We formed no specific religious commit­
tees to support McCarthy." The reasoning behind this was that the 
students who ran the campaign were familiar with research, not with 
making deals with leaders of various voting blocs. In addition, as 
Polsby and Wildavsky state, this illustrates this extent to which the 
McCarthy movement eschewed traditional politics.
...Senator McCarthy in 1968 took the position that the 
gains to be expected by bargaining were greatly out-weighed 
by the loss of ideological purity and commitment. It should 
be clear by now that a central part of McCarthy's appeal to 
his style-oriented followers was th^t he did not act like a 
politician...he refused to bargain.
This refusal of Senator McCarthy to bargain is a classic trait 
of the amateur. The amateur, as I have shown in Chapter I, places
^Nelson W. Polsby and Aaron Wildavsky, Presidential Elections,
3rd Ed., (New York: Scribners, 1972), p. 113.
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issues and ideology above winning. This idea that McCarthy would not 
bargain away his ideals nor seek personal gain was a central reason 
why people supported Senator McCarthy in 1968. However, this was not 
true concerning his vote in New Hampshire. As Wildavsky states:
Since McCarthy's integrity was his stock in trade 
his supporters were concerned that he remain pure at 
all times. Many of his supporters eagerly assured us 
that 'McCarthy wouldn't sell out. He wouldn't compro­
mise. He^won't accept the Vice Presidency with 
Humphrey.
This disdain for compromise and the concern over the purity of one's 
ideals expressed by the McCarthy supporters is the stamp of the amateur
One major issue— the Vietnan; War— was the galvanizing 
force for the McCarthy campaign...
The campaign was regarded by most people as a peace campaign.
To paraphrase Stavis, the reason McCarthy decided to run for President, 
and the reason university students from around the country came to 
New Hampshire, was because of the war in Vietnam. After McCarthy 
received 42% of the vote in New Hampshire the power and the influence 
of a small group of amateurs was shown.
A legacy of the McCarthy movement is that it trained thousands 
of people in the nuts and bolts of political action. Almost a thousand 
young people worked on the campaign's national staff. Between 5,000 
and 10,000 people worked part-time in storefronts in the primary states 
campus headquarters, and non-primary states. At least 50,000 students
^Aaron Wildavsky, The Revolt Against the Masses: and Other 
Essays on Politics and Public Policy, (New York: Basic Books, Inc., 
1971), p. 282.
2Polsby and Wildavsky, Presidential Elections, p. 41.
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joined in canvassing. Tens of thousands of others raised money. This 
large group of political workers made up the campaign.^
Not only students but thousands of adults learned from this
involvement in the McCarthy campaign that they could participate in
politics. They discovered an obligation to give substantial money to
politics, also according to Stavis, they discovered that by their
2efforts politics could be changed. He states:
The loss of the nomination was sad, but in 
many respects the campaign was successful. In 
simplest terms we did dump Johnson and force him 
to stop bombing some of North Vietnam and begin 
some type of negotiations...Secondly, the McCarthy 
campaign resulted in some specific changes in the 
procedures of the Democratic National Convention 
which may enable it to nominate a man who reflects 
the desires of the party's votes in 1972...The 
McCarthy campaign also served to remind our Presidents 
that they have obligations to the voters...if they lie 
to the people...the people can and will organize them­
selves to dump even their powerful ^ncumbent president.
The eight-year term does not exist.
The McGovern movement in 1972 also involved a large number of 
amateurs who became involved in politics because of a concern over 
issues. This movement had its roots in past amateur groups which had 
arisen because of a concern over issues.
The McGovern delegates were amateurs both in ideology and issue
concerns. These delegates supported McGovern because he showed the
4same concern over issues such as the Vietnam War that they did.
^Stavis, We Were the Campaign, p. 200-201.
2Ibid., p. 203.
3Ibid., p. 200-201.
4Polsby and Wildavsky, Presidential Elections, p. 340.
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Senator McGovern did not have the strong component of old-line Catholic 
Democrats supporting him on religious grounds that McCarthy did.
McGovern got most of his support from these issue activists and not 
from the rank and file of his party.^ This activist group dominated 
the McGovern campaign and was able to secure the 1972 Presidential nomi­
nation for him. Like the McCarthy activists before them, the amateur 
activists who dominated the McGovern campaign resisted compromise.
To them, as to previous amateurs, compromise was evil and meant that 
one was "selling out to the system."
The members of the McGovern movement were young, college educated, 
and above all concerned about the issues, including once again the rela­
tionship between age and education and tendency to join amateur groups.
Both friend and foe acknowledged that here was 
the fulcrum of McGovern’s support. Thus Michael 
Harrington (a friend) wrote of ’McGovern's basic con­
stituency' as, 'issue-oriented, white, college-education' 
and Jeane Kirkpatrick (a foe) pointed to the same 
issue-conscious, upper-middle-class activists as the 
core of the movement which secured |or McGovern the 
Democratic presidential nomination.
The McGovern Movement got a big boost when new rules adopted 
by the Democratic party changed the makeup of the delegates to the 
national convention. The Democratic commission on Party Structure and 
Delegate Selection headed by Senator George McGovern required state 
parties to take "affirmative steps to encourage representation...of
■i,
young people and minority groups in reasonable relationship to their
^Polsby and Wildavsky, Presidential Elections, p. 340.
2Ladd, Jr. and Hadley, Transformations of the American Party 
System, p. 340.
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presence in the population of the states."
The best study of the effects of these new rules is William 
Cavala's article "Changing the Rules Changes the Game." This article 
deals with what happened in California. According to Cavala, at the 
McGovern district meeting there were large turnouts of white liberal 
activists who had not previously been involved in local and state poli­
tics. "In contrast to campaign professionals who saw delegates as 
basically campaign personnel, the assembled activists viewed them as
These amateurs expressed a concern for issues and ideology.
They believed in issues and representation in accordance with a person's 
age, race and sex. Anyone with past political experience was looked 
upon as someone who was undesirable.
Thus previous experience in campaigns was often 
viewed as a disqualification, presumably on the 
ground that the nominee had been tainted, and offenders 
were hooted down. Activists found the instructions on 
quotas (race, age, sex) and issue representation.
They soon broke up into black, Spanish-American, and 
women's caucuses, whose members bargained with one 
another for representation. The concern of these 
caucuses was with group2 interests rather than party 
or candidate interests.
This difference in perception of a delegate's role is also appar­
ent in the data collected which shows the differences between Democratic 
rank and file and selected groups of convention delegates.
William Cavala, "Changing the Rules Changes the Game: Party 
Reform and the 1972 California Delegation to the Democratic National 
Convention," American Political Science Review 68 (March 1974) p. 31, 
n. 20, cited in Polsby and Wildavsky, Presidential Elections, p. 131.
Polsby and Wildavsky, Presidential Elections, p. 129.2
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In conjunction with the Center for Political Studies of the 
University of Michigan, Jeane Kirkpatrick conducted a study in which 
the policy perspectives of all Democratic identifiers were compared 
to those delegates to the 1972 Democratic Convention. Kirkpatrick found 
in this study that the McGovern delegates on all issue concerns differed 
more from Democratic voters than did the delegates for any other presi­
dential candidate including George Wallace. (See Table 2-1).
Kirkpatrick emphasized that the political issues and symbols which sepa­
rated the Democratic voters from Republican voters further separated 
those people identified as Democratic voters from the elite of their 
own party. Kirkpatrick posited two explanations for the differences.
On the one hand they may be due to the new rules which established de 
facto quotas. On the other hand they may be due to the fact that 
activists with high social and economic status and strong issue concerns 
but without a strong commitment to party unity have grown apart from 
other party members and the voters. The McGovern supports of 1972 had 
high social and economic status, strong issue concerns and no attachment 
to party. Ladd and Hadley state the following concerning Goldwater 
in 1964, McCarthy in 1968, McGovern in 1972 and Reagan in 1976:
In each instance the candidate enjoyed disproportionate 
support among the middle-class and upper-class cohorts 
which are the prime beneficiaries of the weakening of party.
These strata tend to be-^issue-emphasizing and party- 
organization eschewing. *
Thus the Kirkpatrick study showed the existence of amateurs 
supporting the McGovern who differed more from the Democratic voters




DIFFERENCES BETWEEN DEMOCRATIC RANK-AND-FILE IDENTIFIERS AND 
SELECTED GROUPS OF CONVENTION DELEGATES, 1972
(The larger the number, the greater the difference)
Delegates for:
Attitudes toward: McGovern Humphrey Wallace Muskie Repub- Demo-
__ __  lican cratic
Welfare 110 35 46 60 19 76
Busing* 147 54 26 67 9 108
Crime 107 45 54 54 21 79
Civil rights leader 94 59 74 69 4 67
Welfare recipients 76 69 32 50 1 64
Political demon­
strators 123 61 5 68 5 90
Police 33 7 11 7 18 16
Military 97 5 30 30 29 52
Blacks 34 45 6 37 26 34
Conservatives 89 42 66 48 41 64
Liberals 78 24 99 37 73 46
Union leaders 10 43 52 21 52 15
Politicians 55 76 16 66 75 57
Inflation* 21 5 30 9 20 14
Abortion* 89 43 2 67 50 68
Laying off 
women first* 54 32 4 38 18 42
Women's liberation! 61 32 55 21 57 25
Business interests! 57 2 2 15 45 35
Black militants! 93 26 • 15 32 9 61
Vietnam 109 29 14 62 34 79
Ideological self­
classification 83 40 80 54 59 59
MEAN
DIFFERENCES 77.0 36.9 34.2 43.5 31.6 54.9
*These data on rank-and-file identifiers— used to compute differences—  
were taken from the C.P.S. Pre-Election (Post-Convention) Study.
+These data on rank-and-file identifiers— used to compute differences—  
were taken from the C.P.S. 1972 Post-Election Study.
The remaining data on rank-and-file identifiers were taken from the Pre- 
Convention Study.
N.B.: The difference scores above were computed from preponderance 
scores carried to the first decimal place.
Source: Jeane J. Kirkpatrick, "Representation in the American National 
Conventions: The Case of 1972, "British Journal of Political Science 
5 (July 1975), p. 304.
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than did the delegates of any presidential candidate.
Further evidence of the amateur orientation of the McGovern dele­
gates comes from David H. Everson who states: "The McGovern delegates
in 1972 were distinctive both in their Amateur orientations to politics
2and in their issue preferences."
The higher social and economic status of the McGovern delegates 
as compared with Democratic identifiers as a whole is shown by Jeane 
Kirkpatrick's study, portions of which appear in Presidential Elections, 
by Polsby and Wildavsky. Kirkpatrick states that: "At the end of 1971, 
48% of Democratic identifiers had a family income of less than $9,000; 
another 30 percent had incomes of from $9,000 to $15,000. Thirty-six 
percent of Democratic delegates had incomes of over $10,000; and another 
50 percent had family incomes of over $20,000." When the McGovern 
delegates are examined Kirkpatrick found that 16% had incomes of less 
than $10,000; 37% had incomes from $10-20,000; 26% had incomes from 
$20-30,000, 12% had incomes from $30-50,000, and 9% had an income of 
over $50,000.^ So the McGovern delegates' income was higher than that 
of the Democratic identifiers as a whole.
The differences were greater when one compared education. Three 
out of every five delegates had college degrees compared to one in four
^Polsby and Wildavsky, Presidential Elections, p. 132-133.
2David H. Everson, American Political Parties, (New York/London: 
New Viewpoints, 1980), p. 171.
3Polsby and Wildavsky, Presidential Elections, p. 131.
4Jeane Kirkpatrick, The New Presidential Elite, (New York:
Russell Sage Foundation, 1976), p. 64.
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among the rank-in-file Democrats. Among the delegates to the Democratic 
convention, 65% of McGovern's people had college degrees, compared to 
33% for Wallace, 40% for Humphrey, and 56% for Muskie. Professional 
people predominated among the delegates, with lawyers in the forefront 
except among McGovern supporters where teachers were predominant. As 
far as occupations were concerned workers were hardly to be seen. Jeane 
Kirkpatrick concluded "the delegates to both conventions were an over­
whelmingly middle class to upper class group.
From the beginning, issues, and the mobilization of amateurs 
played a large part in George McGovern's strategy for capturing the 
Democratic nomination:
From the outset, it seemed to me that the road to 
the White House in 1972 consisted of several essential 
ingredients: First a candidate positioned on the issues,
especially Vietnam, who could coalesce the activists 
supporting Robert Kennedy and Gene McCarthy in 1968.
Second, a strong grassroots organization capable of 
identifying supporters at the neighborhood level and  ̂
then enlisting their help, their votes and their funds.
In New Hampshire hundreds of volunteers from all over the country 
swarmed into the state. Because of their efforts McGovern made a strong 
showing in the Granite state. Grassroots activists helped McGovern 
win in California, one of the largest states in the Union. This group 
of volunteers, although initially small, had grown enormously as the 
campaign went on, and many had become involved because of the issue 
stressed by McGovern continually, the Vietnam War.
^Jeane Kirkpatrick, The New Presidential Elite, p. 63.
2George S. McGovern, Grassroots, (New York: Random House, 1977), 
p. 157-158.
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As McGovern states in his autobiography, the large army of volun­
teers that were attracted to his campaign were the heroes of 1972.
The grassroots volunteers won ten primaries, including a complete sweep 
in three of the largest states— California, New York and New Jersey.
They raised seven million dollars for the nomination effort; they tried 
to force the Nixon administration to end the war in Vietnam; they 
changed the rules and the dynamics of the Democratic party; they 
captured a presidential nomination and wrote a constructive, intelligent 
agenda for the nation.^ This then was the national legacy of the 
McGovern movement and the amateurs who helped make it work.
1McGovern Grassroots, p. 174.
CHAPTER III
STATE AMATEUR MOVEMENTS
This chapter will offer a brief look at three amateur groups 
that influenced or worked within the Democratic-NPL party of North 
Dakota. I will look at the McCarthy volunteers of 1968, the Liberal 
Coalition for Democratic Action (1971-72), the Students for McGovern.
This is not intended as a full and complete history of these groups 
but, instead, as a brief sketch of the three amateur groups which are 
important because they are the forerunners of the Prairie Campaign for 
Economic Democracy and the Kennedy movement. The leaders of the 
movement (George Sinner, Bob Vogel, Sylvia Krueger) and the people who 
were its national convention delegates later founded the LCDA and after 
it died they helped to form the McGovern movement. The argument of 
this chapter is that the state of North Dakota has within the Democratic- 
NPL party a group of amateurs who move among groups because of differ­
ences in issue and ideology between themselves and the full party.
The McCarthy movement in North Dakota was short lived. According 
to Alice Olson (one of the early North Dakota organizers for McCarthy 
in 1968), the leaders of the McCarthy movement were Kevin Carvell, Alice 
Olson, Ron Trina, Bob Vogel, Bud Sinner, and Bernie Majors. Bob Vogel 
and George (Bud) Sinner were the floor leaders for the McCarthy movement 
at the 1968 Democratic-NPL Convention.
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As Olson stated, there were two major issues which attracted
North Dakotans’ to McCarthy: the War in Vietnam and the intellectual
Catholicism of the Catholic Rural Life Movement. The Catholic Rural
Life Movement was an intellectual movement that developed during
the 1930’s and 1940's. It was a back to nature movement whose members
felt that the best way to commune with God was in a rural environment.
The issue of Catholic intellectualism was what attracted Bernie Majors
and Bud Sinner to the McCarthy candidacy. However, the war in Vietnam
was the issue that caused the most concern at the convention. The
war brought the young people over to the Senator's candidacy. The
Senator was one candidate who was strongly anti-war. This anti-war
stance appealed to students in the Grand Forks and Fargo areas and
2to liberals around the state.
When Senator McCarthy spoke at the 1968 convention the issue 
that drew the most attention was the Vietnam War. As the Minot Daily 
News said:
Senator Eugene McCarthy drew tumultuous applause 
when he attacked the Vietnam War, calling it a conflict 
'most of us don't feel is justified on economic, 
diplomatic or even moral grounds.
The platform on Vietnam approved at the convention called for "a
negotiated peace to conclude hostilities in Vietnam."^
1 * Interview with Alice Olson, Grand Forks, North Dakota,
28 April 1982.
2Ibid.
2Minot Daily News, 28 June 1968, p. 1.
4Ibid., 1 July 1968.
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The McCarthy people in North Dakota, like political amateurs, 
were motivated to become active because of an issue concern. They were 
concerned about the Vietnam War and opposed to the established leaders 
of the Democratic party. As Jim Wilson of the Bismarck Tribune stated:
Backers of Senator Eugene J. McCarthy (Democrat,
Minnesota) for the Democratic presidential nomination 
leave little doubt they are political beginners. But 
the group of about 30 persons meeting here over the 
weekend left little doubt they are backing a winner.
And they showed they were not just against the Vietnam 
War, but strongly opposed to the established leaders^of 
the Democratic party and the Johnson Administration.
The Minot Daily News summarized the accomplishments of the 
movement in North Dakota:
It forced the state's Democratic-NPL party to adopt 
a national delegate slate chosen by proportional repre­
sentation.
The McCarthy people were happy that the convention 
decided to use proportional representation in the 
selection of delegates. As a McCarthy spokesman told 
the convention; he was appreciative of the efforts... 
to see that we got a fair share.
It opened the party to more people.
It led to tf^start of the Liberal Coalition for 
Democratic Action.
The McCarthy people felt they were the reason proportional representa­
tion was used in North Dakota. However, it actually occurred because 
of Governor Bill Guy's influence at the convention. At the convention, 
out of 900 total delegates 300 were for McCarthy. Because of the
^Jim Wilson, "Total Disregard is Given Kennedy," Minot Daily 
News, April 11, 1968, p. 2.
2Alden Beste, "Democrats Pick Delegates, Abandon Unit Rule 
System," Minot Daily News, July 1, 1968, p. 10.
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influence of Governor Bill Guy, North Dakota became the first state 
to choose national convention delegates based on proportional representa­
tion. At the convention, Governor Bill Guy had promised to treat the 
McCarthy forces fairly. As a result North Dakota's delegation to the 
national convention was divided between the McCarthy and Humphrey forces 
on the basis of their state convention strength. Writing in the Minot 
Daily News, Alden Beste stated: "...The convention could have given 
Humphrey all 25 delegates if it wanted to but party leaders, including 
William L. Guy had promised to be fair."^
Alden Beste reported further of what he saw as evidence of Guy's 
fairness when the selection committee gave its report. "The seven 
McCarthy delegates were awarded after the selection committee had recom­
mended a 19-6 split. One more was awarded when Guy, a Humphrey backer,
2said he thought seven would be fair."
Former Governor Bill Guy said:
I would like to think that the North Dakota 
delegation to the National Convention was propor­
tionately divided between Humphrey and McCarthy 
people at my request. The state convention had 
the prerogative of sending the entire delegation 
pledged to the Presidential candidacy of Hubert H.
Humphrey. The convention could have excluded 
McCarthy and not given the McCarthy people any 
delegates. But I talked to the party leadership  ̂
and said we have to make a proportional delegation.
The twenty-five delegates to the National Convention were divided:
eighteen Humphrey, seven McCarthy. The seven McCarthy delegates were
^Alden Beste, "Demcocrats Pick Delegates, Abandon Unit Rule System," 
Minot Daily News, 11 April 1968.
2Ibid.
Interview with former Governor William L. Guy, 19 November 1982.3
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selected in a smoke-filled hotel room by six to eight McCarthy organi­
zers, According to Alice Olson. This description of the choosing of 
McCarthy delegates in a smoke-filled room is meant to show that the 
McCarthy group was controlled by a small clique who later were instru­
mental in the LCDA and McGovern movements. Because of the unit rule 
the Humphrey forces could stop the slate so the organizers attempted 
to find seven people who deserved to be delegates. They chose the seven 
delegates on the basis of: 1. long-term party involvement, 2. mone­
tary contribution to the party (with the exception of Joel Barden).
The seven chosen were: Joel R. Barden of Grand Forks; Francis Barth 
of Solen, Loren Hillier of Hensel, Mrs. Eugene A. (Sylvia) Krueger of 
Fargo, Ludger Kadlec of Pisek, Mrs. Andrew (Betty) Laverdure of Belcourt 
and George A. Sinner of Casselton.^
The seven chosen were pledged to McCarthy and at the national 
convention the seven delegates wre ordered to vote for McCarthy (by 
Governor Guy) even though some delegates wanted to vote for Humphrey.
As Eugene McCarthy said in his book, The Year of the People
"...At the state convention we were awarded 
seven of the twenty-five North Dakota delegates to 
the Democratic National Convention. Had we been 
able to contest in the rest of the state, we might 
have shown sufficient strength to make the case for 
a higher proportion of the delegates to Chicago. But 
on the basis of measurable strength, th^ North Dakota 
distribution came close to being fair."
•<b .
Olson stated that the second accomplishment was that more people
^Alden Beste, "Democrats Pick Delegates, Abandon Unit Rule System," 
Minot Daily News, 1 July 1968.
2Eugene J. McCarthy, The Year of the People, (Garden City:
New York, Doubleday and Co., Inc., 1969), p. 184.
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were attracted to politics. Because of the Senator's candidacy many
young students became politically active in the Democratic-NPL party.
The party opened itself up to widespread participation.
The McCarthy people in North Dakota were political amateurs
who valued issues and ideology more than winning. When their cause
failed they disappeared. Former Governor Bill Guy states:
They [the McCarthy people] were here for a single 
cause— they felt they were the only ones interested 
in ending the Vietnam War. After the convention they 
disappeared...college students were especially 
attracted to the McCarthy campaign. Aftej the state 
convention they were nowhere to be found.
Alice Olson indicated that the third accomplishment of the move­
ment was that it led to the formation of the Liberal Coalition for 
Democratic Action. This organization brought together the veterans 
of the McCarthy movement in a broadbased coalition to work for political 
reform.^
The Liberal Coalition for Democratic Action was organized on
March 27, 1971, at Valley City. According to its first press release:
"The objective for the new group is to renew and reaffirm a liberal
philosophy in the political party system, and to make the system
3
responsive to the issues."
This organization dealt immediately with several public issues 
of the day, calling for removing restrictions on labor organizations,
^Interview with William L. Guy, 19 November 1982.
2Interview with Alice Olson, Grand Forks, North Dakota,
2 April 1982.
3Minutes of the Liberal Coalition for Democratic Action Meeting, 
March 27, 1971, p. 1.
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opposition to the ABM system being built in North Dakota, opposition 
to the escalation and Vietnamization of the war in Southeast Asia, 
improvement of farm legislation, establishment of a viable system of 
national health care, improvement of housing for the poor, develop­
ment of a rapid surface transportation system and a concern for water 
resources development with an emphasis on ecological evaluation.
The group had five main objectives:
1. To renew and reaffirm liberal philosophy within the 
Democratic party in North Dakota.
2. To seek and support liberal candidates.
3. To open the party to all liberals, and return control 
of the party to the people through the adoption of the 
McGovern Commission Report on the party reform.
A. To make the party responsive to the needs and wishes 
of the people.
5. To make tljie political system responsive to the issues 
of today.
At the second meeting Ken Bode from the Center for political 
Reform in Washington, D.C., was scheduled to speak. His main topic 
was political reform and the need and strategies for reform in North 
Dakota. One of the problems which he saw in North Dakota was a 
statute which precluded the possibility of having an open, timely 
selection of delegates to the state and national conventions. The 
basic problem was that precinct committeemen, who were selected at 
the primary election in September, 1970, were by law delegates to 
the district convention. To vote for a precinct committeeman one 
had to be 21 years of age and a legal voter. Many people
^Liberal Coalition for Democratic Action Press Release, March 27,
1971.
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(particularly those who would be 18-23 years old in 1972, as well as 
those who had moved to North Dakota since September, 1969, would 
have no available means of participating in the selection of candi­
dates in 1972, even though they would be eligible to vote for congres­
sional and presidential candidates in the fall election. If they 
couldn't vote for the precinct committeemen this meant that they were 
being disenfranchised since precinct committeemen elected in September, 
1970, were automatic delegates to the 1972 district conventions. In 
effect while other delegates to the 1972 district convention would 
be chosen by people who were not 21 years old and North Dakota residents 
in September, 1980, they had no choice in the selection of automatic 
delegates to the 1972 district convention.
Much of the discussion at the meetings centered around the 
possibility of initiating a lawsuit asking the court to enjoin the 
state of North Dakota from enforcing those statutes which caused 
the above described loss of franchise. Dennis Davis, Valley City,
Karl Limvere and Lynn Clancy of Jamestown, Keith Zacharius from 
Kathryn and Henrik Voldal from Valley City volunteered to serve as 
a committee to pursue the matter of introducting a lawsuit. A lawsuit 
was filed but it failed. (See LCDA Lawsuit Appendix A). According 
to Henrik Voldal (leader of the LCDA) "You will note that we did 
file a lawsuit' but were unsuccessful."^
To change the bylaws of the Democratic-NPL party the state 
committee had sent a copy of the analysis of the McGovern Commission
^Henrik Voldal to Author, 15 March 1982.
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guidelines as they related to the North Dakota Democratic-NPL party 
to all district chairmen and to selected party leaders.^ That commit­
tee followed the guidelines of the National Committee.
Within the LCDA the Committee for Political Reform (Keith 
Zacharius, Dennis Davis, Lynn Clancy, Karl Limvere, and Henrik Voldal) 
was steadily making progress in its battle to reform the Democratic- 
NPL party. Among its actions were:
1. To reproduce a detailed analysis of North Dakota's 
political party delegate selection procedures and mail
it to all Democratic-NPL district chairman and other party 
leaders.
2. To meet with the Democratic-NPL State Executive Committee 
at Jamestown on June 11. At this meeting a report was 
made on the need for party reform. The Executive Committee 
seemed supportive and encouraged the Committee for Political 
Reform to continue its efforts. They also asked that the 
coalition submit recommendations for reform to the state 
party. The coalition asked the executive committee to 
reform its delegate selection procedures so that they would 
be in compliance with the McGovern Commission guidelines.
3. To prepare a working copy of a party constitution which 
the North Dakota Democratic-NPL party may.adopt. The work­
ing copy was mailed to Richard Ista and other party leaders. 
The existing Democratic-NPL constitution complied with 
state law. Since state law violated the McGovern Commission
^LCDA Letter, June 3, 1971.
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guidelines there was a need for a new state law that would 
comply with the McGovern guidelines.^
4. To have the Committee for Reform study carefully the problem 
that was created by section 16-17-16 of the North Dakota 
Century Code. This problem was one of precinct committeemen 
selected in September, 1970, becoming automatic delegates 
to the 1972 district convention.
During a meeting of the LCDA, the New American Movement wqs 
brought up. Carroll Johnson (from Grand Forks) gave an explanation 
of why the New American Movement was unique and discussed its signifi­
cance to the LCDA. The coalition’s future role, now that it looked 
like all its reforms would be adopted by the Democratic-NPL, was 
discussed. Here is where the split between the moderates and the 
radicals occurred for the first time. The New American Movement 
was a democratic socialist movement headed by author Michael 
Harrington who was a Socialist party activist. According to Tracy 
Potter, N.A.M. can best be described as a group of former SDS radi­
cals."̂  (Tracy Potter was a N.A.M. member who was also a former member 
of SDS). Some in the LCDA just wanted to work for Democratic Social­
ism. This split is like that which has caused the death of many 
amateur groups before. As discussed in Chapter I, amateurs are con­
cerned with issues and ideological purity. When the LCDA started 
to accomplish its goals then the ideological conflict began. Certain
^See Appendix C, Bylaws, January, 1972; also Appendix B,
Mandate for Reforms.
2Interview with Tracy Potter, February 7, 1982.
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Minot people (Curt Togstad, David Johnson, and Burtis Anfinson) con­
sidered themselves pure in ideology and, therefore, refused to 
compromise their leftist beliefs when other LCDA members refused 
to adopt all of the N.A.M. ideology as something to be worked toward.
(Author’s Recollection) On the other side of the coin some amateurs 
in the LCDA wanted to work for national health insurance. This 
faction felt that the Kennedy bill of the time was the best issue 
for the LCDA to adopt. Since both factions were concerned about 
their ideological purity, no compromise was possible. This failure 
to compromise and agree on a new agenda was to prove fatal to the 
LCDA.
At the next meeting (March 18th) the LCDA recieved good news: 
the State Democratic-NPL party had adopted its proposed constitution 
which followed the McGovern guidelines.
The LCDA's success was manifested in many ways:
1. The New Party Bylaws - the LCDA packed the Bylaws Committee 
with eight of its own members. These members attended 
all meetings (unlike the party regulars) of the Bylaws 
Committee. By sticking together on the reform issue the 
LCDA members of the Bylaws Committee were able to fashion 
a new set of party bylaws nearly identical to the one
used as a model by the McGovern Commission. The eight *
LCDA members on the committee were: Curt Togstad, Tracy 
Potter, Ken Johnson, Neil Fleming, Dr. Henrik Voldal,
Byron Dorgan, Clare Aubol, and Mrs. Bjorlie. (Author's 
personal recollection)
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2. By helping to make Senator McGovern the Democratic presid- 
dential nominee the LCDA helped to fulfill their objective 
of supporting liberal candidates. The LCDA members were 
one of the first groups to organize for McGovern on an indi­
vidual basis by training the McGovern supporters within
the LCDA on how to pack caucuses and how t© get the maximum 
support for Senator McGovern at the upcoming district con­
vention by using the new bylaws which had been written by 
LCDA supporters. (Author's recollection)
3. The 1972 Democratic-NPL platform addressed the issues of 
the Vietnam War and the question of peace in a straight 
forward manner. This was achieved by packing the foreign 
policy committee (which wrote foreign policy resolutions) 
with LCDA and McGovern supporters. (Author's recollection) 
(See Appendix D)
At the June, 1972, State Convention, the LCDA finally crumbled. 
By now the split between left and moderate that had b©en apparent 
before was irreversible. The left, now that a new constitution had 
been adopted by the Democrats, wanted to move in the direction of Demo­
cratic socialism and have the LCDA join the New American Movement.
The moderates wanted to continue to work on reform by developing a 
new agenda that would have as its big push national htalth insurance. 
Neither side compromised and the LCDA died a victim of its own success.
The LCDA amateurs worked together without conflict when they 
had goals to accomplish. However, when these goals w#re accomplished 
then the problem became apparent. The LCDA divided into two amateur
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factions, neither of which would compromise. So after goals were accom­
plished, the two factions refused to compromise on what goals to work 
for next. As a result the organization on the last day of the Demo- 
cratic-NPL Convention died an unfortunate death. This death was caused 
by the failure of the two factions to compromise; both wanted to remain 
ideologically pure.^
Some of the members of the Liberal Coalition for Democratic 
Action on their own initiative decided to work for the presidential 
candidacy of Senator George McGovern. These individuals (Curtis Togstad, 
Ken Johnson, Carroll Johnson, Tracy Potter, Keith Zacharius, Henrik 
Voldal, Alan Sheppard, and Dr. Jayapathy) were the amateur leaders 
who formed the backbone of the McGovern campaign in 1971. These indi­
viduals who were concerned about issues and ideology found the 
Presidential candidacy of George McGovern to be what they were looking 
for. Here was a man who was pure on the issues of party reform and 
the ending of the Vietnam War.
In 1971, when the LCDA was at its peak, the McGovern campaign 
got its first big boost in North Dakota with the McGovern Festival 
in Jamestown on September 3, 1971. At this festival Senator McGovern 
met with the Liberal Coalition and gave them his view of the reform 
situation. The organization of Students for McGovern in North Dakota 
had begun earlier, mostly organized by LCDA members. Although the 
LCDA had taken a position that, as a group, it would be neutral, indi­
vidual members were free to organize on their own.
See Appendix E.
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In Valley City two members of the LCDA, Keith Zacharius and 
Henrik Voldal, organized for McGovern. Zacharius had originally worked 
for the nomination of Senator Harris. When Senator Harris dropped 
out, Zacharius switched over to McGovern. Henrik Voldal as the first 
president of the LCDA was instrumental in providing guidance to the 
burgeoning McGovern movement. Because of his age he served as a link 
between the college supporters of McGovern and the older progressives, 
and other liberals who were suspicious of this group of young activists.
The author was able to obtain information concerning recruitment 
patterns and success of the Minot Students for McGovern club, but was 
unable to get information on other Student for McGovern groups. In 
Minot, Students for McGovern was formed at Minot State College. A 
Minot State College student, Bob Mackley, was elected president of 
the group. At its peak the Minot State College Students for McGovern 
had about 115 members. These members were drawn mostly from the members 
of the LCDA around Minot, the local drug subculture, fans of Wooden 
Nickel and Suite Feeling (two rock bands whose members were vocal sup­
porters). (Author's recollection). The supporters of Senator McGovern 
did well in Minot at the precinct caucuses held April 17, 1972, at 
Longfellow Grade School. As the Minot Daily News stated:
McGovern polled a plurality in a straw vote taken 
before some 230 persons in attendance scattered through­
out the school to participate in 25 precinct caucuses. *
McGovern received 101 votes to completely out distance 
his nearest ij-ival, Senator Hubert Humphrey D-Minnesota who 
got only 11.
News,
^"McGovern Forces Make Strong Showing in Minot," Minot Daily 
April 18, 1972, p. 2.
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The McGovern forces also showed strength in getting delegates 
committed to McGovern elected to the district convention which was 
held May 15, 1972. As the Minot Daily News stated:
Under the party's new bylaws, persons participating in 
a precinct caucus can hold a preference caucus for any 
candidate for any office and then name delegates to the 
district convention in proportion to their strength. Using . 
this procedure in nine precincts, McGovern's supporters 
succeeded^in gaining 79 committed delegates out of 217 
selected.
The strength of the McGovern forces was the best in the college 
area precincts, indicating again the appeal this movement had for the 
young and college students. As the News reported:
McGovern's forces made their strongest showing 
in the First Precinct of Minot's Third Ward which 
includes the college campus. They captured 14 of 
the 18 delegates to that precinct. McGovern's backers 
also won majorities in three precincts. They 
took 21 out of 40 delegates in the First Precinct of the 
Fifth Ward which lies west of the college, 8 of the 
fifteen in the Second Precinct of the First Ward, which uses 
the courthouse for a polling place, and 5 of 7 in Nedrose 
Township.
At the precinct caucuses, resolutions were also passed. The 
campus precinct (McGovern's stronghold) passed a strong resolution 
concerning Vietnam. As the News stated:
The campus precinct also adopted a resolution calling 
on the Democratic party to set a firm date in its national 
platform for withdrawal of all U.S. troops from Vietnam 
and to bind the presidential nominee to that date.
^"McGovern Forces Make Strong Showing in Minot," Minot Daily 




Philosophical differences between youthful delegates and party 
regulars were very evident in numerous areas as the North Dakota con­
vention hammered out its platform."^ The one issue at the State Con­
vention which separated the party regulars from the McGovern amateurs 
was the one of abortion. This issue is the one which caused party 
regulars to bolt and support the Presidential candidacy of Hubert H. 
Humphrey. The McGovern delegates from Minot passed out an abortion 
resolution at the convention which Terry Slover (one of the Students 
for McGovern at Minot) had drawn up. As the Minot Daily News stated:
...the platform committee adopted a plank supporting 
the petition drive in progress in the state to put the 
question of liberalizing the stage's abortion law on the 
ballot as an initiative measure.
There was speculation that the proposed abortion planks would draw 
heavy opposition on the convention floor. (June 15, 1972) This solu­
tion worried the regulars (professionals) in the party and as a result 
many of them who had resigned themselves to supporting McGovern switched 
their allegience to Humphrey. As Dick Dobson wrote in the Minot Daily 
News:
Senator Hubert H. Humphrey, D-Minnesota made an 
unexpectedly strong showing on the first presidential 
preference ballot taken at the state Democratic NPL 
convention in Fargo today...^cGovern polled 371 
delegates and Humphrey 268^.
^"Amnesty Plank Beaten, War Condemned," Minot Daily News,
June 16, 1972, p. 1.
2
"Democrats," Minot Daily News, June 16, 1972, p. 2.
3
Dick Dobson, "Humphrey Runs Strong Second Among Delegates in 
Presidential Preference Vote," Minot Daily News, June 16, 1972, p. 1
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This preference ballot translated into a large block of delegates 
for Humphrey. Based on the results of the first ballot it appeared 
that McGovern would win nine delegates and Humphrey six.^ As a result 
the Humphrey forces sent six delegates to the national convention 
instead of the two they were expected to receive. The people at the 
convention were worried about winning elections and became worried 
about the emergence to the abortion issue raised by the McGovern ama­
teurs who cared more about issues than winning. Once again the amateurs 
placed issues and ideology above winning. At the 1972 State Convention, 
instead of organizing their strength to send as many McGovern delegates 
to the national convention as possible, the McGovern amateurs let them­
selves get side tracked on the abortion issue. They refused to compro­
mise on this issue, thereby frightening labor delegates and older party 
people which caused a resurgence of Humphrey strength. As a result, 
instead of the two delegates, Humphrey received six. The problem is 
that if amateurs don't get their way concerning ideology or issue con­
cerns, they may simply abandon the party and let it go down to defeat 
as the national McCarthy students did in 1968 according to Ben Stavis. 
However, in North Dakota this didn't happen in all cases as some of 
the people involved in the McCarthy, LCDA, and McGovern movements came 
back to form the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy caucuses in 1980.
In the fall McGovern was defeated. He was simply perceived 
as too liberal by the country. His campaign mistakes (Eagleton,
Salinger trip) also contributed. So a campaign that recruits young,
^Dick Dobson, Minot Daily News, June 16, 1972, p. 1.
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highly educated activists has to realize that, while issue and ideologi­
cal appeals to such activists might gain a candidate the Presidential 
nomination, such ideological rigidity may not appeal to the electorate 
as a whole.
Nine members of the Liberal Coalition helped to found the Prairie 
Campaign for Economic Democracy. Five members of the Liberal Coalition 
were active in the formation of the Kennedy caucus. The people that 
I have mentioned in this chapter were the movers and shakers who went 
from movement to movement trying to advance their issues and ideology. 
The failure of these movements (McCarthy, LDCA, and McGovern) did not 
deter them from trying to advance their issue concerns through the 
Prairie Campaign and Kennedy caucuses in 1980. These caucuses (Prairie 
Campaign and Kennedy) also failed. Many people joined these caucuses, 
yet they were unable to fulfill their issue and ideology concerns. 
Political amateurs dominated McGovern’s campaign organization. As 
columnist John P. Roche states:
...the very nature of the McGovern organization, 
dominated by Amateur activists, which gave it remark­
able strength, can provide singular weakness. It 
automatically resists compromise with evil^and evil 
is rather broadly defined as the ’system.’
^Dick Dobson, Minot Daily News, June 16, 1972, p. 1.
CHAPTER IV
PRAIRIE CAMPAIGN AND KENNEDY MOVEMENT IN NORTH DAKOTA
The Prairie Campaign was an amateur group because of its concern 
for issues and ideology. It was formed not with a concern over the 
next election, but rather the next generation. It was founded by people 
who had been active in previous amateur groups in the state (McCarthy, 
LCDA, and McGovern), from the beginning stressing that its intent was 
to work within the Democratic-NPL party in order to insure that the 
party will stand for something instead of being concerned about winning 
every election.'*’ In the membership list of the LCDA and the Prairie 
Campaign for Economic Democracy, nine of the same names show up— nine 
out of the seventy-two LCDA members and nine out of one hundred twenty- 
one Prairie Campaigners. People who left the LCDA after it died and 
later helped to form the Prairie Campaign include:
Curtis L. Togstad - member State Bylaws Committee, former LCDA
member, employee of the N.D. Insurance Dept. 
Tracy Potter - founder of the Prairie Campaign, member of the
LCDA who also served on the State Bylaws Committee, 
employee of the N.D. Insurance Dept.
^Prairie Fire, December 1979.
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Glenn Bakken - early member of the LCDA,-helped Potter form the 
Prairie Campaign, employee of the N.D. Insurance 
Dept.
Alan J. Sheppard - member of the LCDA and early member of the
Prairie Campaign, former attorney for the N.D. 
Insurance Dept.
Henrik Voldal and Normal Voldal - founders of the LCDA and early
members of the Prairie Campaign. Henrik was 
also one of the LCDA members on the Bylaws 
Committee.
Ruben Hummel - Mott farmer, former member of the LCDA and early 
member of the Prairie Campaign.
Arnold Holden - N.D. Insurance Dept, employee and member of the 
LCDA.
Clare Aubol - Motor Vehicle Registrar who was chairman of the
Bylaws Committee, former member of the LCDA and a 
McCarthy alternate to the National Convention in 
1968.
Five of the people listed above worked at the North Dakota 
Insurance Department, whose commissioner Byron Knutson hired many 
amateurs. These amateurs who were past veterans of the McCarthy, LCDA, 
and McGovern campaigns coalesced once more to form another organization 
based on issues and ideology. These people were leaders who motivated 
others in group after group. From McCarthy to LCDA to McGovern to 
P.C.E.D. and Kennedy, they were the amateur elite who organized and 
led the groups. The common issues they possessed were a desire for
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party reform, a concern for peace, and the hope that a presidential 
candidate to their issues and ideology could be nominated.
The Prairie Campaign for Economic Democracy (formed in 1979) 
was a North Dakota home-grown organization which aimed at having a 
long-range impact on the politics of the state. It attempted to stimu­
late an understanding of the role of corporations in the economic prob­
lems of the state.
Prairie Campaign worked toward the following:
1. A right to work that means the right to a decent job with 
decent pay.
2. Guaranteeing health care as a basic right.
3. Railroad construction through public ownership.
4. Renewable resource development.
5. Access to market for prairie agriculture.
6. Establishment of the right of local control of land, air, 
and water.
7. An end to nuclear destruction.^
The Prairie Campaign was designed to promote the political and economic 
causes of working and retired people, farmers, ranchers, students and 
small enterprise.
The Prairie Campaign hoped to help the above mentioned groups 
by establishing an economy which would promote small farms and family 
businesses, while at the same time guaranteeing jobs and comfortable
P̂rairie Fire, Issue, October 3, 1980.
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retirements to working people. The P.C.E.D. hoped to accomplish this 
by entering Democratic-NPL primary contests, sponsoring initiated 
measures, and contesting local elections in order to promote their 
ideology.
An editorial in the second issue of the Prairie Fire written 
at the time of the Afghanistan crisis (and just after Carter's state­
ments concerning that crisis) indicated that the Prairie Fire's presid­
ential preference by saying "Kennedy and Brown are imperfect alterna­
tives, with weaknesses aplenty, to be sure. But they do not have 
Republican military policy."
By the April 14, 1980, issue, Prairie Fire was urging its follow­
ers to participate in the Democratic-NPL District conventions to be 
held on April 19th. It told its readers that:
North Dakota's only chance to vote in the race 
between Jimmy Carter and Edward Kennedy for the 
Democratic presidential nomination is coming up on 
April 19th...Democratic-NPL leadership hasn't done 
much to encourage mass participation since passing 
their democratic by-laws in 1972. Neither have 
insurgent movements used the open rules to pack the 
convention since Shirley Chisholm's and McGovern's 
people did so in a few urban districts in 1972.
In 1980 the Prairie Campaign decided to try to send delegates pledged
to the P.C.E.D. to the state convention in Fargo. As the article (in
the April 14, 1980, issue of Prairie Fire) speculates concerning
P.C.E.D. power: "According to delegate counters the Prairie Campaign
will certainly pick up several seats in Bismarck, also in Grand Forks,
2Dickinson, Hazen and Southwestern rural areas."
P̂rairie Fire, Issue, April 14, 1980. 
2Ibid.
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In the June 5, 1980, issue of Prairie Fire the results of the 
April 19th district conventions were reported. The Prairie Campaign 
ran even with the Carter and teacher’s caucuses with a total of 60 
delegates. The breakdown was as follows: District 33 —  Oliver, Mercer 
and Morton counties all 21 delegates committed to the Prairie Campaign, 
District 49 (Bismarck), the Prairie Campaign picked up 8 delegates 
out of 27 delegates, and 3 votes in District 18 (Grand Forks.) The 
P.C.E.D. also had 20 delegate commitments from people elected in other 
caucuses or elected without preference caucuses. With these 60 dele­
gates the P.C.E.D. had enough potential delegates to make its presence 
felt in Fargo.
From this count it looked as though a major base of support 
for the Prairie Campaign was in the Bismarck area: District 33-21 
delegates, District 49-8 delegates. So, out of 60 delegates chosen 
prior to the convention, 29 or almost half were from the Bismarck area. 
The reason why so many delegates came from the Bismarck area was the 
presence of so many former LCDA members in the Bismarck area. At the 
North Dakota Insurance Department, Curt Togstad (LCDA) District 33 
chairman (New Salem), worked to ensure that his district's 21 delegates 
were unanimously for the Prairie Campaign. Three former LCDA's in 
the city of Bismarck, Tracy Potter, Glenn Bakken, and Byron Knutson 
(all Insurance Department employees) worked to get Prairie Campaign 
delegates in their respective districts.
At the State Democratic-NPL convention, the P.C.E.D., won delegate 
votes in 34 of the state's 49 legislative districts. This was translated
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into 12.5% of the preference vote cast at the convention. The Campaign
received 125 signed ballots out of a total of 1000 cast which entitled
them to send six people to the National Democratic Convention in New
York. These six people could cast two whole votes. "Created only
months ago by mostly young, left-of-center activists within the Demo-
cratic-NPL party, the Prairie Campaign for Economic Democracy, Saturday
claimed two of the party's 13 National convention votes." The final
count on preference caucuses was: Uncommitted - 279, Kennedy - 269,
Education - 168, Carter - 157, Prairie Campaign - 125. The strength of
the Prairie Campaign centered in Bismarck with 26 ballots, Grand Forks
and Jamestown 15 each, Fargo 10, Minot, Mandan, and Devils Lake 5 each,
3West Fargo and Valley City 3 each.
Beyond the national delegation makeup, the Prairie Campaign 
had an impact on the state party platform and helped the Kennedy and 
others translate issue concerns into specific platform planks at the 
1980 Democratic-NPL state convention. "Prairie Campaign supporters 
had worked hard to influence the party platform during pre-convention 
hearings, and the document presented to delegates here was strong on 
calls for international cooperation, disarmament and p e ace.Prairie 
Campaign activists on the health subcommittee of the platform committee
^Prairie Fire, No. 6, July 14, 1980. 4-
2Chuck Haga, "Prairie Campaign: New Force," Grand Forks Herald, 
June 8, 1980, p. IB.
3See Appendix F, Prairie Campaign membership list.
^Chuck Haga, "Prairie Campaign: New Force," Grand Forks Herald, 
June 8, 1980, p. 8B.
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drafted and succeeded in getting into the platform a progam of national 
and state health insurance, a medical corps of qualified medical and 
nursing trainees under state direction serving rural areas and the 
urban poor, and the expansion of community control of health care.
The same subcommittee reported out and won approval of the plank on 
abortion, defending choice on the issue for women, but backing public 
policies in education, contraceptive health research, adoption, and 
family economic support which will work to reduce the incidence of 
abortion.
Despite their success, the Prairie Campaign for Economic Democ­
racy was still seen as an amateur group:
Richard Backes of Glenburn, the party's leader 
in the state house, said Prairie Campaign members 
are a little naive, politically they’r| putting 
their ideals above practical politics.
The Prairie Campaign helped push the national health insurance 
plank through at the convention. Conservatives and doctors in the 
party tried to delete the plank from the platform but the Prairie 
Campaign fought against this attempt to delete and won. The motion 
to strike the planks was made by district 47 delegate, Audrey Cleary, 
Bismarck, who said government should stay out of the medical business.
Cleary stated "The more we allow government to assure its partic- 
ipation, the more dependent they (citizens) get." An Insurance
^Chuck Haga, "Prairie Campaign: New Force," Grand Forks Herald, 
June 8, 1980, p. 8B.
2
Jeff Baenen, "Democrat Platform Backs Health Insurance Program," 
Minot Daily News, June 7, 1980, p. 1.
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Department worker Curt Togstad (LCDA, Prairie Campaign) District 33 
Chairman New Salem, said "most industrialized nations guarantee health 
care and have lower mortality rates. Their doctors are still rich 
and still drive Cadillacs instead of Oldsmobiles" said Togstad, the 
District 33 Democratic chairman. "We're not going to let the AMA 
(American Medical Association) tell us what to do. We're going to 
work for the people," Togstad told the cheering crowd.^ As a result 
the planks on National and State Health Insurance stayed in the plat­
form. By lining up persuasive speakers by having their people talk
to the uncommitted and wavering delegates, the Prairie Campaign kept
2the national and state health insurance planks in the platform.
An attempt was also made to delete the abortion plank proposed 
by District 42. District 10 delegate Gary Rath, Langdon, said "abortion 
is a moral issue that might divide the Democratic party. I do not 
want the party dragged down," Rath said. Pro-choice advocates called 
the measure 'pro-life'— saying it recognizes a family's right to deter­
mine its size. "These (anti-abortion) religious views, by the force 
of the law, can only lead to the grossest violations of a family's 
rights," said District 25 delegate Leah Rogne (a Prairie Campaigner) 
secretary of the North Dakota Council for Legal Safe Abortions. The 
attempt to delete the abortion plank failed.
The Prairie Campaign did not hold a meeting until September 14,
^Jeff Baenen, "Democrat Platform Backs Health Insurance Program," 
Minot Daily News, June 7, 1980, p. 1.
^Ibid.
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1980. Prior to this time the leaders of the Prairie Campaign relied 
on press releases, issues of the Prairie Fire newspaper, and word of 
mouth to inform its members and potential supporters about what should 
be done at the 1980 District and State Conventions.
On September 14, 1980, the Prairie Campaign held its first meet­
ing, where it decided not to endorse candidates for two reasons:
1. According to Keith LaQua of Grand Forks "The Prairie Campaign has 
become known for its emphasis on issues and sticking to its positions.
We don't want to get into the personality politics so prevalent these 
days; 2. The lack of enthusiasm for any major candidates for the higher 
offices: president, senate, representative and governor. Campaigners
did not want to appear to endorse positions they have worked against."^ 
These two reasons show clearly the amateur groups such as the Prairie 
Campaign abhor personality politics and instead focus on issues and 
ideology. The Prairie Campaign refused to bargain or compromise on 
its issue positions. This refusal made it necessary for them to with­
hold any candidate endorsements. Since such endorsements of candidates 
would have left them appearing to endorse issue positions that they 
had worked against, the Campaign felt it had no choice but to maintain 
its ideological purity. Thus the campaign stuck to its amateur character 
and issue orientation. As the McCarthy movement amateurs had refused to 
bargain or compromise and had lauded McCarthy for his refusal to play 
personality politics, the Prairie Campaign decided they would also follow 
this course. As the October 3, 1980, issue of Prairie Fire stated on its
P̂rairie Fire, October 3, 1980.
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front page concerning candidates and issues:
This newspaper refused to shy away from issues 
simply because they may embarrass party leaders or 
candidates. We will frankly discuss, even critically, 
the activities of public figures, even those figures we 
support. The Tax Commissioner is clearly fudging his 
way towards 'middle ground' in an attempt to ensure 
his election to Congress. Both the fudging and Dorgan's 
reasoning are discussed with no attempt to paper over 
our disagreement with his course.
In its October 31, 1980, issue the Prairie Fire endorsed the 
Democratic-NPL platform because of its principles and, also backed 
the Democratic-NPL slate.
Looking at parties' principles, we find the 
Democratic-Nonpartisan League to deserve citizen 
support because it speaks for the public interest 
and for progres^ to correct long-term (sic) problems 
in our economy.
The Democratic-NPL platform also had the support of the backers 
of Senator Kennedy. At the 1980 State Democratic-NPL Convention there 
was another caucus led by people who had been members of the McCarthy 
LCDA, and McGovern movements. This caucus was the Kennedy caucus.
The Kennedy caucus was led by amateurs who had also been active 
in the McCarthy, LCDA, and McGovern movements. These movers and shakers 
who led the Kennedy movement in North Dakota included:
Francis Barth (former McCarthyte)
Bernard Grosso (former McCarthyte)
Byron Dorgan (former LCDA)
Austin Engel (former LCDA)
Neil Fleming (former LCDA, member Bylaws Committee 1971)
Sylvia Krueger (former LCDA)
Dr. B. Jayapathy (former LCDA, McGovern delegate to 1972 National 
Convention)
^Prairie Fire, Issue, October 3, 1980.
Prairie Fire, Issue, October 31, 1980.2
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Diane Ista (former McGovernite)
Lucy Maluski (former McGovernite) ^
Mr. & Mrs. John Monzingo (former McGovernites)
The Kennedy caucus had less amateur support than the Prairie 
Campaign. It had people in it who were attracted by the Kennedy charis­
ma, not just people concerned about issues and ideology. The Kennedy 
caucus drew more support from state legislators and those with union 
backgrounds than did the Prairie Campaign caucus. Kennedy caucus sup­
port seemed to center in Minot and Fargo, led in Minot by Dr. Jayapathy, 
former LCDA member, and in Fargo by Hershel Lashkowitz, a longtime 
progessive who shared many Prairie Campaign goals and one who praised 
Tracy Potter’s (Prairie Campaign founder) conduct at the 1980 Democratic 
National Convention. Strong Kennedy caucus organizers who had been 
members of the LCDA were Neil Fleming, Dr. Jayapathy, Austin Engel, 
and Sylvia Krueger. Former McCarthyities who provided amateur backing 
for the Kennedy caucus were Bernard Grosso (Fargo), and Francis Barth 
(Solen). Former McGovern amateurs involved in this caucus included 
Diane Ista and John Monzingo. This group of organizers were movers 
and shakers who helped to make the Kennedy caucus one of 265 members. 
These people influenced their friends and others to join in the Kennedy 
Cause. This is not meant to imply that all these people were amateurs 
but merely shows their past activity in amateur organizations and their 
concern for issues. *
The Kennedy group from the beginning was concerned with issues.
As Jim Gerl North Dakota AFL-CIO president stated:
By and large dissatisfaction with President Carter
^See Appendix G, Kennedy Caucus Membership List.
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in respect to no energy program was one of the things 
that made me think of supporting Kennedy...Then he's 
done nothing to combat inflation. I Jhink Ted Kennedy 
is the most viable candidate we have.
Ms. Maluski (former McGovernite) indicated that the main centers 
of Kennedy strength were in Minot and Fargo. In Minot the leaders 
of the Kennedy group consisted of former members of LCDA, union members,, 
and state representatives. The Minot group contributed 13 of the 269 
delegates that Kennedy received at the 1980 Democratic-NPL State Con­
vention.
In Minot, Dr. Jayapathy (former member of the LCDA) was the 
amateur leader who convinced union members such as Saltsman and Kuhn 
and state representatives like the Walshes to join the Kennedy movement.
In Fargo (the largest bastion of Kennedy strength) delegates 
were recruited from a variety of professions including state legislators 
and professors. The Fargo area contributed 38 out of 269 Kennedy dele­
gates at the State Democratic-NPL Convention in Fargo in 1980. This 
amount (38) was the largest contribution of any city in the state.
In Fargo, because of the activities of former LCDA members such as 
Sylvia Krueger, ex-McCarthites like Bernard J. Grosso, and former 
McGovernites such as the Monzingos, Kennedy received his largest amount 
of North Dakota delegates. These people were the amateur elite who 
exercise strength out of proportion of their actual numbers.
In the Bismarck-Mandan area (where Kennedy captured twenty-eight 
votes) delegates were recruited from a variety of groups. Those groups
^Jack Graham, "N.D. Group Starts Pushing Kennedy," Minot Daily 
News, September 29, 1979, p. 6.
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included former members of the LCDA, state employees, state representa­
tives, and union members.
Maluski additionally indicated that at the state convention 
that Kennedy forces acquired 269 votes, which led to four national 
convention delegates. This was 26% of the 1000 ballots which were 
cast for Presidential preference caucuses. At the National Convention, 
Kennedy received seven of North Dakota's fourteen delegate votes.
The Prairie Campaign and Kennedy caucuses had some things in 
common and some differences. Both caucuses favored national health 
insurance, state health insurance, and making Ted Kennedy President 
of the United States.
The two caucuses differed in places of strength, types of people 
recruited and amateur content. The Prairie Campaign caucus had its 
greatest strength in Bismarck, Grand Forks and Jamestown. This strength 
occurred because of LCDA supporters working in the North Dakota Insur­
ance Department who recruited fellow employees, their friends in the 
Bismarck area, and their friends who were living in the Grand Forks 
and Jamestown areas into the Prairie Campaign. The Kennedy caucus 
was strongest in Fargo and Minot. The Kennedy caucus was strongest 
in these two cities because of its organizers there. In Minot Dr. 
Jayapathy (former LCDA) recruited union members and state legislators 
to the Kennedy cause. In Fargo former LCDA members, McCarthites, and 
McGovernites worked together to get Kennedy his largest share (38) 
of the North Dakota convention delegates. The Kennedy caucus had many 
union members and state representatives within its caucus. The P.C.E.D. 
only had one state representative within its ranks.
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In summary, the Kennedy and Prairie Campaign for Economic Democ­
racy caucuses shared the goal of making Kennedy president. On issues 
they both favored the concept of national health insurance, a comprehen­
sive energy policy and an end to farm products embargoes. The Kennedy 
caucus was less of an amateur group than the Prairie Campaign. The 
Kennedy caucus received more support from state legislators and people 
with union backgrounds. The Prairie Campaign on the other hand had 
far fewer state legislators and union members in its ranks. They 
differed in their recruitment patterns and Kennedy movement having 
its strength in Fargo, Minot, and the Prairie Campaign having its 
strength in Bismarck, Grand Forks, and Jamestown.
Even in Bismarck where the Kennedy people picked up 28 delegate 
votes and the Prairie Campaign picked up 36 (26 in Bismarck, the rest 
in Mandan and the New Salem area), a different pattern of recruitment 
appears. The Kennedy movement was strongest among the state employees 
in the Tax, Securities, and Lt. Governor’s Office; the Prairie Campaign 
received most of its strength among past and present employees of the 
North Dakota Insurance Department. The Prairie Campaign had only one 
state representative among its group (Roger Koski); the Kennedy forces 
had several. Finally, in Jamestown the Prairie Campaign received 15 
delegates (also friends and relatives of Harley McLain). So all in 
all the two groups, while united in their support of Kennedy, attracted 
followers from different areas and occupations.
The Prairie Campaign after its suceess at the 1980 convention 
dreamed of better things. It hoped to select more than two national 
convention delegates at the 1982 convention. However, the Prairie
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Campaign didn't even have enough strength to elect one delegate to 
the national convention. It was forced instead to join the labor caucus 
where the leader of the caucus Jim Gerl— head of the North Dakota AFL- 
CIO invoked proportional representation so that the Prairie Campaign 
and other leftists could select one national convention delegate from 
the labor caucus.
The reasons for the Prairie Campaign's failure to succeed at 
the 1982 convention are linked to its lack of organization. It was 
reluctant to hold meetings. It had held one meeting in 1980 after 
the convention and one since that time. In 1982 there was no communica­
tion among the 1980 Prairie Campaign delegates. The campaign refused 
to be organized; it would not contact past supporters to remind them 
to be sure and attend the 1982 convention. It failed to keep an accurate 
count of how much support it had in the districts around the state 
and which of those supporters would actually be in Grand Forks for 
the convention. It relied on issues and ideology to carry the caucus 
along. It (the Prairie Campaign) could still talk about issues. These 
issues were released as statements to the press which were then printed 
by the daily newspapers across the state. This continual concern with 
issues and ideology while neglecting the nuts and bolts of campaigning 
was to prove fatal to the Prairie Campaign. After the 1982 convention 
it died. Thus like so many previous amateur groups who placed issues 
and ideology above winning; it was now but a memory.
CHAPTER V
THE PRAIRIE CAMPAIGN AND KENNEDY CAUCUS SURVEY RESULTS
The purpose of this chapter is to examine the results of surveys 
which were mailed out to the members of the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy 
caucuses. In the first chapter of this thesis, it was hypothesized 
that there would be significant differences in the demographic, ideolog­
ical, behavorial characteristics of these caucuses, the goal of my 
thesis being to determine if these caucuses were a cadre of younger, 
more educated members motivated by ideological concerns rather than 
party identification and thus more likely to bolt their party in 
elections. Specifically, the following hypotheses were made.
1. They are more likely to be less than 35 years old than the 
Democratic delegates as a whole.
2. They possess higher education than the Democratic delegates 
as a whole.
3. They perceive issues differently than the delegates as a whole.
4. They have lower party loyalty than convention delegates as 
a whole.
5. They were more likely to bolt the party than delegates,as
a whole and to vote for a third party presidential candidate.
This study was conducted by means of a survye which was mailed 
out to 380 members of these two caucuses. A total of 208 responses
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were received. The responses of the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy 
caucuses will be compared to the responses from self-administered sur­
veys which were given to all delegates to the 1980 State Democratic- 
NPL Convention. Some of the problems involved with this methodology 
include the possibility that Prairie Campaign and Kennedy people filled 
out a survey at the Democratic convention, so that in some cases this 
study will be comparing respondents to themselves. Also, there is 
a possibility that many people simply did not get a survey at the con­
vention or did not have time to fill it out. Out of approximately 
1,000 delegates at the convention, 623 completed questionnaires.
The Prairie Campaign and Kennedy caucus people differed from 
the Democratic Party on many issue stands. I will be examining their 
issue stands, and what they perceived the Democratic-NPL and Republican 
parties' stands to be. Next the respondents' views of the issues will 
be examined and compared to their perception of the Democratic-NPL's 
position on the issues.
When the respondents' view of state health insurance is compared 
to their view of the Democratic-NPL's position on state health insur­
ance, the measure of association (gamma) is 0.53038 and the test of 
significance is 0.0000. This gamma score of 0.53 shows a substantial 
association between the two variables being measured.
When their position on North Dakota's Right-To-Work law is com­
pared to their perception of the Democratic-NPL's position on this 
issue, the gamma obtained is 0.45834 and the significance is 0.0000. 
With a gamma score of 0.46 a moderate association is indicated.
When the respondents' position on the Equal Rights Amendment
/
is compared to their perception of the Democratic-NPL party's position 
on the Equal Rights Amendment, the gamma is 0.75927 and the significance 
is 0.0000. On this comparison the gamma received is 0.76 which indi­
cates a very strong association between two variables.
When the respondents' position of Garrison Diversion is compared 
to their perception of the Democratic party's position on this issue 
the gamma is 0.55457 and the significance is 0.0000.
When the respondents' position on abortion is compared to their 
perception of the Democratic-NPL's position on abortion, the gamma 
is 0.56221 and the significance is 0.0000. A substantial association 
between the variables is apparent when a gamma of 0.56 is obtained.
When the respondents' position on gun control is compared to 
their perception of the Democratic-NPL's position on gun control a 
gamma of 0.46999 is achieved and the significance is 0.0000. This 
gamma of 0.46 shows a moderate association between the variables.
There are differences in the measures of association for the 
different issue areas. For some issues the relationship was stronger 
than for other issues. With ERA (Equal Rights Amendment) the gamma 
was 0.75927 which is a very strong association. None of the other 
issue results came close to this figure. With abortion the resulting 
gamma was 0.56221 which was greater than all issues except the Equal 
Rights Amendment. On Garrison Diversion the relationship (gamma) was 
0.55457. With state health insurance it was 0.53038; whereas gun 
control was a moderate relationship with 0.46999 and perhaps the most 
moderate relationship of all the issues was the right-to-work law with 
a gamma of 0.45834. The members of the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy
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caucus members in general don't see themselves as very different from 
the rest of the party. The implications of this attitude are that 
the caucus members will bolt the party if their issue concerns are 
not met. However, even if they bolt the party they still consider 
themselves strong Democrats. This could lead to a decline in party 
strength with the amateur caucus members still believing they are loyal 
party members.
When the respondents' views on the issues are compared to their 
perception of the Republican party's position on these issues the fol­
lowing results are obtained.
On the issue of state health insurance, a comparison of the 
respondents' views with their perception of the Republican party's 
position on the issue produces a gamma of 0.09596 and a significance 
of 0.0098. The association in this instance is a negligible one.
The respondents' view of the right-to-work issue when compared 
to their perception of the Republican position on the same issue shows 
a gamma of -0.30430 and a significance of 0.0001, indicating a negative 
relationship.
The members of the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy caucus see them- 
as different from the rest of the party. The implications of this 
attitude are that the caucus members will bolt the party if their 
issue concerns are not met. However, even if they bolt the party they 
still consider themselves strong Democrats. A decline in Democratic- 
NPL party strength could result if these amateur caucus members feel 
their issue concerns haven't been met and they bolt the party to support 
a third-party candidate.
- 6 2 -
So when the views of the respondents are compared with their 
perception of the Republican party's positions some relationships are 
shown. With state health insurance the relationship is weak, with 
a gamma of 0.0959.6. With right-to-work and Garrison Diversion the 
gamma in both instances is negative showing how large the difference 
is between the respondent's views and their perception of the Republican 
party's views. With right-to-work the gamma is -0.30430 and on Garrison 
Diversion the gamma is -0.44530. The following table illustrates how 
strongly the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy caucus people supported a 
state health insurance plan.
TABLE 5-1
SUPPORT OF PRAIRIE CAMPAIGN AND KENNEDY SUPPORTERS FOR 
STATE HEALTH INSURANCE











Strongly Favor 1. 89 42.8 43.4 43.4
Favor 2. 66 31.7 32.2 75.6
Undecided 3. 36 17.3 17.6 93.2
Opposed 4. 8 3.8 3.9 97.1
Strongly Oppose 5. 6 2.9 2.9 100.0
No Answer 9. 3 1.4 Missing 100.0
TOTAL 208 100.0 100.0
VALID CASES 205 MISSING CASES 3
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PERCEPTION OF DEMOCRATIC-NPL'S POSITION ON NORTH DAKOTA 
STATE HEALTH INSURANCE
TABLE 5-2











Strongly Favor 1. 28 13.5 13.8 13.8
Favor 2. 108 51.9 53.2 67.0
Undecided 3. 53 25.5 26.1 93.1
Opposed 4. 11 5.3 5.4 98.5
Strongly Oppose 5. 3 1.4 1.5 100.0
No Answer 9. 5 2.4 Missing 100.0
TOTAL 208 100.0 100.0
VALID CASES 203 MISSING CASES 5
75.6% of the survey respondents strongly favor or favor state health 
insurance whereas 67% of them perceived the Democrats to strongly favor 
or favor such a plan. The survey respondents strongly favored such 
a plan by 43.4%. Only 13.8% of them perceived the Democrats as strongly 
favoring such a plan. So on this issue the respondents believe that 
the Democrats favor such a plan although not with the intensity of 
the survey respondents.
The following table illustrates the amount of support the Prairie 




SUPPORT OF PRAIRIE CAMPAIGN AND KENNEDY SUPPORTS FOR 
THE EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT











Strongly Favor 1. 115 55.3 55.8 55.8
Favor 2. 61 29.3 29.6 85.4
Undecided 3. 9 4.3 4.4 89.8
Opposed 4. 19 9.1 9.2 99.0
Strongly Oppose 5. 2 1.0 1.0 100.0
No Answer 9. 2 1.0 Missing 100.0
TOTAL 208 100.0 100.0
VALID CASES 206 MISSING CASES 2
TABLE 5-4
PERCEPTION OF DEMOCRATS-NPL POSITON ON THE
EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT
Category Label Code Absolute Relative Adjusted Cumulative
Freq. Freq. Freq. Frequency
(PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
Strongly Favor 1. 75 36.1 37.1 37.1
Favor 2. 109 52.4 54.0 91.1
Undecided 3. 11 5.3 5.4 96.5
Opposed 4. 5 2.4 2.5 99.0
Strongly Oppose 5. 2 1.0 1.0 100.0
No Answer 9. 6 2.9 Missing 100.0
TOTAL 208 100.00 100.0
VALID CASES 202 MISSING CASES 6
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Concerning the Equal Rights Amendment, 85.4% of the respondents strongly 
favored or favored ERA while 91.1% perceived the Democrats as strongly 
favoring it. 55.8% of the respondents strongly favored ERA while 37.1% 
perceived the Democrats as strongly favoring it. 10.2% of the respon­
dents opposed ERA as compared to a perception by 3.5% of them that 
the Democrats opposed it. What can be seen from these results is that 
the respondents feel they more strongly favor ERA than they perceive 
the Democrats favoring it. However, when the categories of strongly 
favor and favor are combined the respondents perceive the Democrats 
to strongly favor or favor ERA by a slightly higher percentage than 
the respondents do. On opposition to ERA, more than 10% of the respon­
dents oppose ERA as compared to their perception that only 2.5% of 
the Democrats oppose it.
From these results it can be seen that the caucus members support 
the Equal Rights Amendment and perceive that the Democratic-NPL party 
also supports it. From these results it can be seen that the caucus 
members support the Equal Rights Amendment and also perceive that the 
Democratic-NPL party gives the amendment its support.
When the delegates as a whole are examined, 67.0% strongly favor 
or favor the Equal Rights Amendment. 20.2% of the delegates as a whole 
strongly favored the Equal Rights Amendment and 3.0% opposed it. From 
these results it can be seen that the delegates as a whole and the 
members of the two caucuses both support the Equal Rights Amendment 
by about the same percentage: 85.4% to 67.0%. The difference appears 
in the intensity of support for the Equal Rights Amendment. 55.8% 
of the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy caucuses strongly favor it as
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compared to 20.2% of the delegates as whole who strongly favored 
it.
The next table (5-5) illustrates the support for Garrison Diver­
sion displayed by the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy caucus delegates.
TABLE 5-5
SUPPORT OF PRAIRIE CAMPAIGN AND KENNEDY SUPPORTERS 
FOR GARRISON DIVERSION











Strongly Favor 1. 37 17.8 18.0 18.0
Favor 2. 52 25.0 25.4 43.4
Undecided 3. 32 15.4 15.6 59.0
Opposed 4. 53 25.5 25.9 84.9
Strongly Oppose 5. 31 14.9 15.1 100.0
No Answer 9. 3 1.4 Missing 100.0
TOTAL 208 100.0 100.0
VALID CASES 205 MISSING CASES 5
Table 5-6 indicates the perception of the Democratic-NPL position
on Garrison by the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy delegates.
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PERCEPTION OF DEMOCRATIC-NPL POSITION 
ON GARRISON DIVERSION
TABLE 5-6











Strongly Favor 1. 35 16.8 17.6 17.6
Favor 2. 118 56.7 59.3 76.9
Undecided 3. 30 14.4 15.1 92.0
Opposed 4. 10 4.8 5.0 97.0
Strongly Oppose 5. 6 2.9 3.0 100.0
No Answer 9. 9 4.3 Missing 100.0
TOTAL 208 100.0 100.0
VALID CASES 199 MISSING CASES 9
As the results indicate, on the issue of Garrison Diversion 43.4%
of the respondents strongly favor or favor it as compared to their per­
ception that 76.9% of the Democrats strongly favor or favor it. Thus 
on this issue less than one-half of the respondents favor Garrison 
Diversion while they perceive that three-quarters of the Democrats 
strongly favor or favor it. About 26% of the respondents oppose Garrison 
Diversion compared to their perception that only 5% of the Democrats 
oppose it. So a divergence of opinion occurs on this issue when the 
respondents strongly favor and favor results are compared to their per­
ception of the Democratic-NPL position.
The following table (5-7) illustrates the position of the Prairie
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Campaign and Kennedy caucus delegates on the issue of an amendment to 
the U.S. Constitution to prohibit all abortions.
TABLE 5-7
SUPPORT OF THE PRAIRIE CAMPAIGN AND KENNEDY SUPPORTERS FOR AN AMENDMENT 
TO THE U.S. CONSTITUTION TO PROHIBIT ALL ABORTIONS











Strongly Favor 1. 18 8.7 8.7 8.7
Favor 2. 12 5.8 5.8 14.5
Undecided 3. 13 6.3 6.3 20.8
Opposed 4. 56 26.9 27.1 47.8
Strongly Oppose 5. 108 51.9 52.2 100.0
No Answer 9. 1 0.5 Missing 100.0
TOTAL 208 100.0 100.0
VALID CASES 207 MISSING CASES 1
The following Table 5-8 illustrates how the Prairie Campaign and 
Kennedy caucus delegates perceive the position of the Democratic-NPL 
party on the issue of an amendment to prohibit all abortions.
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PERCEPTION OF DEMOCRATIC-NPL POSITION ON AN 
AMENDMENT TO PROHIBIT ABORTIONS
TABLE 5-8








Strongly Favor 1. 8 3.8 4.0 4.0
Favor 2. 22 10.6 11.1 15.2
Undecided 3. 43 20.7 21.7 36.9
Strongly Opposed 4. 101 48.6 51.0 87.9
No Answer 9. 24 11.5 12.1 100.0
TOTAL 208 100.0 100.0
VALID CASES 198 MISSING CASES 10
The tables indicate that an amendement to prohibit all abortions
was strongly favored or favored by 14.5% of the respondents as compared 
to their perception that 15.2% of the Democrats strongly favored or 
favored this amendment. So the respondents and their perception of 
the Democrats' position are close. When one looks at strongly favor 
by itself, it is seen that 8.7% of the respondents favor such an 
amendment compared to their perception that 4.0% of the Democrats 
strongly in favor of such an amendment. When opposition to the amend­
ment is examined the respondents strongly oppose such an amendment 
52.2% while perceiving 12.1% of the Democrats oppose such an amendment 
but 51% believe that the Democrats oppose an amendment to prohibit all 
abortions. So, the respondents differ from their perception of the 
Democrats in opposing an abortion amendment mainly by intensity. 52.2%
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of the respondents strongly oppose such an amendment; but only 12.1% of 
them believe the Democrats strongly oppose this amendment.
The delegates as a whole strongly favored or favored this amend­
ment by 36.2%. 19.1% strongly favored it and 5.2% were opposed to such
an amendment. These results indicate that the Prairie Campaign and 
Kennedy caucus delegates were in strong disagreement with the position 
of the delegates as a whole on the issue of an anti-abortion amendment. 
36.2% of the delegates as a whole were in favor of this amendment as 
compared to only 14.5% of the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy delegates. 
Almost 30% (27.1%) of the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy delegates opposed 
this amendment as compared to only 5.2% of the delegates as a whole. So 
there is a strong difference of opinion on this issue.
The table below (5-9) illustrates the positions taken by the 
Prairie Campaign and Kennedy caucus delegates on the issue of gun con­
trol— specifically an amendment to prohibit the sale of all handguns.
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TABLE 5-9
SUPPORT OF THE PRAIRIE CAMPAIGN AND KENNEDY SUPPORTERS 
FOR PROHIBITING THE SALE OF ALL HANDGUNS











Strongly Favor 1. 58 27.9 28.7 28.7
Favor 2. 65 31.3 32.2 60.9
Undecided 3. 21 10.1 10.4 71.3
Opposed 4. 36 17.3 17.8 89.1
Strongly Oppose 5. 22 10.6 10.9 100.0
No Answer 9. 6 2.9 Missing 100.0
TOTAL 208 100.0 100.0
VALID CASES 202 MISSING CASES 6
Table 5-10 illustrates how the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy 
caucus delegates perceive the Democratic-NPL party’s position on the 
issue of gun control— specifically a prohibition on the sale of all 
handguns.
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PERCEPTION OF DEMOCRATIC-NPL'S POSITION ON GUN CONTROL
TABLE 5-10











Strongly Favor 1. 13 6.3 6.7 6.7
Favor 2. 67 32.2 34.4 41.0
Undecided 3. 60 28.8 30.8 71.8
Opposed 4. 45 21.6 23.1 94.9
Strongly Oppose 5. 10 4.8 5.1 100.0
No Answer 9. 13 6.3 Missing 100.0
TOTAL 208 100.0 100.0
VALID CASES 195 MISSING CASES 13
Finally, on gun control the results show 60.9% of the respondents
strongly favored or favored gun control while 41.1% believed the Democrats 
strongly favored or favored gun control. When just strongly favor is 
examined 28.7% of the respondents strongly favor gun control while 6.7% 
believe Democrats strongly favor gun control. On opposition to gun 
control 17.8% of the respondents oppose gun control while 23% believe 
the Democrats oppose gun control. So on this issue both the respondents 
and their perception of Democratic opposition to gun control is nearly 
the same, 17.8% to 23.1%. On strongly favoring or favoring gun control 
way over half (60.9%) of the respondents want gun control as compared to 
their perception that less than half (41.1%) of the Democrats do.
So on the above mentioned issues there are differences between 
the beliefs of the people surveyed and what they perceive their party's
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issue stand to be.. This difference is primarily one of intensity rather 
than direction. That is that the respondents think the party favors 
what they do, but they don’t think the party is as intense as they are. 
When the respondents view of health insurance and ERA is compared to 
the views of the delegates as a whole, little difference emerges. The 
difference is one of intensity rather than direction. However, when 
the respondents view of an anti-abortion is compared to the view of the 
delegates as a whole, a strong difference of opinion emerges.
The survey respondents also differed considerably from what they 
perceived the Republican party’s issue position to be.
The table below (5-11) illustrates the perception of the Republi­
can party's position on a North Dakota state health insurance plan by
the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy caucus respondents.
TABLE 5-11
PERCEPTION OF REPUBLICAN PARTY'S POSITION ON 
NORTH DAKOTA STATE HEALTH INSURANCE











Strongly Favor 1. 5 2.4 2.5 2.5
Favor 2. 4 1.9 2.0 4.5
Undecided 3. 7 3.4 3.5 8.1
Opposed 4. 67 32.2 33.8 41.9
Strongly Oppose 5. 115 55.3 58.1 100.0
No Answer 9. 10 4.8 Missing 100.0
TOTAL 208 100.0 100.0
VALID CASES 198 MISSING CASES 10
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On state health insurance 75.6% of the respondents strongly 
favored or favored such a plan while 4.5% felt that the Republicans' 
strongly favored or favored such a plan. 42.8% of the respondents 
strongly favored it compared to 2.4% who felt that the Republicans' 
strongly favored such a plan. 3.9% of the respondents opposed such a 
plan while 33.8% believed that the Republicans' opposed such a plan. So 
on this issue there is a wide variance of opinion. Three-fourths 
(75.6%) of the respondents strongly favor or favor such a plan as 
compared to 4.5% who felt that the Republicans' strongly favored or 
favored such a plan.
Table 5-12 below shows the perception by the Prairie Campaign 
and Kennedy caucus respondents of the Republican party's position on 
the Equal Rights Amendment.
TABLE 5-12
PERCEPTION OF REPUBLICAN PARTY'S POSITION ON EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT











Strongly Favor 1. 4 1.9 2.1 2.1
Favor 2. 46 22.1 23.6 25.6
Undecided 3. 35 16.8 17.9 43.6
Opposed 4. 86 41.3 44.1 87.7
Strongly Oppose 5. 24 11.5 12.3 100.0
No Answer 9. 13 6.3 Missing 100.0
TOTAL 208 100.0 100.0
VALID CASES 195 MISSING CASES 13
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On the Equal Rights Amendment 85.4% of the respondents strongly 
favored or favored it while 25.7% believed the Republicans strongly 
favored or favored ERA. 55.8% of the respondents strongly favored 
ERA while only 2.1% believed the Republicans strongly favored ERA.
9.2% of the respondents opposed ERA while 44.1% believed the Republicans 
opposed ERA. On this issue over three-fourths (85.4%) of the respon­
dents favored ERA while one-fourth (25.7%) believed the Republicans 
strongly favored ERA. Almost half (44.1%) believed the Republicans 
opposed ERA as compared to almost ten percent (9.2%) of the respondents 
who opposed it.
The table listed below shows how the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy 
caucus delegates perceive the Republican party’s position on Garrison 
Diversion.
TABLE 5-13
PERCEPTION OF THE REPUBLICAN PARTY’S POSITION ON GARRISON DIVERSION











Strongly Favor 1. 69 33.2 35.0 35.2
Favor 2. 97 46.6 49.2 84.3
Undecided 3. 25 12.0 12.7 97.0
Opposed 4. 5 2.4 2.5 99.5
Strongly Oppose 5. 1 0.5 0.5 100.0
No Answer 9. 11 5.3 Missing 100.0
TOTAL 208 100.0 100.0
VALID CASES 197 MISSING CASES 11
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With the issue of Garrison Diversion, 43.4% of the respondents 
strongly favor or favor it as compared to 84.2% who believe the Republi­
cans strongly favor or favor Garrison Diversion. When just strongly 
favor is examined 18% of the respondents strongly favor it while 35% 
believe the Republicans strongly favor Garrison Diversion. On 
opposition to Garrison Diversion, 26% of the respondents oppose Garrison, 
while 2.5% believe the Republicans oppose Garrison Diversion. So on 
this issue less than half (43.4%) of the respondents are favorable 
to Garrison Diversion while over three-fourths (84.2%) believe the 
Republicans strongly favor or favor it. On opposition to Garrison, 
approximately one-fourth (26%) of the respondents oppose it as compared 
to less than three percent (2.5%) who believe Republicans oppose it.
Table 5-14 listed below illustrates what the Prairie Campaign 
and Kennedy caucus people perceived the Republican party's position 
on abortion to be.
TABLE 5-14
PERCEPTION OF THE REPUBLICAN PARTY'S POSITION ON AN AMENDMENT TO
U.S. CONSTITUTION TO PROHIBIT ALL ABORTIONS











Strongly Favor 1. 23 11.1 12.2 12.2
Favor 2. 99 47.6 52.4 64.6
Undecided 3. 42 20.2 22.2 86.8
Opposed 4. 22 10.6 11.6 98.4
Strongly Oppose 5. 3 1.4 1.6 100.0
No Answer 9. 19 9.1 Missing 100.0
TOTAL 208 100.0 100.0
VALID CASES 189 MISSING CASES 19
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On an amendment to prohibit all abortions, 14.5% of the respon­
dents strongly favored or favored such an amendment while 64.6% believed 
the Republicans strongly favored or favored such an amendment. When 
just strongly favor is examined, 8.7% of the respondents strongly favor 
such an amendement. 27.1% of the respondents oppose such an amendment 
while 11.6% believe the Republicans oppose the amendment. So on this 
issue 14.5% of the respondents strongly favor and favor this amendment 
as compared to 64.6% who believe that the Republicans strongly favor 
or favor this amendment. So with this issue there is a strong disagree­
ment between the respondents' view of this issue and their perception 
of the Republican party's position on this issue.
The Prairie Campaign and Kennedy caucus respondents perception 
of the Republican party's position on gun control is illustrated in 
Table 5-15 listed below.
TABLE 5-15
PERCEPTION OF THE REPUBLICAN PARTY'S POSITION ON GUN CONTROL











Strongly Favor 1. 2 1.0 1.1 1.1
Favor 2. 20 9.6 10.7 11.8
Undecided 3. 36 17.3 19.3 31.0
Opposed 4. 71 34.1 38.0 69.0
Strongly Oppose 5. 58 27.9 31.0 100.0
No Answer 9. 21 10.1 Missing 100.0
TOTAL 208 100.0 100.0
VALID CASES 187 MISSING CASES 21
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On the issue of gun control, 60.9% of the respondents strongly 
favored or favored this issue while 11.8% felt that the Republicans 
strongly favored or favored gun control. When just strongly favored 
is examined, 28.7% of the respondents strongly favor gun control while 
1.1% believe the Republicans strongly favor gun control. When opposi­
tion to gun control is examined 17.8% of the respondents oppose gun 
control as compared to 38.0% who believe that the Republicans oppose 
gun control. So on this issue there are some differences of opinion 
between the respondents and their perception of the Republicans position 
on gun control. The respondents strongly favor or favor gun control 
by over half (60.9%) as compared to less than 12 percent (11.8%) who 
believe that the Republicans strongly favor or favor this issue. When 
opposition to gun control is looked at, twice as many feel that the 
Republicans oppose gun control as compared to their own opposition.
Table 5-16 asks which presidential candidate the respondent voted 
for. The list includes: Carter, Reagan, Anderson, Commoner, McLain, 
Reynolds, other (specify). This variable is relevant in that it 
attempts to find out whether or not the respondents were more likely 
to vote for a third party candidate (Anderson, Commoner, McLain) instead 
of Carter.
26.6% of the survey respondents voted for a third party presid­
ential candidate instead of the party's endorsed candidate or the 
Republican candidate. This shows a tendency to bolt their party.
When these figures are compared to the delegates as a whole 77.3% of . 
the Democrats voted for Carter as compared to 69.6% of the Prairie 
Campaign and Kennedy people. Only 12.1% of the delegates as a whole
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voted for Anderson or another third party presidential candidate.
So these two caucuses displayed a lesser tendency to vote for their 
party's nominee. This tendency however was only slightly less. What 
is interesting about this result is that more of the people in these 
two caucuses voted for a third party presidential nominee such as 
Anderson, Commoner and McLain, rather than the Republican candidate 
than was the case among party delegates as a whole.
The table below illustrates the presidential preference of the 
Prairie Campaign and Kennedy caucus survey respondents.
TABLE 5-16
DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE 
OF THE PRAIRIE CAMPAIGN AND KENNEDY SUPPORTERS











Carter 1. 144 69.2 69.6 69.6
Reagan 2. 8 3.8 3.9 73.4
Anderson 3. 36 17.3 17.4 90.8
Commoner 4. 12 5.8 5.8 96.6
McLain 5. 2 1.0 1.0 97.6
Reynolds 6. 1 0.5 0.5 98.1
Other 7. 4 1.9 1.9 100.0
No Answer 9. 1 0.5 Missing 100.0
TOTAL 208 100.0 100.0
VALID CASES 207 MISSING CASES 1
Table 5--17 (listed below) illustrates the presidential preference




PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE OF THE DELEGATES AS A WHOLE




No Answer (or 
didn't vote) 4 3.0%
132 100.0%
Table 5-18 shows how the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy caucus 
respondents describe their political party affiliation.
TABLE 5-18
DESCRIPTION OF THE PARTY AFFILIATION OF THE 
PRAIRIE CAMPAIGN AND KENNEDY SUPPORTERS











Strong Democrat 1. 139 66.8 67.1 67.1
Democrat, not too 
strong 2. 43 20.7 20.8 87.9
Independent, 
closer to 
Democrat 3. 24 11.5 11.6 99.5
Independent 4. 1 0.5 0.5 100.0
No Answer 9. 1 0.5 Missing 100.0
TOTAL 208 100.0 100.0
VALID CASES 207 MISSING CASES 1
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As Table 5-18 indicates, 67.1% of the survey respondents perceive 
themselves to be strong Democrats. This occurs despite the perception 
of some issue differences with the Democratic party by the survey respon­
dents. This compares to 74.2% of the delegates as a whole who consider 
themselves strong Democrats. So both groups consider themselves strong 
Democrats, however the caucus respondents margin was slightly lower 
than the delegates as a whole.
The reason that these two caucuses consider themselves strong 
Democrats may be that while they feel the party isn't as intensely 
devoted to the issues as they are, they still feel that the party favors 
the same issues as they do. Because of this agreement on issues, they 
feel that they are strong Democrats.
The respondents were also asked how politically active they 
have been in the past. 61.5% of the respondents have stuffed envelopes. 
74.0% of the respondents have passed out literature during a campaign, 
and 53.4% have worked at a phone bank. 89.4% of the respondents have 
voted in an election.
When the campaign activities performed by the delegates as a 
whole are examined the results show:
23.9% have done clerical work 
54.0% have done door to door canvassing 
50.7% have done telephone canvassing 
25.4% have arranged coffees and socials 
46.5% have engaged in fund-raising 
18.3% have written ads and press releases 
9.9% have engaged in speech writing
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27.6% have engaged in planning strategy 
15.3% have scheduled candidates 
11.5% have managed campaigns
Thus both the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy caucuses and the 
delegates as a whole have engaged in a variety of political activities.
When the question of support for the party as an important reason 
the survey respondents to become active is examined, the results from 
the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy caucuses showed that 90.6% of the 
caucus members thought it very important or somewhat important reason 
as to why they became active. 58.1% thought it was very important 
and 1.6% thought it not at all important.
These results show that as far as this reason for becoming active 
is concerned the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy caucus people were in 
agreement with the delegates as a whole. They had no large differences 
on this issue.
When the reason for becoming active to help one’s career is 
examined the results show that 23.1% of the two caucuses thought that 
helping their career was a very important or somewhat important reason 
why they became active. 6.7% thought it very important and 54.5% 
thought it not at all important. 19.4% of the delegates as a whole 
thought it was a very important or somewhat important reason why they 
became active, 18.6% thought it very important and 10.9% thought it 
not at all important.
These results show that there is little difference in the dele­
gates as a whole and the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy caucuses on 
whether or not it is very important or somewhat important reason to
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become active to help their career. The percentages were 23.1% to 
19.4% of the delegates as a whole.
When the statement asking whether a person became active in 
1980 in order to enjoy the excitement of the campaign is examined, 
the results are as follows: 52.4% of the Prairie Campaign and the 
Kennedy delegates thought it very important or somewhat important.
14.4% thought it very important and 15.4% thought it not at all impor­
tant. On the other hand, 59% of the delegates as a whole thought it 
very important or somewhat important while 16.1% thought it very impor­
tant and 2.7% considered it not at all important.
These results show that for the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy 
caucus people and the delegates as a whole, enjoying the excitement 
of the campaign is an important incentive as far as becoming active 
in the 1980 campaign is concerned. Over 50% of both groups ( 52.4% 
to 59%) thought it important to enjoy the excitement of the campaign 
as a reason for their political involvement. By about the same amount 
14.4% to 16.1% (the two caucuses and the delegates as a whole) thought 
it very important. So the attitude of these two groups was similar 
concerning this reason for becoming involved in the campaign.
When meeting other people with similar interests examined as 
a reason for becoming active the following results are achieved. 72.6% 
of the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy caucus people thought that meeting 
people with similar interests was a very important or somewhat important 
incentive. 24.5% thought it very important while 6.7% thought it not 
at all important. 80.3% of the delegates as a whole thought that meet­
ing other people with similar interests was an important incentive
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for their involvement while 37.3% thought it very important and 1.0% 
believed it to be not at all important.
These results show that both groups attach great importance 
to meeting other people with similar interests as a recruitment factor. 
The difference is in intensity of the feeling. The delegates as a 
whole thought it was very important or somewhat important by eight 
percentage points more than did the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy people. 
So while both groups believed this reason to be important the delegates 
as a whole attached greater importance to it.
When the question of supporting a candidate they believe in 
was asked, the results indicated the following. 92.3% of the two 
caucuses thought support of a candidate they believe in was a very 
important or somewhat important incentive. 69.2% thought it very impor­
tant and only 1.4% felt it not at all important. 89.9% of the delegates 
as a whole felt it was very important or somewhat important to support 
a candidate they believe in. 32.9% felt it very important and 0.7% 
thought it not at all important.
A look at these results show that both the two caucuses and 
the delegates as a whole feel strongly that support of a candidate 
they believe in was an important factor in motivating their involvement. 
This is not what I had expected. I thought that the Prairie Campaign 
and Kennedy caucuses would feel that this reason is‘very important 
or somewhat important by a larger margin than the delegates as a whole. 
The only difference is in the intensity of the feeling. 32.9% of the 
delegates as a whole felt support of a candidate they believe in was 
a very important incentive compared to 69.2% for the Prairie Campaign
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and Kennedy caucuses. So with this reason the results are what I had 
expected. The difference between the two groups appears to be a strong 
one.
When the question of working for issues which one feels strongly 
about was asked, 99.9% of the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy caucus people 
feel it is a very important or somewhat important factor in motivating 
their involvement. 78.9% feel it is very important and 0% feel it 
is not at all important. 95.4% of the delegates as a whole feel it 
was very important or somewhat important motivator. 96.5% feel it 
is very important and 0% feelit is not at all important.
The very important responses show a difference of intensity 
on this issue. 86.5% of the delegates as a whole feel that working 
for issues one feels strongly about is an important incentive as com­
pared to 78.9% of the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy caucus respondents 
who feel that working for issues that one feels strongly about is an 
important motivator. These results show a difference of intensity 
between the two groups with the delegates as a whole by a small margin 
(86.5% to 78.9%) believing more strongly than the Prairie Campaign 
and Kennedy caucus delegates that working for issues that one feels 
strongly about is a very important incentive for becoming active.
When these results are examined, the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy 
caucus people are almost the same as the delegates as a whole on this 
reason. About the same amount feel working for issues they believe 
in was important in motivating them to become active. 99.9% of the 
two caucuses felt this way compared to 94.4% of the delegates as a 
whole. This result was not expected. The author felt that the Prairie
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Campaign and Kennedy people would favor this issue by a larger margin 
than the delegates as a whole but this was proven to be incorrect.
When the results on the question of enjoying the visibility 
of being a delegate are examined the findings are as follows. 20.6% 
of the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy people thought enjoying the visibil­
ity of being a delegate was an important motivator. 3.8% thought it 
very important and 40.4% thought it not at all important. 34.8% of 
the delegates as a whole thought it was very important or somewhat 
important incentive. 8.3% thought it not at all important.
These results show that there is a fundamental difference between 
these two caucuses and the delegates as a whole on this issue. Almost 
one and one-half as many of the delegates as a whole as compared to 
the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy people thought enjoying the visibility 
of being a delegate was an important motivator. Only about one-fifth 
of the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy delegates thought it an important 
motivator as compared to one-third (34.8%) of the delegates as a whole. 
8.3% of the delegates as a whole thought it not important as compared 
to four times that number (40.4%) of the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy 
caucus delegates. So on this reason there is a difference between 
the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy delegates as a whole on the question 
of enjoying the visibility of being a delegate.
77.4% of the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy delegates thought ‘ 
fulfilling their civic responsibilities was a very important or somewhat 
important factor in getting them involved. 34.6% of these respondents 
thought it very important and 2.7% thought it not at all important.
84.9% of the delegates as a whole thought that fulfilling their civic
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responsibilities was a very important or somewhat important motivator 
for becoming involved. 21.8% of the delegates as a whole thought it 
very important and 0.6% thought it not at all important.
These results show that the two caucuses and the delegates as 
a whole believe by about the same percentages (77.4% to 84.9%) that 
fulfilling civic responsibilities was an important incentive for becom­
ing involved in the campaign.
These results show that the two caucuses and the delegates as 
a whole believe by about the same percentages (77.4% to 84.9%) that 
fulfilling civic responsibilities was an important incentive for becom­
ing involved in the campaign.
On the question of age almost 41% of those surveyed in the 
Prairie Campaign and Kennedy caucuses were under the age of 35. This 
compares with 21.1% of the delegates as a whole who were under the 
age of 35. This shows that the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy caucus 
delegates were younger than the delegates as a whole. This is as 
hypothesized.
On the question of education, only 22.6% of the Prairie Campaign 
and Kennedy caucus people had a high school education or less than 
a high school education. This compares to 25.3% of the delegates as 
a whole who had a high school education ot less than a high school 
education. 52.4% of the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy people had college 
degrees as compared to 50.1% of the delegates as a whole. 74.6% of 
the delegates as a whole had some college, college degrees, or post­
graduate work. This compares with 76.9% of the Prairie Campaign and 
Kennedy people who have some college, a college degree, or post-graduate
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degree.
This result shows that the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy caucuses 
have about the same amount of members with a higher education than 
the delegates as a whole. This is not what was hypothesized.
When the responses of the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy people 
were compared to the delegates as a whole lthe results were a mixture 
of differences and similarities. When the issues of health insurance, 
the Equal Rights Amendment and an amendment to ban abortions are 
examined some differences are apparent between Prairie Campaign and 
Kennedy people and the delegates as a whole. With health insurance, 
it was found that the delegates as a whole were as supportive of the 
issue as the members of the two caucuses. This is contrary to the 
hypothesis. With ERA the delegates as a whole and the Prairie Campaign 
and Kennedy people both supported ERA by about the same percentage.
The only real difference was the intensity of support with the two 
caucuses more strongly in favor of ERA.
On the issue of an amendment to prohibit abortions a strong 
disagreement occurred between the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy people 
and the delegates as a whole. The hypothesis was that the Prairie 
Campaign and Kennedy people would perceive issues differently than 
the delegates as a whole, but the only issue where a strong difference 
of opinion occurred was the one of abortion.
On the question of Presidential preference the hypothesis was 
supported. The Prairie Campaign and Kennedy people were slightly more 
likely to bolt the party and refuse to support its nominee. They were 
much more likely to support a third-party nominee than were the
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delegates as a whole. In fact about one-fourth of the Prairie Campaign 
and Kennedy people voted for a third-party candidate (Anderson, Commoner, 
McLain, Reynolds, Clark, Hall) in the Presidential contest.
When the motives for becoming involved in the 1980 campaign 
are examined, there is a fundamental agreement between the delegates 
as a whole and the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy caucus people. Both 
groups cited three main reasons for activism: to work for issues, 
to support the party, and to support specific candidates. The Prairie 
Campaign and Kennedy caucus people and the delegates as a whole sup­
ported these reasons by similar percentages. Also, both groups by 
large margins felt that participation was their civic responsibility.
Low on the list of priorities for both the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy 
caucus people and the delegates as a whole was furthering their own 
political career and enjoying the visibility brought by being a delegate.
As far as age is concerned the hypothesis was that the Prairie 
Campaign and Kennedy people were younger than the delegates as a whole. 
This was shown to be correct as 41% of the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy 
delegates were under the age of 35 as compared to only 21.2% of the 
delegates as a whole.
With education the hypothesis was that the Prairie Campaign 
and Kennedy people were more educated than the delegates as a whole.
This hypothesis was incorrect as 22.6% of the Prairie Campaign and 
Kennedy people had a high school education or less as compared to 25.3% 
of the delegates as a whole.
In summary, some hypotheses have been substantiated and some
have not.
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The first hypothesis was that the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy 
people were more likely to be under 35 than the delegates as a whole. 
This hypothesis was supported by the results of the surveys and the 
comparison with data gathered on the delegates as a whole.
The second hypothesis was that the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy 
people possess higher education than the delegates as a whole. This 
hypothesis not substantiated when the data gathered on both groups 
was compared.
The third hypothesis was that the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy 
people perceive issues differently than the delegates as a whole.
This was not true except when the issue of abortion was examined.
The fourth hypothesis was that the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy 
people possess less party loyalty than delegates as a whole. This 
was moderately substantiated by the data gathered. The data showed 
that the Prairie Campaign and Kennedy people by a margin of 67.1% per­
ceived themselves to be strong Democrats as compared to 74% of the 
delegates as a whole. However, this is only a slight difference in 
party loyalty.
The fifth hypothesis was that they are more likely to bolt the 
party than the delegates as a whole and will then vote for a third- 
party presidential candidate. This hypothesis was substantiated as 
the data gathered shows that almost one-fourth of the Prairie Campaign 
and Kennedy delegates did indeed bolt their party and voted for a third- 
party candidate. These votes went to the candidacies of Anderson, 
Commoner, McLain, Reynolds, Clark, and Hall. Only 12% of the delegates 
as a whole voted for a third-party presidential nominee.
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Three of the five hypotheses were substantiated. The third 
hypothesis concerning perception of issues, was partially supported. 
It was correct when the issue of abortion was examined. When ERA was 
looked at, the two caucuses were more intense in their support than 





UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHWESTERN DISTRICT OF NORTH DAKOTA




Ben Meier, as Secretary of State 
of the State of North Dakota, C. E. 
Overland, as County Auditor for 
Grand Forks County, North Dakota 
Hazen Larson, as County Auditor for 
Pierce County, North Dakota, George 
Whitney, as County Auditor for 
Stutsman County, North Dakota, Doris 
Bristol, as Democratic Precinct 
Committeewoman for the 2nd Precinct 
4th Ward of the 18th Legislative 
District, State of North Dakota, and 
Ben T. Rodgers, Republican Precinct 
Committeeman for the 2nd Precinct 4th 
Ward of the 18th Legislative District, 
State of North Dakota.
Defendants.
COMPLAINT
NOW COME the Plaintiffs and for their Complaint against the Defend­
ants represent and show as follows:
■A,
JURISDICTION
1. The jurisdiction of this Court is founded upon 28 USC Sec. 
1331, 1343, and 2201; Article IV Secs. 2 and 4, and the I, XIV, XXVI
Amendments of the United States Constitution.
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2. Tracy Potter is a resident of the County of Pierce, North 
Dakota, and is 21 years of age. He is a citizen of the United States, 
who has resided in this state for a period of at least one year and
he otherwise meets the requirements of local residence provided by 
law. He was not 21 years of age as of September, 1970, and hence did 
not and could not vote for precinct committeemen. That by virtue of 
the Twenty-Sixth Amendment of the Constitution of the United States, 
has become an elector duly qualified to vote in any election in North 
Dakota. That by voting for Presidential nominating delegates and effec­
tive political association therewith, he desires to participate in 
nominating a 1972 Presidential candidate. In addition, he desires 
to associate effectively with a major political party in its 1972 Pre­
sidential nominating process and convention.
3. That Alan Shepard is a resident of the County of Grand Forks, 
North Dakota, and is not now 21 years of age, but has passed his 18th 
birthday. He is a citizen of the United States who has resided in 
this state for a period of at least one year and he otherwise meets 
the requirements of local residence provided by law. That he was not 
21 years of age as of September, 1970, and hence did not and could
not vote for precinct committeemen. That by voting for Presidential 
nominating delegates and effective political association therewith, 
he desires to participate in nominating a 1972 Presidential candidate.
In addition, he desires to associate effectively with a major political 
party in its 1972 Presidential nominating process and convention.
4. Richard Madson is a resident of the County of Stutsman, North 
Dakota, and is more than 21 years of age. He is a citizen of the United
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States, who has resided in this state for a period of at least one 
year and he otherwise meets the requirements of local residence provided 
by law. That he was not a resident of North Dakota in September of 
1970 and accordingly did not and could not vote for precinct committee­
men. That by voting for Presidential nominating delegates and effective 
political association therewith, he desires to participate in nominating 
a 1972 Presidential candidate. In addition, he desires to associate 
effectively with a major political party in its 1972 Presidential nomi­
nating process and convention.
CLASS ACTION
5. Pursuant to Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 
Plaintiffs bring this action on their own behalf and on behalf of all 
voters in North Dakota who are deprived by State Statutes of the right 
to vote, associate effectively and cast effective votes for Presidential 
candidates for the major party nominations through their delegates
to the 1972 Presidential nominating conventions, and are deprived of 
the right to associate freely and effectively with a major political 
party in its 1972 Presidential nominating process and convention.
6. The cause of action, herein, is proper subject matter for 
a class action in that:
(a) The persons constituting the classes hereinafter 
defined are so numerous as to make it impracticable 
to bring them all before this court;
(b) These plaintiffs will fairly insure the adequate 
representation of all person in each class;
(c) There are questions of law and fact common to the 
classes;
(d) The claims of these plaintiffs are typical of the claims 
of the classes; and
(e) The prosecution of separate action by individual members 
of the class would create a risk of inconsistent and 
varying adjudications.
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7. Alan Shepard is a representative party for all those persons 
who will be Eighteen to Twenty-one years of age, who have become 
eligible to vote in all elections by virtue of the Twenty-sixth Amend­
ment, prior to the second Monday in June, 1972, (See 16-17-16, NDCC).
It is estimated there are approximately 38,000 persons in this age 
group and class in the State of North Dakota.
8. Tracy Potter is a representative party for all those persons 
who were not Twenty-one years in September of 1970 but who are now 
Twenty-one years of age or older, or will be Twenty-one years old by 
June of 1972. (See 16-17-16, NDCC). It is estimated there are approxi­
mately 45,000 persons in this age group and class in the State of North 
Dakota.
9. Richard Madson is a representative party of all those persons 
who have moved to and established residency in North Dakota since 
September of 1969, the last possible date by which a voter could have 
satisfied the residency requirements for eligibility to vote in the 
primary election of September, 1970. (See 16-01-03, NDCC). It is 
estimated there are several thousand persons in this group and class
in the State of North Dakota.
DEFENDANTS
10. Defendant, Ben Meier, is the Secretary of State of North 
Dakota and is responsible for the administration of the election laws 
of this State.
11. Defendants, C. E. Overland, Hazen Larson, and George Whitney, 
are the County Auditors of Grand Forks, Pierce and Stutsman County-,
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respectively, the Counties in which the Plaintiffs herein reside.
Said Auditors are charged with the responsibility of administering 
election laws within their respective counties.
12. Doris Bristol and Ben T. Rodgers are the Precinct Committee- 
woman and Committeeman for the 2nd Precinct 4th Ward of the 18th Legis­
lative District for the State of North Dakota, the District in which 
Plaintiff Alan Shepard resides, and said Defendants are, by operation 
of the laws herein complained of, members of their respective district 
committees and are vested by statute with the responsibility and author­
ity to select delegates to the State party convention of their 
respective political parties.
CAUSE OF ACTION
13. This Cause of Action is based upon the denial, to Plaintiffs, 
of effective participation in the Presidential nominating process, 
including the election of North Dakota delegates to the Presidential 
nominating conventions of the major political parties. Effective parti­
cipation in such process is secured and guaranteed by the right to 
vote, right to an equal vote, and the right to cast an effective and 
timely vote. Effective participation in such process is also secured
by the right of political association in the electoral process between 
Plaintiffs and Presidential candidates for the major-party nominations 
(and delegates representing them from North Dakota) and between Plain­
tiffs and the major national political parties. (Section 16-17-01 
read in conjunction with 16-04-01 and 16-17-16 of NDCC are unconstitu­
tional in that they absolutely preclude these plaintiffs from exercising
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the rights specified above.
14. In June of 1972, pursuant to Section 16-17-16, NDCC, the 
County Chairman of each political party will call district committee 
meetings of all precinct committeemen. The purpose of such meeting 
will be to elect delegates to the state party convention. The purpose 
of the state party convention will be to elect delegates to the national 
party convention (See 16-17-18, Subsec. 3, NDCC). The precinct commit­
teemen who initiate this nominating process on the first Monday in
June of 1972 will have been elected to their present positions at the 
primary election of September, 1970. (See Section 16-17-01, NDCC). 
Accordingly, all persons who were not eligible by age or residency 
to vote in the primary election of September, 1970, but who reach 18 
years of age or establish residency in North Dakota prior to June,
1972, are, by the early, untimely election date set for the election 
of precinct committeemen, denied the right to elect precinct committee­
men exercising the Presidential nominating function. That by reason 
of the enactment of the Twenty-sixth Amendment and because of the 
untimely election statutes of North Dakota cited above, approximately 
80,000 persons will be denied their constitutional rights, in the 
election process of 1972.
15. North Dakota and Michigan are the only States in the Union 
that regulate and obstruct Presidential delegate selection by imposing 
untimely, early election dates at the crucial, first level of the 
selection process, on both major parties. All other states and the 
District of Columbia regulate or give the option to their major parties 
to have timely election dates within the calendar year of the national
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conventions. These forty-eight states and the District of Columbia 
thus do not unconstitutionally deny, deprive and abridge citizens voting 
and political association rights and do not freeze the political process 
at a time when the issues and candidates have not presented themselves. 
(Litigation on this issue is currently pending in Federal Court in 
Michigan).
16. Plaintiffs believe that at least one North Dakota political 
party is in danger of having its delegation denied seating at the Pre­
sidential nominating convention in 1972 by reason of challenge to dele­
gates elected under the unconstitutional statutes of North Dakota 
complained above. If successful, such challenge will effectively pre­
clude all of the people of North Dakota from participating in Presiden­
tial candidate nomination. This will deprive North Dakotans of their 
right of political association with the national party of their choice.
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS
17. Plaintiffs believe Defendants will continue to operate under 
the existing provisions of state law unless restrained by the judgment 
and injunction of this court.
18. Plaintiffs allege an actual controversy exists between the 
parties herein which entitle Plaintiffs to a declaration of their rights.
19. The individual Plaintiffs and the members of their class 
will, unless this court declares the above cited provisions of North 
Dakota election law to be invalid and grants the injunctive relief 
herein requested, suffer irreparable injury, loss and damage in that 
they will be denied by operation of North Dakota law, their constitu­
tional franchise and right to be involved in the process of electing 
Presidential and Vice-Presidential candidates of the party of their
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choice and the establishment of the platform of such party.
20. Plaintiffs believe that unless this court acts immediately 
to determine the issues in this case, sufficient time will not remain 
to remedy the constitutional infirmities alleged in this complaint 
resulting in irreparable injury, loss and damage described above.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully pray as follows:
(1) . That this Court declare the rights of the parties and, in 
accordance with Rule 57 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, order 
a speedy hearing and advance this matter on its calendar for such 
purpose.
(2) . That pursuant to 28 USC 2281 and 2284, this Court convene
a three Judge District Court for the purpose of hearing the allegations 
of this Complaint and the request for an injunctive release herein 
contained, and
(3) . That this Court declare an unconstitutional, null and void 
as voilative of the Constitution of the United States, those sections 
of the North Dakota Century Code, to-wit: Section 16-17-16, NDCC, 
read in conjunction with Sections 16-17-01 and 16-04-01, NDCC, which,
in effect, provide that the precinct committeemen elected in the primary 
election of September, 1970, shall convene on the second Monday of 
June, 1972, to elect delegates to a state convention who in turn will 
subsequently elect delegates to the national nominating convention.
(4) . That upon the determination of the above request prayer, 
this court issue a permanent injunction directed to the Defendant,
Ben Meier, as Secretary of State, restraining him as Chief Elections
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Officer of the State, from operating under or executing in any manner 
the cited provisions of Chapter 16 of the NDCC and that he be directed 
by the mandatory injunctive order of this court to instruct all County 
Auditors and other Election Officers in North Dakota.
(5) . That this court further issue its permanent injunctive order 
directing the Defendant, Ben Meier, as Secretary of State, to instruct 
all County Auditors and other Election Officers in the State of North 
Dakota, to inform each and every precinct committeeman elected and 
certified as a precinct committeeman at the primary election in 
September, 1970, that their certification to be seated as a delegate 
to the county convention on the second Monday in June, 1972, is null 
and void.
(6) . That this Court issue its injunctive order directing the 
Defendants, Ben Meier, C. E. Overland, Hazen Larson, and George Whitney, 
to advise all precinct committeemen who were elected as precinct commit­
teemen at the primary election in September, 1970, that their certifica­
tion as precinct committeemen to be seated as delegates to the county 
convention on the second Monday in June, 1972, is a nullity.
(7) . That the Defendants, Precinct Committeemen Doris Bristol
and Ben T. Rodgers, and all other persons similarly situated as precinct 
committeemen of the Democratic and Republican Parties in the State 
of North Dakota be ordered and enjoined to refrain from exercising 
the unlawful and unconstitutional authority purportedly granted to 
them under Section 16-17-16, NDCC, insofar as said statute gives or 
allows precinct committeemen as members of their respective District 
Committees the authority and responsiblity to select delegates to a
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a state party convention.
(8). That this court grant such other and further relief as may 
appear appropriate upon a determination of the matters alleged in this 
Complaint, including retention of jurisdiction of this cause to that 
after invalidation of the illegal statutory provisions above cited 
the court may order such appropriate relief as necessary to protect 
the rights of these Plaintiffs, classes they represent, and all other 
citizens of North Dakota.
Dated this__________ day of____________________ , 1971, at Bismarck,
North Dakota.
IRVIN B. NODLAND 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
THOMPSON, LUNDBERG & NODLAND 
Plaza Center Office Building 
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DEMOCRATIC LEADERS SPEAK
"I commend the McGovern Commission for giving the Democratic Party 
the most comprehensive and detailed analysis and recommendations in 
its history on delegate selection. Unlike the Republicans, the Demo­
crats have been willing to debate these admittedly controversial issues 
and to set down Guidelines for state and national action. I am con­
fident that the national and state parties will find the Commission's 
work to be most helpful in achieving a party capable of meeting the 
critical- issues of the 1970's."
THE HONORABLE HUBERT H. HUMPHREY 
December 15, 1969
"An effective political party must be responsive to the needs 
of its constituents and responsible in the exercise of its power.
To be such a party it must be constantly alert to the need for reforming 
its structures and its procedures to insure maximum opportunity for 
meaningful participation in the democratic process. The McGovern 
Commission has engaged in a searching and honest examination of the 
problems of party reform. Its Guidelines provide us with a base on 
which to build a more effective party, which is responsive and 
responsible."
SENATOR EDMUND S. MUSKIE 
February 12, 1970
"In 1968, many people were asked to test our political system 
through the Democratic Party. That system was found lacking. If people 
are to turn to the Democratic Party again, there must be substantial 
evidence that the events of 1968 will not recur. The Guidelines of 
the McGovern Commission require provisions for timely delegate selection, 
18 year old participating, adequate public notice, one-man-one vote, 
and the existence of party rules —  as'well as the elimination of all 
mandatory assessments, proxy voting, unit rule, and closed slate-making. 
These Guidelines, if enforced, will open up the party to new ideas 
and new people.
"The danger is that this document will be just one more paper 
that politicians may prefer to ignore rather than implement. The 
national Democratic Party must —  if it is to be worthy of its name —  
reform its own processes and procedures."
SENATOR EUGENE J. McCARTHY 
March 20, 1970
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"The Guidelines developed by the McGovern Commission are a major 
step toward the Democratic Party's goal of broadening citizen participa­
tion in the nominating process. I am confident that the Guidelines 
will provide the 1972 Convention with effective criteria for assessing 
the delegate selection process in each state, criteria which themselves 
have been arrived at openly and with the fullest possible participation 
of the entire spectrum of the Party.
"The members and staff of the Commission deserve the Party's thanks 
for reporting early enough so that all state and local party organiza­
tions will have ample opportunity to achieve full compliance in time 
for the next convention."
SENATOR EDWARD M. KENNEDY 
March 17, 1970
"I am impressed with the work accomplished by the McGovern Commis­
sion, and I believe the great majority of Democrats will welcome its 
Guidelines as being fair and long overdue.
"We have no greater task than assuring that ours will be an open 
party, encouraging the widest possible participation in all of our 
affairs. The Democratic Party must serve, not be served; it must 
facilitate choice, not deny it; it must invite diversity, not discourage 
it. The Guidelines of the McGovern Commission are a most important 
step toward these goals."
SENATOR FRED R. HARRIS 
December 4, 1969
"The work of the Commission chaired by Senator McGovern spotlights 
a crucial question confronting our nation today; whether our traditional 
political party system can be modernized and rehabilitated to meet 
the challenges of the democratic process in the 1970's. I believe 
we will meet that test only if we enlarge upon the efforts already 
underway and if we assure the fullest participation of all in our Party 
who wish to associate with us, while being vigilant against the exclu­
sion of any segment or any element."
LAWRENCE F. O'BRIEN
Chairman, Democratic National Committee 
April 8, 1970
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COMMISSION ON PARTY STRUCTURE 
AND DELEGATE SELECTION 




The 1968 Democratic National Convention adopted a resolution 
requiring that all Democratic voters be given a "full, meaningful and 
timely" opportunity to participate in the delegate selection process 
and authorized the creation of a commission to "aid the state parties" 
in meeting this requirement.
Early in 1969, Senator Fred Harris, then Chairman of the Democratic 
National Committee, announced the establishment of this Commission— the 
Commission on Party Structure and Delegate Selection— and invited me 
to serve as Chairman.
From the beginning, the Commission, with the assistance of a small 
staff and the cooperation of Democrats throughout the nation, set out 
to find methods which would guarantee every American who claims a stake 
in The Democratic Party the opportunity to make his judgment felt in 
the presidential nominating process.
After intensive study, during which testimony was taken from hun­
dreds of Democrats, the Commission concluded that the processes by 
which delegates to the National Convention are presently chosen are 
inadequate for assuring the opportunity for widespread participation.
To remedy this weakness, the Commission has adopted Guidelines for dele­
gate selection that are binding on all state parties for 1972. In 
the following report, the Guidelines are placed in the historical con­
text of 1968 which gave birth to the reform mandate of our Commission.
Throughout its deliberations, the aim of the Commission has been 
to strengthen the National Convention, and, in the process, to 
strengthen our Party and American democracy. I believe that the 
adoption of these Guidelines by all the states will contribute to the 
regeneration of the Democratic Party as a more responsive and dynamic 
servant of the American people.







The 1968 Democratic National Convention in Chicago exposed profound 
flaws in the presidential nominating process; but in so doing it gave 
our Party an excellent opportunity to reform its ways and to prepare 
for the problems of a new decade.
The delegates to the Convention, concerned by the chaos and divi­
siveness, shared a belief that the image of an organization impervious 
to the will of its rank and file threatened the future of the Party. 
Therefore, they took up the challenge to reform with a mandate requiring 
State Parties to give "all Democratic voters...a full, meaningful* 
and timely opportunity to participate" in the selection of delegates, 
and thereby, in the decisions of the Convention itself.
In order to ensure that this mandate would be implemented, the 
Convention directed the Democratic National Committee to establish 
a Commission to aid state Parties in meeting the Convention requirement.
In February 1969, Senator Fred Harris, Chairman of the Democratic 
National Committee, appointed us to that body mandated by the Convention- 
The Commission on Party Structure and Delegate Selection. We are the 
Democrats who represent every segment of our Party. We find common 
cause in our Party's history of fair play and equal opportunity. We 
believe that the continuing vitality of the Democratic Party depends 
upon its adherence to this heritage.
Since its inception, our Party has been an open party— open to 
new ideas and new people. From the days of Jefferson and Jackson, 
the Democratic Party has been committed to the broad participation 
of rank-and-file members in all of its major decision-making.
In the American two-party system no decision is more important 
to the rank-and-file member than the choice of the party's presidential 
nominee. For this reason, popular control over the nominating process 
has been a principle of the Democratic Party since the birth of the 
National Convention 140 years ago.
This tradition for participation and popular control, however,
*0n August 26, 1968, the Convention adopted the majority report 
of the Credentials Committee calling for "a meaningful and timely oppor­
tunity" for all Democratic voters to participate. The following day, 
the Convention adopted the minority report of the Rules Committee call­
ing for "a full and timely opportunity" to participate. Because these 
resolutions are not inconsistent, and because implied repeals are not 
favored in legislative construction, we have combined the two clauses.
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has not always been adequately expressed. After a lengthy examination 
of the structures and processes used to select delegates to the National 
Convention in 1968, this is our basic conclusion: meaningful partici­
pation of Democratic voters in the choice of their presidential nominee 
was often difficult or costly, sometimes completely illusory, and, 
in not a few instances, impossible.
Among the findings the Commission has made about delegate selection 
in 1968 are the following:
In at least twenty states, there were no (or inadequate) rules 
for the selection of Convention delegates, leaving the entire 
process to the discretion of a handful of party leaders.
More than a third of the Convention delegates had, in effect, 
already been selected prior to 1968— before either the major issues 
or the possible presidential candidates were known. By the time 
President Johnson announced his withdrawal from the nominating 
contest, the delegate selection process had begun in all but twelve 
states.
Unrestrained use or application of majority rule was the cause 
of much strain among Democrats in 1968. The imposition of the 
unit rule from the first to the final stage of the nominating 
process, the enforcement of binding instructions on delegates, 
and favorite-son candidacies were all devices used to force Demo­
crats to vote against their stated presidential preferences. 
Additionally, in primary, convention and committee systems, major­
ities used their numerical superiority to deny delegate representa­
tion to the supporters of minority presidential candidate.
Secret caucuses, closed slate-making, widespread proxy voting—  
and a host of other procedural irregularities— were all too common 
at precinct, county, district, and state conventions.
In many states, the costs of participation in the process of dele­
gate selection were clearly discriminatory; in other, they were 
prohibitive. Filing fees for entering primaries were often exces­
sive, reaching $14,000 in one state, if a complete slate of candi­
dates had been filed. "Hospitality" fees were often imposed on 
delegates to the convention, reaching $500 in one delegation.
Not surprisingly, only 13% of the delegates to the National Conven­
tion had incomes of under $10,000 (whereas 70% of the population 
have annual incomes under that amount).
Representation of blacks, women and youth at the Convention was 
substantially below the proportion of each group in the population. 
Blacks comprised about five percent of the voting delegates, well 
above their numbers in 1964; since blacks make up 11% of the popu­
lation and supplied at least 20% of the total vote for the Demo­
cratic presidential candidate, however, they were still under­
represented at the Convention. Women comprised only 13% of the 
delegates with only one of 55 delegations having a woman chairman.
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, In a majority of delegations there was no more than a single dele­
gate under 30 years of age, and in two delegations the average 
age was 54. The delegates to the 1968 Democratic National Conven­
tion, in short, were predominately white, male, middle-aged, and 
at least middle-class.
As this information emerged, we recognized that two alternative 
courses of action were available to us. First, we could suggest that 
the institution of the National Convention had outlived its usefulness 
and should be discarded. To be sure, at our public hearings several 
Democrats gave testimony expressing the judgment that the convention 
system did not deserve to be saved. There was a substantial body of 
feelings, in fact, that a national primary within each Party would 
be the most democratic means of selecting presidential candidates.
Second, we could conclude that there was nothing inherently undemo­
cratic about a National Convention; that 1968 was a culmination of 
years of indifference to the nominating process, rather than a startling 
aberration from previous years; that purged of its structural and pro­
cedural inadequacies, the National Convention was an institution well 
worth preserving. The Commission has taken this second course. The 
following are some of our reasons:
In view of the stringent demands made upon a President of the 
United States, the challenge imposed upon any contender for the nomina­
tion in seeking support in a wide variety of delegate selection system 
should be maintained.
The face-to-face confrontation of Democrats of every persuasion 
in a periodic mass meeting is productive of healthy debate, important 
policy decisions (usually in the form of platform planks), reconcilia­
tion of differences, and realistic preparation for the fall presidential 
campaign.
The Convention provides a mechanism for party self-government 
through the election and instruction of a National Committee.
While endorsing the institution, the Commission believes that 
if delegates are not chosen in a democratic manner, the National Conven­
tion cannot perform its functions adequately in order to ensure the 
democratic selection of delegates, the Commission has adopted 18 Guide­
lines binding on all state Parties.
These Guidelines represent the Commission's interpretation of 
its mandate to ensure that all Democrats are provide a full, meaningful, 
and timely opportunity to participate in the delegate selection process. 
To this end, the requirements and recommendations of the Guidelines 
are directed toward the elimination or regulation of:
a) Rules or practices which inhibit access to the delegate 
selection process— items which compromise full and meaningful 
participation by inhibiting or preventing a Democrat from exercising
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his influence in the delegate selection process;
b) Rules or practices which dilute the influence of a Democrat 
in the delegate selection process, after he has exercised all 
available resources to effect such influence;
c) Rules and practices which have the combined effect of inhibit­
ing access and diluting influence.
The Commission believes that there is no one selection system 
ideal for all states. Therefore, we did not find it desirable to lay 
down uniform rules for delegate selection in the Guidelines.
Instead, we have adopted certain minimum standards of fairness, 
that all states are expected to meet. Once these standards are met, 
state Parties are free to adopt any procedures they may prefer. The 
Commission believes that this preservation of local genius is an impor­
tant element of a healthy National Convention.
These Guidelines are meant to serve no ideology and no geographic 
segment of our Party. They are designed to stimulate the participation 
of all Democrats in the nominating process and to re-establish public 
confidence in the National Convention.
The Commission has proceeded in its work against a backdrop of 
geniune unhappiness and mistrust of millions of Americans with our 
political system. We are aware that political parties are not the 
only way of organizing political life. Political parties will survive 
only if they respond to the needs and concerns of their members.
In adopting our Guidelines and in presenting this report, we have 
been guided by the firm belief that the Democratic Party is incapable 
of closing its eyes and ears to this unhappiness and mistrust. While 
the Republican response to popular demands for more participation and 
open processes has been indifference, the Democrats have chosen to 
face the matter head on.
Our Party's longevity is due in no small way to its capacity to 
respond to these demands in a positive fashion. We are confident that 
it will do so again.
HISTORY OF THE COMMISSION
Few National Conventions of political parties have aroused as 
much interest and public debate as the 1968 Democratic National Conven­
tion. In one sense, the Convention accomplished its purpose; a Demo­
cratic nominee for the Presidency of the United States was chosen.
But in another way, the Convention was a failure. A great political 
party was left bitterly divided, with its morale eroded and its leaders 
predicting defeat.
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One of the reasons for this condition was the belief of many rank- 
and-file Democrats that the Convention and the events leading up to 
it had been closed to them. The most striking aspect of the politics 
of 1968 was that so many people who were engaged in active dissent 
from the politics of the Adminstration were using the time-honored 
avenues of primaries and state conventions to channel that dissent.
But as state after state readied its delegation for the Convention, 
dissatisfaction with these avenues began to grow and allegations of 
unfair treatment became common.
Origin, Mandate and Organization of the Commission
In the summer of 1968, Governor, now Senator Harold E. Hughes 
of Iowa, sensitive to this feeling, as well as to the painful schism 
among Democrats, took the initiative of organizing a Commission on 
the Democratic Selection of Presidential Nominees. The report of this 
Commission, presented to the 1968 Convention, represented the first 
serious effort undertaken by any Party to study the procedures by which 
National Convention delegates are selected. The Hughes Commission 
report painted a disheartening picture of these procedures. The authors 
of the report were alarmed enough to conclude that "State systems for 
selecting delegates to the National Convention display considerably 
less fidelity to basic democratic principles than a nation which claims 
to govern itself can safely tolerate."
Given the atmosphere in Chicago in the summer of 1968, the Demo­
cratic National Convention could not have ignored the evidence of dis­
regard for popular expression presented by the Hughes Commission.
For Democrats the way was clear: "The cure for the ills of democracy," 
it was long ago said, "is more democracy." So in the tumult of Chicago, 
the Democratic Party, with active support for all presidential camps, 
issued a mandate for reform.
Nonetheless, a major floor debate did ensue over how rigorously 
the Convention should use its powers to compel the state Parties to 
undertake reform. The Rules Committee, under Governor Sam Shapiro 
of Illinois, proposed that the Democratic National Committee appoint 
a commission to "give serious consideration" to certain reforms. The 
Credentials Committee under Governor Richard Hughes to be appointed 
"to aid the state Democratic parties" in enacting reforms, and report 
its "efforts and findings" to the 1972 Convention.
But a minority of the Rules Committee brought to the floor a still 
more stringent resolution. They proposed that the 1972 Convention 
"shall require," in order to give "all Democratic voters...full and 
timely opportunity to participate" in nominating candidates, that 
(1) the unit rule be eliminated from all stages of the delegate selec­
tion process and (2) "all feasible efforts (be) made to assure that 
delegates are selected through party primary, convention, or committee 
procedures open to public participation within the calendar year of 
the national convention." This minority report of the Rules Committee, 
subsequently passed by the delegates assembled in Chicago, carried 
an unquestionably stern mandate for procedural reform.
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"The Commission has concluded that there is a genuine, broadly 
based commitment to reform within the Party."
In early February of 1969, Senator Fred Harris of Oklahoma,- then 
Chairman of the Democratic National Committee, acted on the Convention 
mandate and officially created a 28-member Commission on Party Structure 
and Delegate Selection. We are that Commission. We represent all 
ideological and geographical elements of the Party. We are present 
and former public officeholders, party officials, teachers, labor 
leaders, and civil rights organizers.
On March 1, 1969, we held our first meeting in Washington, D.C.
At that time we took two actions: first, we directed the staff to 
analyze the delegate selection systems of each state and to report 
their findings to us; secondly, we decided to organize into five-member 
task forces and hold regional hearings on the strengths and weaknesses 
of our party.
Beginning in April, the Commission conducted hearings in seventeen 
cities and heard the testimony of more than five hundred Democrats.* 
Among them were Vice President Hubert Humphrey, Senator Eugene McCarthy, 
Reverand Channing Phillips, Senator Edmund Muskie and Senator Edward 
Kennedy. They ranged from such established party leaders as former 
National Chairman John Bailey, former Governors Richard Hughes, Phillip 
Hoff and Carl Sanders and Mayors Richard Daley, Ivan Allen, and James 
Tate to professors, party insurgents, Young Democrats, and one witness 
who was a member of both the New York State Democratic Central Committee 
and the Students for a Democratic Society. From the statements of 
rank-and-file Democrats and party leaders at these hearings, the Commis­
sion has concluded that there is a genuine, broadly based commitment 
to reform within the Party.
At the same time that testimony was being taken in the field, 
the staff was examining the maze of state laws and party regulations 
which determines how National Convention delegates are selected in 
each jurisdiction. After integrating the testimony, consulting with 
experts in universities, studying news accounts and seeking the advise 
of state party leaders, the staff gradually evolved a tentative set 
of standards which could achieve the objectives of a National Convention.
In September, 1969, the Commission modified this tentative set 
of standards and adopted its proposed Guidelines for delegate selection, 
which were then circulated for comment among 3,000 interested Democrats. 
On the basis of these comments, some revisions were made. Then, on 
November 19 and 20, the Commission reconvened and after lengthy
*A list of people who testified in person or who submitted state­
ments at the hearings is on file at the offices of the Commission.
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deliberations, adopted the final version of the Guidelines. Democratic 
state Party chairmen, members of the National Committee, Governors, 
and U.S. Congressmen and Senators received copies of these guidelines 
in late December. They have been available to the general public since 
February 1.
Aiding the States
With the adoption and distribution of the Guidelines, the Commis­
sion has completed the first phase of its work in the area delegate 
selection. Under the terms of the 1968 Convention resolution, however, 
the Commission's work in delegate selection is not done until it com­
pletes the process of aiding state Parties to meet the requirements 
of the Call of the 1972 Convention.
This second phase of our work has begun. We have sent letters 
to each state chairman and each member of the National Committee compar­
ing the Guidelines with his state's selection system. We have consulted 
with party leaders in several states. We have served as an information 
conduit between the state reform commissions. We have prepared memo­
randa on the different methods state Democratic Parties are using to 
modernize their procedures.
We plan to continue these services in the months ahead. The 
National Convention told us that party reform was to be a joint effort 
of the state and national Party. We mean to keep it this way.
We present this report in this spirit of cooperation. We have 
worked from the assumption that when Democrats have the information 
on a subject, they will respond quickly and honestly. In the following 
pages, therefore, we offer a narrative on the events and lessons of 
1968. Our staff is available for any additional information that is 
needed.
DELEGATE SELECTION IN 1968
The slow evolution of the National Convention and the system by 
which delegates are chosen, together with the cherished federal char­
acter of the major parties, has resulted in a varied nominating process 
in which no two states choose their delegates in exactly the same way.
In order to clarify the formal and informal aspect of delegate selec-* 
tion, the Commission offers the following analysis of the processes 
used in 1968.
Delegate Selection Systems
The Commission has discerned three broad systems of delegate selec­
tion: election by party convention, the most widely used; selection
by party organization, many vestiges of which still survive; and election 
by direct primary. Hybrids of the three major systems are common and a
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few systems escape ready classification altogether.
Some of the intricacies and distinctions among the systems will 
become clearer when the way in which delegates were chosen to the 1968 
Democratic National Convention are examined in the following pages.
Convention Systems
In 1968, 26 states and three territories selected their entire 
delegation to the National Convention at state conventions. Three 
other states selected party of their delegates in this manner.
Delegate Selection System in 1968^
Convention Systems__________Committee Systems Primary Systems______
Alaska Missouri Arizona Alabama
Canal Zone Montana Arkansa^ California
Colorado Nevada Georgia District of Columbia
Connecticut New Mexico Louisiana Florida
Delaware North Carolina Maryland Massachusetts
Guam North Dakota Puerto Rico Nebraska
Hawaii South Carolina Rhode Island New Hampshire
Idaho Tennessee New Jersey
Iowa Texas Ohio
Kansas Utah Oregon
Kentucky Vermont South Dakota





Illinois: Two-thirds of the delega­
tion was selected by convention 
and one-third by primary.
Pennsylvania: One-fourth of the 
delegation was selected by com 
mittee and three-fourths-by 
primary.
In some states, statutes and party rules allow considerable dis­
cretion to the state committee to choose which selection system will be 
used in each presidential election year. This chart reflects the 
system the state parties used in 1968. In several states, new statutes 
and party rules have already been adopted which date this chart considerably.
2The Chairman of the State Democratic Executive Committee chose the 
entire delegation, which with the advice and consent of the Governor.
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Indiana: The delegation was 
' selected at a state convention, 
was bound by the results of the 
presidential preference poll.
New York: One-third of the dele­
gation was selected by committee 
and two-thirds by primary.
Oklahoma:. One-half of the dele­
gation was selected by conven­
tion and one-half by committee.
Washington: Two-thirds of the 
delegation was selected by the 
convention and one-third by 
committee.
Wisconsin: Most of the delega­
tion was selected by either the 
State Administrative Committee 
or Senator Eugene McCarthy, the 
winner of the presidential pre­
ference primary in eight of ten 
congressional districts and at- 
large.
There are two major kinds of state conventions: in one, rank-and-file 
party members select the delegates; in the other, party officials make 
the selection. Of the 32 states and territories which selected their 
delegations by convention, 21 relied on rank-and-file members, and 
six on party officials. In five states, both methods were used.
In the typical convention system, party members assemble in their 
wards, townships, or precincts to elect delegates to a county or some 
other intermediate convention which in turn sends delegates to the 
district and/or state convention. In a few smaller states, Maine, 
Vermont, and Hawaii, for example, the election to the state convention 
from the precinct or town is direct.
In many of the convention states not all of the National Convention 
delegation is actually chosen at the state convention. Instead, dele­
gates to the state convention caucus by congressional district to nomi­
nate and sometimes elect a share of the delegation. In Minnesota, 
Tennessee, and Iowa, for example, more than half of the delegation 
was formally "nominated" at congressional district caucuses and conven­
tions, although these nominations were never opposed at the state con­
ventions. In Michigan and Missouri, among others, delegates were 
actually elected at the congressional district level.
The majority of state conventions allow for a wide degree of popu­
lar participation. Party members are invited to attend their local 
precinct meetings and nominate and elect delegates to the next highest 
convention, or stand as candidates for delegate themselves. In several 
states, including Colorado, Utah, Kentucky, and Texas, a higher percent­
age of Democrats participated in the selection process in 1968 than 
in some primary states.
Where party officials select the delegates in state conventions, 
there is usually only indirect participation by the rank-and-file party 
member. Delegates to these party meetings are party officials or their 
agents: precinct and ward chairmen, county chairmen, and officers
of congressional and legislative districts.
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In Kansas in 1968, for example, precinct chairmen and co-chairmen 
met with their county officers to select delegates to a state party 
convention. This party convention sleeted one-quarter of the state's 
delegation to the National Convention at large. The county officers 
in turn met with the congressional district leaders to choose the 
remaining three-quarters of the delegation.
Committee Systems
In 1968, four state Democratic Parties, Arizona, Arkansas, Maryland 
and Rhode Island, and one territory, Puerto Rico, selected the entire 
delegation to the National Convention by party committees. In four 
other states, Oklahoma, New York, Pennsylvania, and Washington, a por­
tion of the delegation was selected by party committees. These ranged 
from one-third of the delegates in New York to one-half of those in 
Oklahoma. Two additional stages, Georgia and Louisiana, permitted 
their Governors, in effect, to appoint their entire delegations to 
the National Convention.
"The Commission believes that committee systems offer only indirect 
participation in the selection process."
Just as in some convention systems where party officials select 
the delegates, in committee systems there is only indirect participa­
tion by the rank-and-file in the delegate selection process. All dele­
gates so selected are chosen by party officials whose duties go far 
beyond delegate selection. In these instances, the officials are 
elected mainly on the basis of their abilities to perform other respon­
sibilities in party affairs.
Furthermore, states which permit the selection of delegates by 
party committees often leave other decisions which fundamentally affect 
the selection of delegates to the decision of the party committee it­
self. In New York and Pennsylvania, for example, the party committees 
which appoint the at-large delegates are also empowered to determine 
how many delegates shall comprise the at-large segment of the delega­
tion, and how the remainder of the delegates shall be apportioned.
Primary Systems
Sixteen states and the District of Columbia used primaries in 
1968 either to elect some or all of their delegation to the National 
Convention, or to bind or advise a delegation as to the preference 
of party members regarding potential presidential candidates.
In 1968, primaries directly elected the entire state delegation 
to the National Convention in eleven states and the District of Columbia, 
and parts of the delegation in three others (Illinois, New York, and 
Pennsylvania). Indiana and Wisconsin were unusual in that their
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delegations, bound by the results of the presidential preference 
primary, were selected after the primary itself— Indiana by a state 
convention and Wisconsin by the State Administrative Committee and 
Senator Eugene McCarthy, the winner of the primary.
Presidential perference pools, although often confused with 
the primary election of delegates, ordinarily occupy a separate place 
on the ballot. Their purpose is to discern the favorite among candi­
dates for the presidential nomination of the state's party voters.
Some preferential pools are binding on the state's delegates, as 
are Indiana's and Oregon's; others are of only an advisory nature, 
like New Jersey's and West Virginia's. Pennsylvania permits the 
delegate to indicate on the ballot whether he will be bound by the 
outcome of the preferential vote. Where the poll is binding, the 
nature of the obligaion varies. Indiana, for example, binds the 
delegate for one ballot. Oregon for two (unless in the interim the 
favored candidate's share of the Convention vote falls below 20 per­
cent or he releases his pledges). Many of the preferential polls 
are held only if the presidential candidate or his supporters take 
the initiative to place his name on the ballot. This is true, for 
example, in Illinois and New Hampshire.
The primaries in Wisconsin and California are important excep­
tions to the distinction between the election of delegates and the 
preference poll. In Wisconsin, the law permits the winner of the 
preference poll to name his delegates after the primary; therefore, 
the preference poll, in effect, elects the delegates. In California, 
the names of candidates for delegate do not even appear on the ballot; 
the slate of delegates pledged to the winner of the preference poll 
is automatically elected.
An important difference among primary systems for direct election 
of delegates by primary is the degree to which candidates for delegate 
are permitted or required to identify themselves with a presidential 
candidate. At one extreme, New York does not permit the candidate 
for delegate to indicate his presidential preference on the ballot 
in any manner. At the other extreme, Wisconsin and California do 
not permit the ballot to name the candidates for delegate. A candidate 
in Florida's primary may use a presidential candidate's name, but, 
if successful, is in no way obliged to vote for him. A New Hampshire 
candidate may list himself as "pledged" in which case he is bound, 
or as merely "favorable to," in which case he is not.
"The inadequacies of Party rules explain what the Commission 
found to be the most common area of abuse— procedural irregularity."
Another important difference is statewide election of delegates 
and election in smaller constituencies. In tow states in 1968, 
California and South Dakota, and in the District of Columbia, dele­
gates were elected at-large. Five states chose delegates by the 
primary results in each Congressional District; while the majority,
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nine, used a mixed at-large Congressional District formula.
These distinctions by no means exhaust the intricate variations 
among the different state primaries. As primaries become more popular 
(Rhode Island, Maryland, and New Mexico adopted primaries in 1969) 
so will the complexities that distinguish the different state systems.
DELEGATION SELECTION IN PRACTICE
Through the years, people have analyzed the presidential nomi­
nating process by looking to the formal systems of delegate selection 
that state parties used. In 1968, however, allegations of irregular­
ities and barriers to full participation made this kind of analysis 
superficial. For example, in all three selection systems, excessive 
costs and fees assessed of candidates for delegate and alternate 
precluded full participation.
The delgates to the 1968 Convention, therefore, refrained from 
isolating any one kind of system as the ultimate problem in delegate 
selection. Our analysis of the selection process in 1968 supports 
this judgment. For the most part, the procedural irregularities, 
discrimination and structural inadequacies discussed below were not 
unique to any one selection system.
Procedural Irregularities
The Commission found at the beginning of its inquiry that no 
written party rules existed in at least 10 states, and that rules 
in many other states did not describe the delegate selection process 
in sufficient detail, leaving important decisions to the discretion 
of elected or appointed party officials. In some instances, where 
codified rules existed,, they were inaccessible despite persistent 
efforts to secure them, bringing the total to at least twenty states 
where the Commission found rules either non-existent or unavailable 
to Democrats who sought to participate in the nominating process 
of the Party. The absence, inadequacy, or inaccessibility of rules 
explains what the Commission found to be the most common area of 
abuse— procedural irregularity.
These are some of the most frequent and substantial examples 
of unfair procedure that the Commission examined:
The Unit Rule *
The unit rule is a practice by which a majority of a meeting 
or delegation can bind a dissenting minority to vote in accordance 
with the wishes of the majority; it has been an issue of controversy 
within the Democratic Party for over a century. The unit rule and 
other procedural devices such as favorite-son candidacies and oblig­
atory instructions have been widely used at party meetings from the 
precinct level to the national conventions, binding the members of
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a delegation vote as a single unit. Delegates so bound are frequently 
required to cast votes.against their personal preferences— indeed 
against their consciences— at the next stage of the nominating process.
In 1968, prior to the National Convention, the unit rule in 
one form or another, was used at party meetings in at least 15 states. 
In 22A of the 25A county caucuses in Texas, for example, the unit 
rule was imposed. Many Connecticut town committees employed the 
unit rule or binding instructions at the meeting where delegates 
to the State Convention was selected. Two states, Oregon and Massa­
chusetts, which selected delegates by a primary process, also bound 
their delegations to vote for the candidate who received a majority 
or plurality of the vote in the presidential preference poll, regard­
less of the delegates' personal choice, as declared on the primary 
ballot. In Indiana, delegates actually chosen in a State Convention 
were bound to vote for the plurality winner of a previous primary.
Delegate Selection in 1968
1.A00
Proxy Voting
Proxy voting is a process by which one person is empowered or 
authorized to act in the name of another or many others. Many state 
parties have authorized or permitted the use of proxies, although 
the Commission found that rarely were adequate safeguards against 
their abuse provided for or enforced. As a result, proxy voting 
was a source of much real and felt grievance in 1968. Some abuses 
involved irregularities discovered only after proxies had been cast 
and enforced. In Hawaii, for example, proxies were voted at the 
state convention from unorganized precincts. One such precinct con­
sisted of an urban renewal area comprised largely of vacant lots.
In another case, a Missouri party official cast A92 unwritten proxies 
in a township caucus. These proxies, totaling three times the number 
of party members physically present, were cast as a single unit on
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behalf of a candidate whose supporters were clearly a minority at 
the meeting.
Public Notice
A necessary condition for full and meaningful opportunity to 
participate in delegate selection is information on the nature of 
that process. In many states in 1968, the Commission found that 
there was little or no information made available to the voter that 
the process was taking place. In several states, for example, lack 
of provisions in state law or party rules for adequate newspaper 
(or other) information made secret precinct caucuses common. In 
other states, information was supplied too late in the process for 
many people to participate.
Related to this problem was the situation in many states where 
voters participated in the nominating process without benefit of 
information that may have been critical in making an informed choice.
In Pennsylvania, Alabama, Florida, New Jersey, Oregon and the District 
of Columbia, for example, delegates elected by primary opted to run 
with no notice of which presidential candidates they would support 
if elected. In New York a portion of the delegation was elected 
in congressional district primaries, but state law forbids candidates 
for delegate to inform voters of their presidential preference on 
the primary ballot.
The remainder of the New York delegation was appointed by the 
Democratic State Committee elected in the same primary with no public 
notice on the ballot of the presidential preferences of candidates 
for the state committee. In seven other states some or all of the 
delegation was also appointed directly by the state or district com­
mittees. In none of these states were the members of the committees 
elected with adequate notice to the voter that one of the responsibil­
ities of the committee would be the appointment of delegates to the 
National Convention. In an additional 10 states, party committees 
elected in primaries, with no notice on the ballot that they would 
perform this function, chose delegates to district and state conven­
tions .
Slatemaking
Regardless of the formal procedures specified for delegate 
selection in state laws or party rules, it is often the case that 
the final selection of National Convention delegates is made or influ­
enced by those who nominate candidates for delegate and alternate.
In many states, one or more slates of prospective delegates are pre­
sented to the official decision-making body (for example, party members, 
state convention, or state committee) for choice among them. In 
most cases, these slates can be altered or opposed only with great 
difficulty, if at all. Slatemaking, therefore, is a crucial step 
in the selection process. If it is closed, effective citizen partici­
pation is precluded.
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In 1968, however, in many states the official slate: (1) was 
prepared in a manner which made participation difficult; (2) was 
given preferential status on the primary ballot; or (3) was protected 
from effective challenge by rules or tradition in convention systems. 
Some examples follow:
1) In California, a committee of three party members assembled 
an entire "at-large" slate of National Convention in delegate nominees 
whose names never appeared on the primary ballot. In many convention 
states, including Connecticut, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, 
and Missouri, official or traditional slates were prepared by the 
state chairman or special party committees. In New York and Pennsyl­
vania, where some delegates are appointed by the State Committee,
the state chairman made up an at-large slate which is submitted to 
the Committee. In all of these instances, the slatemakers were elected 
or appointed without adequate notice that they would perform this 
function.
2) In several primary states, there was no challenge to the 
state committee's slate. Where challenges did occur, they often 
stood little chance of success. In Connecticut, slates of delegates 
to the State Convention are nominated by official party committees 
and automatically elected unless challenged in the primary. If the 
official slate is challenged it receives special designation on the 
ballot as the "Party Endorsed Slate." In Massachusetts, New Jersey 
and Ohio, official slates are challenged so infrequently that in 
operation delegate selection is more by committee system than by 
primary (although in 1968, elective challenges were made in New Jersey).
3) In several convention systems, party rules and/or tradition 
made challenge to the official slate difficult or impossible. In 
some states, floor nominations were not allowed at lower stages of 
the selection process. In other states, including Kentucky, Maine, 
and North Dakota, floor nominations of additional or alternative 
candidates for delegate were contingent upon a Convention vote to 
amend or reject the official slate or the report of the nominating 
committee. In many others, "informal" slatemaking procedures were
no less influential in the election of slated delegates.
Dates and Times for the Conduct of Meetings
In several states, considerable discretion is exercised by 
local party officials in the choice of dates and times for meetings 
involved in the delegate selection process. In some cases, existing 
party rules give such authority to party officials. In other cases, 
party rules do not cover such matters. Whatever the circumstances, 
the consequence of this absence of uniformity in 1968 was an added 
burden imposed on party members who wished to participate in the 
selection of delegates.
In at least three states, Connecticut, Delaware, and Tennessee, 
procedures by which delegates are selected, including the dates and
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times of the initial meetings and caucuses, are governed by local 
rules— with no provisions for uniform procedures statewide.
In Missouri, where in 1968 no rules governed the selection 
of delegates at any level, township and ward chairmen operated with 
total discretion in the scheduling of caucuses. As a result, many 
were held unannounced, often in private homes and at times not designed 
to insure maximum participation.
Quorum Requirements
The rules of many state Parties contain no quorum provisions 
governing party committee meetings. In these and other instances 
where quorum regulations exist but are exceptionally lenient, commit­
tees are permitted to reach decisions affecting procedures related 
to the nominating process or the actual appointment of delegates 
with a small number of eligible representatives present.
In Alabama, for example, no permanent rules govern the procedures 
and the entire delegate selection process is determined each four 
years by the State Committee. At the meeting to determine how National 
Convention delegates will be elected in that state, 17 of 72 members 
(23 percent) constitute a quorum. Similarly, in Arizona, where 
National Convention delegates are chosen at a meeting of the State 
Committee, 25 percent of the membership of that Committee constitutes 
a quorum. In its selection of at-large delegates, the New York state 
committee permits business to be conducted once 33 percent of its 
members are present in person or represented by proxy.
Selection of Alternates, Filling of Vacancies
Because alternates succeed to delegate status in many cases, 
the provisions for their selection and succession are of great impor­
tance in the delegate selection process. The Commission found that 
in many states, however, the provisions dealing with alternates are 
not described with sufficient clarity. In other states, including 
Florida and Oregon, each delegate is allowed to name his own alternate 
in any way he sees fit.
In still others, state party chairmen, or their agents, are 
empowered to fill vacancies. The Connecticut State Convention in 
1968, for example, approved an incomplete slate, leaving several 
delegate and alternate positions open to the appointment by the chair­
man. In California, a nominating committee of only three'people 
is empowered by state law to select all alternates and fill all vacan­
cies.
In some states, including Connecticut and California, existing 
provisions for filling of vacancies permit the insertion of new members 




A second area examined by the Commission was the level of repre­
sentation of blacks, women, and young people at the 1968 Convention. 
The Commission found that each of the groups was significantly lacking 
in representation.*
Blacks
Only 5.5 percent of the 1968 delegates were black, although 
blacks constitute over 11 percent of the total population and an 
even higher percentage of Democratic voters. The most creditable 
data we have from the 1968 general election indicates that 85 percent 
of the black Americans who voted cast their presidential ballots 
for the nominee of the Democratic Party. In 1964 when 94 percent 
of all blacks voted Democratic, blacks comprised only 2 percent of 
the entire National Convention. When Democrats assembled in Chicago 
for the 1968 Convention, thirteen states and three territories still 
had no black delegates or alternates whatsoever, and fifteen had 
no voting delegates. Another eleven states had only one black member, 
and six more had three or less.
Young People
The participation of American youth in the nominating process 
of the Democratic Party was one of the outstanding features of the 
politics of 1968.
*The underrepresentation of these groups is not characteristic 
of the Democratic Party. The situation was equally or more acute 
at the 1968 Republication National Convention:
a) BLACKS: Of the 2,666 delegates and alternates who assembled 
in Miami, only 76 (2.4%) were black. Of these, only 26 were actually 
voting delegates (1.9% of the total delegates), and 50 were alternates.
b) YOUNG PEOPLE: Only 1% of the GOP delegates were under
the age of 30, while 83% were 40 years of age or older. In 42 states, 
thre were no voting delegates under 30, and in an additional 8 dele­
gations, there was only one member under 30 years. The average age 
of the delegations from 22 states was over 50 years, and there was 
no voting delegate under 40 years of age from one state (Connecticut).
i.
c) WOMEN: Women comprised 17% of the GOP national convention, 
though there were no women at all in the delegations representing 
New Hampshire, the Virgin Islands, and West Virginia. Eleven state 
delegations did not have the four women required to fill the places 
assigned to them on the four standing committees of the Convention 
(Illinois, Kentucky, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, North 
Carolina, Oregon, Utah, Vermont, Virgin Islands, and West Virginia).
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Proportion of Black Delegates 
at the 1968 Democratic National Convention 
Compared to Proportion of Black Population, 
by States, 1968
Percent of Percent of Percent of Percent of
Black State Black State
Delegates Population Delegates Population
from That i; 
Black
s from That is 
BlackState State
Alabama 0 30 Nebraska 0 2
Alaska 0 3 Nevada 7 5
Arizona 3 3 New Hampshire 0 0
Arkansas 2 22 New Jersey 9 9
California 5 6 New Mexico 0 2
Colorado 8 2 New York 6 8
Connecticut 7 4 N. Carolina 6 25
Delaware 5 14 N. Dakota 0 0
Florida 7 18 Ohio 3 8
Georgia 26 29 Oklahoma 9 7
Hawaii 0 1 Oregon 0 1
Idaho 0 0 Pennsylvania 5 8
Illinois 6 10 Rhode Island 3 2
Indiana 8 6 S. Carolina 13 35
Iowa 2 1 S. Dakota 0 0
Kansas 3 4 Tennessee 11 17
Kentucky 8 7 Texas 4 12
Louisiana 18 32 Utah 0 1
Maine 0 0 Vermont 0 0
Maryland 6 17 Virginia 6 21
Massachusetts 3 2 Washington 0 2
Michigan 20 9 W. Virginia 2 5
Minnesota 5 1 Wisconsin 0 2
Mississippi 50 42 Wyoming 0 1
Missouri 4 9 Dist. of Columbia 67 54
Montana 0 0
Information on the four territories was unavailable.
Proportion of each state's population that is black is necessarily 
based on the 1960 census.
2
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Representative of Young People and Women 
at the 1968 Democratic National Convention 




















Alabama 50 8 14 New Jersey 82 0 12
Alaska 22 5 5 New Mexico 34 6 12
Arizona 34 0 21 New York 236 1 9
Arkansas 54 2 22 N. Carolina 74 1 10
California 174 5 14 N. Dakota 25 4 28
Colorado 42 0 14 Ohio 125 0 6
Connecticut 44 0 16 Oklahoma 58 5 21
Delaware 22 0 9 Oregon 35 9 23
Florida 63 5 44 Pennsylvania 164 5 11
Georgia 88 9 19 Rhode Island 34 0 12
Hawaii 26 4 8 S. Carolina 42 0 5
Idaho 26 0 15 S. Dakota 26 4 23
Illinois 118 0 6 Tennessee 66 0 9
Indiana 68 0 6 Texas 121 1 12
Iowa 52 4 17 Utah 26 0 23
Kansas 42 0 24 Vermont 22 5 18
Kentucky 62 3 20 Virginia 65 2 11
Louisana 52 4 10 Washington 54 7 14
Maine 30 3 13 W. Virginia 38 11 5
Maryland 49 0 8 Wisconsin 62 3 19
Massachu- 83 1 12 Wyoming 28 0 18
setts Dist. of 23 9 35
Michigan 102 1 19 Columbia
Minnesota 62 3 18 Canal Zone 8 0 50
Mississippi 45 7 7 Guam 8 0 13
Missouri 78 1 15 Puerto Rico 14 0 21
Montana 32 3 25 Virgin Islands 8 0 13
Nebraska 30 20 23
Nevada 30 10 17 TOTAL 3084 4 13
New Hamp- 26 8 12
shire
The ages of all delegates were not available to the Commission; there­
fore, the percentage of young people indicated may be taken to indicate 
a minimum proportion of each state's delegation.
•
Distinguish total number of delegates and total number of delegate 
votes. In 1968, 3,084 delegates cast 2,622 votes.
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Yet, at the National Convention, 16 delegations had no voting 
members under the age of 30, and another thirteen had only one dele­
gate from that age group. In eight states, Alaska, Arkansas, Delaware, 
Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Maryland, and Wyoming, the average age 
of the delegation was over 50 years. Young people, in short, proved 
significantly unable to translate their widespread participation 
into delegate status at the Convention.
Women
Women; who now comprise a majority of voting age population 
in the United States, showed a dramatic increase in political aware­
ness and activity during the 1960's. Like young people, and blacks, 
however, they found delegate positions at the Democratic Convention 
to be among the political offices that remained beyond their reach.
In the 1968 Convention, women comprised only 13 percent of the voting 
delegates. In no state were women represented commensurate to their 
presense in the population; in ten delegations, there were insuffi­
cient women to fill the positions traditionally assigned them on 
the four permanent committees of the convention. In Ohio, only 6 
of 116 delegates were women; in Illinois only 8 of 118. Representa­
tive Edith Green of Oregon was the only woman chairman of the fifty- 
five state and territorial delegations.
Structural Inadequacies
A third area of the Commission's investigation involved practices 
which, though seldom intentionally discriminatory, had the effect 
of limiting access to the delegate selection process.
Untimely Delegate Selection
In 1968, some or all of the duly accredited delegates to the 
Democratic National Convention from the following states were selected 
by a process which began before the calendar year of the Convention:
State Per Cent State Per Cent
Arizona 100 Massachusetts* 66
Arkansas 100 Michigan 100
Connecticut* 48 (approx.) New Jersey* 100
Delaware 65 (approx.) North Dakota 91 (approx.)
Florida* 100 Ohio 58
Georgia 50 (the Georgia 
"Regulars")
Oklahoma 53 (approx.)
Idaho 100 Pennsylvania 25 (approx.)
Illinois* 50 Rhode Island 100
Iowa* 43 Tennessee 64 (approx.)
Kansas 100 Virginia* 42
Louisiana 100 Washington 56 (approx.)
Maryland 100 Wyoming 100
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*Party officials or committees which are empowered to nominate or 
endorse delegates, choose nominating committees or prepare official 
slates of delegates, are themselves elected prior to the calendar 
year of the Convention.
Altogether, these states selected delegates who cast approximately 
860 votes at the 1968 Convention. Since there was a total of 2,622 
votes cast at the Convention, this represents 33 percent of the dele­
gate votes cast. When 110 votes cast by members of the Democratic 
National Committee (themselves elected in 1964) are added to this 
total, the percentage of votes cast by delegates selected in an 
untimely manner rises to 38 percent (970 delegate votes).
This means that the day Eugene McCarthy announced his candidacy, 
nearly one-third of the delegates had in effect already been selected. 
And, by the time Lyndon Johnson announced his intention not to seek 
another term, the formal delegate selection process had begun in 
all but 12 of the states. By the time the issues and candidates 
that characterized the politics of 1968 had clearly emerged, therefore, 
it was impossible for rank-and-file Democrats to influence the selec­
tion of these delegates.
Costs, Fees, and Assessments
In an era when Americans have become belatedly conscious of 
the extremes of wealth and poverty in this country, the Commission's 
studies indicate that the personal and financial expense of participa­
tion in the presidential nominating process may exclude many at the 
outset. Filing fees, party assessments, the costs of campaigning 
for and serving as delegates, cumulative in most cases, limit the 
participation of some Democrats and preclude the participation of 
others.
A glance at the income levels of the Democrats who serve as 
National Convention delegates gives an initial indication of the 
extent to which Convention delegations are unrepresentative of the 
population. In 1964, the median income of delegates to the Atlantic 
City Convention exceeded $18,000 (compared to a national median of 
under $6,000); the average personal expenses incurred by delegates 
attending the Convention that year were $455. By 1968, the situation 
had not changed— 40 percent of the delegates in Chicago had incomes 
of over $20,000 and only 13 percent had incomes under $10,000. (The 
comparable figures for the population as a whole are 12 percent over 
$20,000 and 70 percent under $10,000). These disparties are explain­
able in part by the fees and assessments levied on delegates and 
alternates and candidates for delgate and alternate that made partici­
pation costly.
Some primary states, for example, require excessive filing fees 
of candidates for delegate. Florida imposes a mandatory $25 fee 
on all candiates for congressional district delegates and a $50 fee
on all candidates for at-large delegates. In Nebraska, candidates 
for delegate must pay a filing fee of $25; candidates for alternate 
must pay a fee of $15.
Often, slates which carry the endorsement of party officials 
were given preferential treatment with regard to fees or ballot 
positions. For the challenge primary for delegates to the 1968 State 
Convention in Connecticut, the official party slate received free 
access to the ballot and special designation. Challengers, on the 
other hand, would have had to pay over $14,000 in non-refundable 
filing fees to mount a statewide challenge.
There were numerous examples of mandatory assessments placed 
on delegates to the 1968 National Convention. In Indiana and Iowa, 
for example, each delegate was assessed $250 by the state Party.
Members of the Indiana delegation were charged an additional $250 
to defray the costs of the Party's hospitality suite— bringing the 
total delegate assessment in that state to $500 exclusive of personal 
expenses.
Ex-officio Designation of Delegates
The Commission has found that some state Parties grant public 
office-holders and/or party officials automatic status as delegates 
to the National Convention or to party meetings related to the dele­
gate selection process. These ex-officio delegates are usually not 
subject to popular appraisal in the calendar year of the Convention.
In 1968, party and public officials of several states served 
as delegates at precinct, county and state conventions. Furthermore, 
in Georgia, Washington, Maryland, and New York party rules or special 
resolutions provided for the automatic National Convention delegate 
status of several party officers. In Washington, for example, of 
the 47 votes allotted to the delegation, 12 were cast by ex-officio 
delegates individually named by resolution of the state central com­
mittee.
Apportionment
The Commission found wide variation in the formulas used to 
apportion National Convention delegates within the states, and in 
those used to apportion party meetings and conventions at which such 
delegates are chosen. Many of these apportionment formulas are based 
on outmoded considerations of territorial units, without due regard 
for either population or Democratic voting strength. In 1968, in 
Vermont, Hawaii, Connecticut, Idaho, Louisiana, Maine, and Pennsylvania, 
party committees or assemblies directly related to the delegate selec­
tion process were apportioned wholly or in part on the basis of repre­
sentation by town or country, independent of considerations of popula­
tion and Democratic vote. In only six states, Oklahoma, Washington, 
Tennessee, Kentucky, Maine, and North Dakota, do apportionment formulas 
take account of the previous presidential vote in the state, though 
many experts have suggested that this should be the most influential
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factor in apportioning delegates and alternates to the National Con­
vention.
Committee Systems
In about one-fifth of the states, some or all of the delegates 
are selected by party committees. These vary from the selection of 
the entire delegation by an executive committee of the state committee 
to the selection of a party of the delegation by county or district 
committees. In many cases, these party committees meet in what is 
described as conventions, although membership at these meetings is 
limited to party officers.
In all of these systems, the selection of delegates is indirect 
and never affords adequate notice to the voter of his role in the 
election of the party committee. The Commission found a higher level 
of misunderstanding and confusion and a lower level of meaningful 
participation by the voter in selection by committee than in selection 
by primary or convention.
Fair Representation of Minority Views on Presidential Candidates
One issue of special concern to the Commission was the fair 
representation of supporters of each presidential candidate on the 
state's delegation. Many witnesses at our hearings believed that 
the unrestained application of majority rule in primary, convention 
and committee systems, produced much of the bitterness and divisive­
ness characteristic of 1968.
In California, a "winner-take-all" primary state, Senator Robert 
Kennedy received 46 percent of the vote (compared to 42 percent for 
Senator Eugene McCarthy and 12 percent for the slate ultimately com­
mitted to Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey). The delegation pledged 
to Senator Kennedy became the sole representatives of California 
Democrats to the National Convention. In New Hampshire, on the other 
hand, McCarthy received only 42 percent of the vote in the presiden­
tial preference primary, yet 83 percent of the delegates to the 
National Convention from New Hampshire cast their ballots for him.
In Minnesota, a caucus-convention system, the supporters of 
Senator McCarthy comprised 42 percent of the delegates to the state 
convention, but, by majority vote, were denied any of the 20 at-large 
delegates elected by that body. In New York, where the at-large 
segment of the delegation is appointed by the State Committee after 
the delegate primary, the delegates chosen by a majority of that 
committee bore scant resemblance in their presidential preferences 
to the results of the primary election, causing a serious rift among 
Democrats in the State.
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THE GUIDELINES
The Guidelines that we have adopted are designed to eliminate 
the inequities in the delegate selection process discussed in the 
last chapter. We view popular participation as the lifeblood of 
the National Convention system; any compromise with this threatens 
the future of the Convention.
Since the inception of the Convention system, there has been 
a trend toward more and more popular participation in the nominating 
process. First there was the effect of the communications and trans­
portation revolutions of the 19th Century. Then there was the intro­
duction of primaries in the early years of this century. In more 
recent years, Democrats have eliminated the two-thirds rule and racial 
discrimination. In 1968, the delegates to the Democratic National 
Convention accelerated this trend with the adoption of the reform 
resolution and the authorization for the creation of our Commission.
In the pages that follow we summarize the Guidelines, which are based 
on the the resolution, discuss the legal status we have to effect 
the changes our Guidelines require, and present the Guidelines them­
selves .
SUMMARY OF THE GUIDELINES
The Guidelines are divided into two broad classifications, one 
in which the Commission requires certain action by state Parties, 
and one in which the Commission urges action by the Parties.
The following is a summary of the guidelines the Commission 
requires state Parties to adopt. "Requires" means that the stated 
purpose is within the "full, meaningful and timely opportunity" man­
date of the 1968 Convention, and that the Commission considers the 
accomplishment of the stated purpose to be the minimum action state 
Parties must take to meet the requirements of the Call of the 1972 
Convention. These Guidelines are meant to apply at all levels of 
the process by which delegates and alternates are selected.
1. Adopt explicit written Party rules governing delegate selec­
tion (A-5).
2. Adopt procedural rules and safeguards for the delegate
selection process that would:
a. forbid proxy voting (B-l).
b. forbid the use of unit rule and related practices like 
instructing delegations (B-5).
c. require a quorum of not less than 40% of all Party com­
mittee meetings (B-3).
d. remove all mandatory assessments of delegates to the 
National Convention (A-4).
e. limit mandatory participation fees to no more than $10, 
and petition requirements to no more than 1% of the
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standard used to measure Democratic strength (A-4).
f. ensure that in all but rural areas, Party meetings are 
held on uniform dates, at uniform times, and in public 
places of easy access (A-5).
g. ensure adequate public notice of all Party meetings 
involved in the delegate selection process (C-l).
3. Seek a broad a base of support for the Party as possible
in the following manner:
a. Add to the party rules and implement the six anti-racial- 
discrimination standards adopted by the Democratic 
National Committee (A—1).
b. Overcome the effects of past discrimination by affirma­
tive steps to encourage representation on the National 
Convention delegation of minority groups, young people 
and women in reasonable relationship to their presence 
in the population of the State (A—1, A-2).
c. Allow and encourage any Democrat of 18 years of age 
or older to participate in all Party affairs (A-2).
4. Make, where applicable, the following changes in the delegate
selection process:
a. Select alternates in the same manner as prescribed for 
the selection of delegates (B-4).
b. Prohibit the ex-officio designation of delegates to 
the National Convention (C-2).
c. Conduct the entire process of delegate selection in
a timely manner, i.e., within the calendar year of the 
Convention (C-4).
d. In convention systems, select no less than 75% of the 
total delegation at a level no higher than the congres­
sional district and adopt an apportionment formula 
which is base on population and/or some standard measure 
of Democratic strength (B-7).
e. Apportion all delegates to the National Convention not 
selected at large on a basis of representation which 
gives equal weight to population and Democratic voting 
strength based on the previous presidential election 
(B-7).
f. Designate the procedures by which slates are prepared 
and challenged (C-6).
g. Select no more than 10% of the delegation by the State 
committee (C-5).
The following is a summary of the Guidelines the Commission 
urges state Parties to adopt. "Urges" means that the stated purpose 
is within the Commission's mandate, that the Commission considers 
the accomplishment of the stated purpose by the state Parties to 
be desirable, but that the Commission is not prepared to require 
such action before the 1972 Convention.
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1. Remove all costs and fees involved in the delegate selection 
process (A-4).
2. Explore ways of easing the financial burden on delegates 
and alternates and candidates for delegates and alternates 
(A-4).
3. Assess the burdens imposed on a prospective participant 
in the delegate selection process by registration laws, 
customs and practices, and make all feasible efforts to 
remove or alleviate voter registration laws and practices 
which prevent - the effective participation of Democrats 
in the delegate selection process. These restrictive laws 
and practices include annual registration requirements, 
lengthy residence requirements, literacy tests, short and 
untimely registration periods, and infrequent enrollment 
sessions (A-3).
4. Provide for party enrollment that (a) allows non-Democrats 
to become Party members and (b) provides easy access and 
frequent opportunity for unaffiliated voters to become Demo­
crats (C-3).
5. Terminate all selection systems which require or permit 
party committees to select any part of the slate delegation 
(C-5).
6. Adopt procedures which will provide for fair representation 
of minority views on presidential candidates (B-6). (The 
Commission has also recommended that the 1972 Convention 
adopt a rule requiring state Parties to provide representa­
tion to minority political views to the highest level of 
the nominating process. Recognizing the overwhelming impor­
tance of this issue, the Commission will make every effort 
to stimulate systematic public discussion of it now and
at the 1972 Democratic National Convention.)
LEGAL STATUS OF THE GUIDELINES
Because the Commission was created by virtue of actions taken 
at the 1968 Convention, we believe our legal responsibility extends 
to that body and that body alone. We view ourselves as the agent 
of that Convention on all matters related to delegate selection.
Unless the 1972 Convention chooses to review any steps the Commission 
has taken, we regard our Guidelines for delegate selection as binding 
on the states.
We believe that we have been restrained in our exercise of our 
authority. We have proceeded in much the same manner as any admini­
strative agency. We held hearings, adopted proposed standards, invited 
comments on those standards and finally adopted our official Guide­
lines.
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Unlike some administrative agencies, however, we have no direct 
enforcement power. But this does not mean that our Guidelines are 
merely suggestions for the state Parties.
At the 1964 Convention, the Special Equal Rights Committee was 
created to "aid the state Democratic parties" in meeting the anti- 
discrimination requirements of the 1968 Call. After holding a series 
of hearings, that Committee adopted six basic elements to determine 
compliance with the 1968 Call. In 1967, Governor Richard Hughes 
of New Jersey, Chairman of the Committee, attached these elements 
to a letter he sent to all state chairmen. In the letter, he informed 
them that in the event of nonconformity with the elements "this Com­
mittee will recommend that the Credentials Committee declare the 
seats to be vacant and fill those seats with a delegation broadly 
representative of the Democrats of the state".
The Commission on Party Structure and Delegate Selection has 
the identical legal status and options available to it that the Special 
Equal Rights Committee had. Although as a matter of policy we plan 
to work as closely as possible with state Democratic Parties and 
the Democratic National Committee, we recognize that our obligations 
to the 1968 Convention may necessitate action similar to that of 
the Special Equal Rights Committee.
We believe that our Guidelines place no unreasonable demands 
on state Parties. We did not adopt them with the intention of stimu­
lating credentials challenges in 1972.
In this regard, we did not believe that we should hold state 
Parties to the same rigid standards if compliance requires a change 
in state law. Our mandate is to work with state Parties and not 
with state legislatures— even those with Democratic majorities. 
Therefore, where compliance would require state legislative or con­
stitutional action, the Commission has relieved state Parties from 
the obligation of actually accomplishing the required statutory change 
once "all feasible efforts" have been made. "All feasible efforts" 
means that the state Party has held hearings, introduced bills, worked 
for their enactment, and amended its rules in every necessary way 
short of exposing the Party or its members to legal sanctions.
Regardless of whether conformity is to be achieved by change 
in state law, or party rule or practice, the Commission believes 
the state Parties have considerable power at their disposal to demo­
cratize their delegate selection process. Therefore the Commission 
recommends that in the event of any contest of challenge involving 
an allegation of failure to fulfill the provisions of the following 
Guidelines, the Credentials Committee of the 1972 Democratic National 
Convention be guided by the principle that state Parties must assume 
the burden of ensuring opportunities for full, meaningful and timely 
participation in the delegate selection process for party members.
"We view popular participation as the lifeblood of the National 
Convention system; any compromise with this threatens the future
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of the Convention".
THE OFFICIAL GUIDELINES OF THE COMMISSION
On November 19 and 20, 1969, the Commission, meeting in open 
session in Washington, D.C., adopted the following Guidelines for 
delegate selection.
PART I - INTRODUCTION
The following Guidelines for delegate selection represent the. 
Commission's interpretation of the "full, meaningful, and timely" 
language of its mandate. These Guidelines have been divided into 
three general categories.
A. Rules or practices which inhibit access to the delegate 
selection process— items which compromise full and meaningful 
participation by inhibiting or preventing a Democrat from 
exercising his influence in the delegate selection process.
B. Rules or practices which dilute the influence of a Democrat 
in the delegate selection process, after he has exercised 
all available resources to effect such influence.
C. Rules and practices which have some attributes of both A 
and B.
A. Rules or practices inhibiting access:
1. Discrimination on the basis of race, color, creed, or national 
origin.
2. Discrimination on the basis of age or sex.
3. Voter registration.
A. Costs and fees.
5. Existence of Party rules.
B. Rules or practices diluting influence:
1. Proxy voting.
2. Clarity of purpose.
3. Quorum provisions.
A. Selection of alternates; filling of delegate and alternate 
vacancies.
5.4 Unit rule.
6. Adequate representation of political minority views.
7. Apportionment.
C. Rules and practices combining attributes of A and B:
1. Adequate public notice.
2. Automatic (ex-officio) delegates.
3. Open and closed processes.
A. Premature delegate selection (timeliness).
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5. Committee selection processes.
6. Slate-making.
PART II - GUIDELINES
A-l Discrimination on the basis of race, color, creed, or national 
origin
The 1964 Democratic National Convention adopted a resolution which 
conditioned the seating of delegations at future conventions on the 
assurance that discrimination in any State Party affairs on the grounds 
of race, color, creed or national origin did not occur. The 1968 
Convention adopted the 1964 Convention resolution for inclusion in 
the Call to the 1972 Convention. In 1966, the Special Equal Rights 
Committee, which had been created in 1964, adopted six ^nti-discrimin- 
ation standards— designated as the "six basic elements" — for the 
State Parties to meet. These standards were adopted by the Democratic 
National Committee in January 1968 as its official policy statement.
These actions demonstrate the intention of the Democratic Party to 
ensure a full opportunity for all minority group members to partici­
pate in the delegate selection process. To supplement the require­
ments of the 1964 and 1968 Conventions, the Commission requires that:
1. State Parties add the six basic elements of the Special Equal 
Rights Committee to their Party rules and take appropriate steps 
to secure their implementation;
2. State Parties overcome the effects of past discrimination by 
affirmative steps to encourage minority group participation, 
including representation of minority groups on the national 
convention delegation in reasonable relationship to the group's
Six basic elements, adopted by the Democratic National Committee 
as official policy statement, January 1968:
1. All public meetings at all levels of the Democratic Party in 
each State should be open to all members of the Democratic Party 
regardless of race, color, creed, or national origin.
2. No test for membership in, nor any oaths of loyalty to, the 
Democratic Party in any State should be required or used which 
has the effect of requiring prospective or current members of
the Democratic Party to acquiesce in, condone or support discrimin­
ation on the grounds of race, color, creed, or national origin.
3. The time and place for all public meetings of the Democratic 
Party on all levels should be publicized fully and in such a 
manner as to assure timely notice to all interested persons.
Such meetings must be held in places accessible to all Party
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members and large enough to accommodate all interested persons.
4. The Democratic Party, on all levels, should support the broadcast 
possible registration without discrimination on grounds of race, 
color, creed or national origin.
5. The Democratic Party in each State should publicize fully and 
in such manner as to assure notice to all interested parties 
a full description of the legal and practical procedures for 
selection of Democratic Party Officers and representatives on 
all levels. Publication of these procedures should be done 
in such fashion that all prospective and current members of
each State Democratic Party will be fully and adequately informed 
of the pertinent procedures in time to participate in each selec­
tion procedure at all levels of the Democratic Party organization.
6. The Democratic Party in each State should publicize fully and 
in such manner as to assure notice to all interested parties
a complete description of the legal and practical qualifications 
for all officers and representatives of the State Democratic 
Party. Such publication should be done in timely fashion so 
that all prospective candidates or applicants for any elected 
or appointed position with each State Democratic Party will 
have full and adequate opportunity to compete for office."
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presence in the population of the State.
A-2 Discrimination on the basis of age or sex
The Commission believes that discrimination on the grounds of 
age or sex is inconsistent with full and meaningful opportunity to 
participate in the delegate selection process. Therefore, the Commis­
sion requires State Parties to eliminate all vestiges of discrimination 
on these grounds. Furthermore, the Commission requires State Parties 
to overcome the effects of past discrimination by affirmative steps 
to encourage representation on the national convention delegation 
of young people— defined as people of not more than thirty nor less 
than eighteen years of age— and women in reasonable relationship 
to their presence in the population of the State. Moreover, the 
Commission requires State Parties to amend their Party rules to allow 
and encourage any Democrat of eighteen years or more to participate 
in all party affairs.
When State law controls, the Commission requires State Parties 
to make all feasible efforts to repeal, amend, or otherwise modify 
such laws to accomplish the stated purpose.
A-3 Voter registration
The purpose of registration is to add to the legitimacy of the 
electoral process, not to discourage participation. Democrats do 
not enjoy an opportunity to participate fully in the delegate selection 
process in States where restrictive voter registration laws and prac­
tices are in force, preventing their effective participation in pri­
maries, caucuses, conventions and other Party affairs. These restric­
tive laws and practices include annual registration requirements, 
lengthy residence requirements, literacy tests, short and untimely 
registration periods, and infrequent enrollment sessions.
The Commission urges each State Party to assess the burdens 
imposed on a prospective participant in the Party's delegate selection 
processes by State registration laws, customs and practices, as out­
lined in the report of the Grass Roots Subcommittee of the Commission 
on Party Structure and Delegate Selection, and use its good offices 
to remove or alleviate such barriers to participation.
A-4 Costs and fees; petition requirements
The Commission believes that costs, fees, or assessments and 
excessive petition requirements made by State law and Party rule 
or resolutions impose a financial burden on (1) national convention 
delegates and alternates; (2) candidates for convention delegates 
and alternates; and (3) in some cases, participants. Such costs,
It is the understanding of the Commission that this is not to 
be accomplished by the mandatory imposition of quotas.
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fees, assessments or excessive petition requirements discouraged 
full and meaningful opportunity to participate in the delegate selec­
tion process.
The Commission urges the State Parties to remove all costs and 
fees involved in the delegate selection process. The Commission 
requires State Parties to remove all excessive costs and fees, and 
to waive all nominal costs and fees when they would impose a financial 
strain on any Democrat. A cost or fee of more than $10 for all stages 
of the delegate selection process is deemed excessive. The Commission 
requires State Parties to remove all mandatory assessments of dele­
gates and alternates.
The Commission requires State Parties to remove excessive petition 
requirements for convention delegate candidates of presidential candi­
dates. Any petition requirement, which calls for a number of signa­
tures in excess of 1% of the standard used for measuring Democratic 
strength, whether such standard be based on the number of Democratic 
votes cast for a specific office in a previous.election or Party 
enrollment figures, is deemed excessive.
When State law controls any of these matters, the Commission 
requires State Parties to make all feasible efforts to repeal, amend 
or otherwise modify such laws to accomplish the stated purpose.
This provision, however, does not change the burden of expenses 
borne by individuals who campaign for and/or serve as delegates and 
alternates. Therefore, the Commission urges State Parties to explore 
ways of easing the financial burden on delegates and alternates and 
candidates for delegate and alternate.
A-5 Existence of Party rules
In order for rank-and-file Democrats to have a full and meaningful 
opportunity to participate in the delegate selection process, they 
must have access to the substantive and procedural rules which govern 
the process. In some States the process is not regulated by law 
or rule, but by resolution of the State Committee and by tradition.
In other States, the rules exist, but generally are inaccessible.
In still others, rules and laws regulate only the formal aspects 
of selection process (e.g., data and place of the State convention) 
and leave to Party resolution or tradition the more substantive matters 
(e.g., intrastate apportionment of votes; rotation of alternates; 
nomination of delegates).
The Commission believes that any of these arrangements is incon­
sistent with the spirit of the Call in that they permit excessive 
discretion on the party of Party officials, which may be used to 
deny or limit full and meaningful opportunity to participate. There­
fore, the Commission requires State Parties to adopt and make available 
readily accessible statewide Party rules and statutes which prescribe 
the State's delegate selection process with sufficient details and
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clarity. When relevant to the State's delegate selection process, 
explicit written Party rules and procedural rules should include 
clear provisions for: (1) the apportionment of delegates and votes 
within the State; (2) the allocation of fractional votes, if any;
(3) the selection and responsibilities of convention committees;
(4) the nomination of delegates and alternates; (5) the succession 
of alternates to delegate status and the filling of vacancies;
(6) credentials challenges; (7) minority reports.
Furthermore, the Commission requires State Policies to adopt 
rules which will facilitate maximum participation among interested 
Democrats in the processes by which National Convention delegates 
are selected. Among other things, these rules should provide for 
dates, times, and public places which would be most likely to encourage 
interested Democrats to attend all meetings involved in the delegate 
selection process.
The Commission requires State Parties to adopt explicit written 
Party rules which provide for uniform times and dates of all meetings 
involved in the delegate selection process. These meetings and events 
include caucuses, conventions, committee meetings, primaries, filing 
deadlines, and Party enrollment periods. Rules regarding time and 
date should be uniform in two senses. First, each stage of the dele­
gate selection process should occur at a uniform time and date through­
out the State. Second, the time and date should be uniform from 
year to year. The Commission recognizes that in many parts of rural 
America it may be an undue burden to maintain complete uniformity, 
and therefore exempts rural areas from this provision so long as 
the time and date are publicized in advance of the meeting and are 
uniform within the geographic area.
B-l Proxy voting
When a Democrat cannot, or chooses not to, attend a meeting 
related to the delegate selection process, many States allow that 
person to authorize another to act in his name. This practice— called 
proxy voting— has been a significant source of real or felt abuse 
of fair procedure in the delegate selection process.
The Commission believes that any situation in which one person 
is given the authority to act in the name of the absent Democrat, 
on any issue before the meeting, gives such person an unjustified 
advantage in affecting the outcome of the meeting. Such a situation 
is inconsistent with the spirit of equal participation. Therefore, 
the Commission requires State Parties to add to their explicit written 
rules provisions which forbid the use of proxy voting in all procedures 
involved in the delegate selection process.
B-2 Clarity of purpose
An opportunity to full participation in the delegate selection 
process is not meaningful unless each Party member can clearly express 
his preference for delegates to the National Convention, or for those 
who will select such delegates. In many States, a Party member who
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wishes to affect the selection of the delegation must do so by voting 
for delegates or Party officials who will engage in many activities 
unrelated to the delegate selection process.
Whenever other Party business is mixed, without differentiation, 
when the delegate selection process, the Commission requires State 
Parties to make it clear to voters how they are participating in 
a process that will nominate their Party's candidate for President. 
Furthermore, in States which employ a convention or committee system, 
the Commission requires State Parties to clearly designate the delegate 
selection procedures as distinct from other Party business.
B-3 Quorum provisions
Most constituted bodies have rules or practices which set per­
centage or number minimums before they can commence their business. 
Similarly, Party committees which participate in the selection process 
may commence business only after it is determined that this quorum 
exists. In some States, however, the quorum requirement is satisfied 
when less than 40% of committee members are in attendance.
The Commission believes a full opportunity to participate is 
satisfied only when a rank-and-file Democrat's representative attends 
such committee meetings. Recognizing, however, that the setting 
of high quorum requirements may impede the selection process, the 
Commission requires State Parties to adopt rules setting quorums 
at not less than 40% for all party committees involved in the delegate 
selection process.
B-4 Selection of alternates; filling of delegate and alternate vacan­
cies
The Call to the 1972 Convention requires that alternates be 
chosen by one of the three methods sanctioned for the selection of 
delegates— i.e., by primary, convention or committee. In some States, 
Party rules authorize the delegate himself or the State Chairman 
to choose his alternate. The Commission requires State Parties to 
prohibit these practices— and other practices not specifically author­
ized by the Call— for selecting alternates.
In the matter of vacancies, some States have Party rules which 
authorize State Chairman to fill all delegate and alternate vacancies. 
This practice again involves the selection of delegates or alternates 
by a process other than primary, convention or committee. The Com­
mission requires State Parties to prohibit such practices and to 
fill all vacancies by (1) a timely and representative Party committee; 
or (2) a reconvening of the body which selected the delegate or alter­
nate whose seat is vacant; or (3) the delegation itself, acting as 
a committee.
When State law controls, the Commission requires State Parties 
to make all feasible efforts to repeal, amend or otherwise modify 
such laws to accomplish the stated purposes.
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B-5 Unit rule
In 1968, many States used the unit at various stages in the 
processes by which delegates were selected to the National Convention. 
The 1968 Convention definded unit rule, did not enforce the unit rule 
on any delegate in 1968, and added language to the 1972 Call requiring 
that "the unit rule not be used in any stage of the delegate selection 
process." In light of the Convention action, the Commission requires 
State Parties to add to their explicit written rules provisions which 
forbid the use of the unit rule or the practice of instructing dele­
gates to vote against their gtated preferences at any stage of the 
delegate selection process."
B-6 Adequate representation of minority views on presidential candi­
dates at each stage in the delegate selection process
The Commission believes that a full and meaningful opportunity 
to participate in the delegate selection process is precluded unless 
the presidential preference of each Democrat is fairly represented 
at all levels of the process. Therefore, the Commission urges each 
State Party to adopt procedures which provide fair representation 
of minority views on presidential candidates and recommends that 
the 1972 Convention adopt a rule requiring State Parties to provide 
for the representation of minority views to the highest level of 
the nominating process.
The Commission believes that there are at least two different 
methods by which a State Party can provide for such representation. 
First, in at-large elections it can divide delegate votes among presid­
ential candidates in proportion to their demonstrated strength.
Second, it can chose delegates from fairly apportioned districts 
no larger than congressional districts.
The Commission recognizes that there may be other methods to 
provide for fair representation of minority views. Therefore, the 
Commission will make every effort to stimulate public discussion 
of the issue of representation of minority views on presidential 
candidates between now and the 1972 Democratic National Convention.
3
UNIT RULE. "This Convention will not enforce upon any delegate 
with respect to voting on any question or issue before the Convention 
any duty or obligation which said delegate would consider to violate 
his individual conscience. As to any legal, moral or ethical obliga­
tion arising from a unit vote or rule imposed either by State law by 
a State convention or State committee or primary election of any nature, 
or by a vote of a State delegation, the Convention will look to each 
individual delegate to determine for himself the extent of such obliga­
tion if any."
AIt is the understanding of the Commission that the prohibition 
on instructed delegates applies to favorite-son candidates as well.
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B-7 Apportionment
The Commission believes that the manner in which votes and dele­
gates are apportioned within each State has a direct bearing on the 
nature of participation. If the apportionment formula is not based 
on Democratic strength and/or population the opportunity for some 
voters to participate in the delegate selection process will not 
be equal to the opportunity of others. Such a situation is inconsist­
ent with a full and meaningful opportunity to participate.
Therefore, the Commission requires State Parties which apportion 
their delegation to the National Convention to apportion on a basis of 
representation which fairly reflects the population and Democratic 
strength within the State. The apportionment is to be based on a 
formula giving equal weight to total population and to the Democratic 
vote in the previous presidential election.
The Commission requires State Parties with convention systems 
to select at least 75% of their delegations to the National Convention 
at congressional district or smaller unit levels.
In convention or committee systems, the Commission requires 
State Parties to adopt an apportionment formula for each body actually 
selecting delegates to State, district and county conventions which 
is based upon population and/or some measure of Democratic strength. 
Democratic strength may be measure dby the Demcratic vote in the 
preceding presidential, senatorial, congressional or gubernatorial 
election, and/or by party enrollment figures.
When State law controls, the Commission requires State Parties 
to make all feasible efforts to repeal, amend, or otherwise modify 
such laws to accomplish the stated purpose.
C—1 Adequate public notice
The Call to the 1968 convention required State Parties to assure 
voters an opportunity to "participate fully" in party affairs. The 
Special Equal Rights Committee interpreted this opportunity to include 
adequate public notice. The Committee listed several elements—  
including publicizing of the time, place and rules for the conduct 
of all public meetings of the Democratic Party and holding such meet­
ings in easily accessible places— which comprise adequate public 
notice. These elements were adopted by the Democratic National Commit­
tee in January 1968 as its official policy statement and are binding 
on the State Parties. Furthermore, the Commission requires State 
Parties to circulate a concise and public statement in advance of 
the election itself of the relationship between the party business 
being voted upon and the delegate selection process.
In addition to supplying the information indicated above, the 
Commission believes that adequate public notice includes information 
on the ballot as to the presidential preference of (1) candidates 
or slates for delegate or (2) in the States which select or nominate
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a portion of the delegates by committees, candidates or slates for 
such committees.
Accordingly, the Commission requires State Parties to give every 
candidate for delegate (and candidate for committee, where appropriate) 
the opportunity to state his presidential preferences on the ballot 
at each stage of the delegate selection process. The Commission 
requires the State Parties to add the word "uncommitted" or like 
term on the ballot next to the name of every candidate for delegate 
who does not wish to express a presidential preference.
When State law controls, the Commission requires the State Parties 
to make all feasible efforts to repeal, amend or otherwise modify 
such laws to accomplish the stated purposes.
C-2 Automatic (ex-officio) delegates (see also C-4)
In some States, certain public or Party officeholders are dele­
gates to county, State, and National Conventions by virtue of their 
official position. The Commission believes that State laws, Party 
rules and Party resolutions which so provide are inconsistent with 
the Call of the 1972 Convention for three reasons:
1. The Call requires all delegates to be chosen by primary, 
convention or committee procedures. Achieving delegate 
status by virtue of public or Party office is not one of 
the methods sanctioned by the 1968 Convention.
2. The Call requires all delegates to be chosen by a process 
which begins within the calendar year of the Convention. 
Ex-officio delegates usually were elected (or appointed)
to their positions before the calendar year of the Convention.
3. The Call requires all delegates to be chosen by a process 
in which all Democrats have a full and meaningful oppor­
tunity to participate. Delegate selection by a process 
in which certain places on the delegation are not open to 
competition among Democrats is inconsistent with a full 
and meaningful opportunity to participate.
Accordingly, the Commission requires State Parties to repeal Party 
rules or resolutions which provide for ex-officio delegates. When 
State law controls, the Commission requires State Parties to make 
all feasible efforts to repeal, amend or otherwise modify such laws 
to accomplish the stated purpose.
C-3 Open and closed processes
The Commission believes that Party membership, and hence oppor­
tunity to participate in the delegate selection process, must be 
open to all persons who wish to be Democrats and who are not already 
members of another political party; conversely, a full opportunity 
for all Democrats to participate is diluted if members of other politi­
cal parties are allowed to participate in the selection of delegates
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to the Democratic National Convention.
The Commission urges State Parties to provide for party enroll­
ment that (1) allows non-Democrats to become Party members, and
(2) provides easy access and frequent opportunity for unaffiliated 
voters to become Democrats.
C-4 Premature delegate selection (timeliness)
The 1968 Convention adopted language adding to the Call to the 
1972 Convention the requirement that the delegate selection process 
must begin within the calendar year of the Convention. In many States, 
Governor, State Chairmen, State, district, and county committees 
who are chosen before the calendar year of the Convention, select—  
or choose agents to select— the delegates. These practices are incon­
sistent with the Call.
The Commission believes that the 1968 Convention intended to 
prohibit any untimely procedures which have any direct bearing of 
the processes by which National Convention delegates are selected.
The process by which delegates are nominated is such a procedure. 
Therefore, the Commission requires State Parties to prohibit any 
practices by which officials elected or appointed before the calendar 
year choose nominating committees or appointed before the calendar 
year choose nominating committees or propose or endorse a slate of 
delegates— even when the possibility for a challenge to such slate 
or committee is provided.
When State law controls, the Commission requires State Parties 
to make all feasible efforts to repeal, amend, or modify such laws 
to accomplish the stated purposes.
C-5 Committee selection processes
The 1968 Convention indicated no preference between primary, 
convention, and committee systems for choosing delegates. The Com­
mission believes, however, that committee systems by virtue of their 
indirect relationship to the delegate selection process, offer fewer 
guarantees for a full and meaningful opportunity to participate than 
other systems.
The Commission is aware that it has no authority to eliminate 
committee systems in their entirety. However, the Commission can 
and does require State Parties which elect delegates in this manner 
to make it clear to voters at the time the Party committee is elected 
or appointed that one of its functions will be the selection of 
National Convention delegates. Believing, however, that such selec­
tion system is undesirable even when adequate public notice is given, 
the Commission requires State Parties to limit the National Convention 
delegation chosen by committee procedures to not more than 10 percent 
of the total number of delegates and alternates.
Since even this obligation will not ensure an opportunity for
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full and meaningful participation, the Commission recommends that 
State Parties repeal rules or resolutions which require or permit 
Party committees to select any part of the State's delegation to 
the National Convention. When State law controls, the Commission 
recommends that State Parties make all feasible efforts to repeal, 
amend, or otherwise modify such laws to accomplish the stated purpose.
C-6 Slate-making
In mandating a full and meaningful opportunity to participate 
in the delegate selection process, the 1968 Convention meant to pro­
hibit any practice in the process of selection which made it difficult 
for Democrats to participate. Since the process by which individuals 
are nominated for delegate positions and slates of potential delegates 
are formed is an integral and crucial part of the process by which 
delegates are actually selected, the Commission requires State Parties 
to extend to the nominating process all guarantees of full and mean­
ingful opportunity to participate in the delegate selection process. 
When State laws controls, the Commission requires State Parties to 
make all feasible efforts to repeal, amend or otherwise modify such 
laws to accomplish the stated purpose.
Furthermore, whenever slates are presented to caucuses, meetings 
conventions, committees, or to voters in a primary, the Commission 
requires State Parties to adopt procedures which assure that:
1. The bodies making up the slates have been elected, assembled, 
or appointed for the slate-making task with adequate public 
notice that they would perform such task;
2. those persons making up each slate have adopted procedures 
that will facilitate widespread participation in the slate­
making process, with the priviso that any slate presented
in the name of the presidential candidate in a primary State 
be assembled with due consultation with the presidential 
candidate or his representation.
3. adequate procedural safeguards are provided to assure that 
the right to challenge the presented slate is more than 
prefunctory and places no undue burden on the challengers.
When State law controls, the Commission requires State Parties 
to make all feasible efforts to repeal, amend or otherwise modify 
such laws to accomplish the stated purpose.
CONCLUSION
The Guidelines that we have adopted are designed to open the 
door to all Democrats who seek a voice in their Party's most important 
decision: the choice of its presidential nominee. We are concerned 
with the opportunity to participate, rather than the actual level 
of participation, although the number of Democrats who vote in their 
caucuses, and meetings and primaries is an important index of the
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opportunities available to them. As members of the Commission, we 
are less concerned with the product of the meetings than the process, 
although we believe that the product will be improved in the give 
and take of open and fairly conducted meetings.
We believe that popular participation is more than a proud heri­
tage of our party, more even than a first principle. We believe 
that popular control of the Democratic Party is necessary for its 
survival.
We do not believe this is an idle threat. When we view our 
past history and present policies alongside that of the Republican 
Party, are struck by one unavoidable fact: our Party is the only 
major vehicle for peaceful, progressive change in the United States.
If we are not an open party; if we do not represent the demands 
of change, then the danger is not that people will go to the Republi­
can Party; it is that there will no longer be a way for people commit­
ted to orderly change to fulfill their needs and desires within our 
traditional political system. It is that they will turn to third 
and fourth party politics or the anti-politics of the street.
We believe that our Guidelines offer an alternative for these 
people. We believe that the Democratic Party can meet the demands 
for participation with their adoption. We trust that all Democrats 
will give the Guidelines their careful consideration.
We are encouraged by the response of state Parties to date.
In 40 states and territories the Democratic Party has appointed reform 
commissions (or subcommittees of the state committee) to investigate 
ways of modernizing party procedures. Of these, 17 have already 
issued reports and recommendations. In a number of states, party 
rules and state laws have already been revised, newly written or 
amended to ensure the opportunity for participation in Party matters 
by all Democrats.
Rhode Island and Maryland, for example, were states that in 
1968 chose their delegates by a State Committee selected in an un­
timely manner— that is, by a process that began before the calendar 
year of the convention. In 1969, the legislative bodies of those 
States passed presidential primary bills at the urging of Democratic 
members of those legislatures and Democratic Party officials. This 
year, the Maryland legislature has improved on the bill enacted in 
1969.
Legislatures in the states of Illinois and New Mexico have also 
passed presidential primary laws, the latter being the first state 
to adopt a primary providing for proportional representation. In 
Nevada, a bill supported by the Democrats and calling for a presiden­
tial preference primary with proportional representation was approved 
by the legislature, but was vetoed by Republican Governor Paul Laxalt. 
A presidential primary bill has passed one house of the Delaware 
legislature.
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"We believe that the Democratic Party is the only major vehicle 
from peaceful, progressive change in the United States."
In March, the Idaho legislature, at the prodding of its Democratic 
members, passed a law that will allow for complete modernization 
of the delegate selection process.
In several states there has been substantial reform of party 
rules governing delegate selection and party structure. In Minnesota, 
a new party constitution has been adopted that provides for propor­
tional representation and modified "one Democrat— one vote."
In Michigan, a meeting of 2,000 Democrats convened in January and 
adopted the broad recommendations of the Haber Reform Commission.
In North Carolina, the State Party has adopted comprehensive reforms 
of its party structure, including one provision for 18-year-old par­
ticipation in all party affairs and another for reasonable represen­
tation on all party committees and delegations of women, minority 
racial groups and young people. In Colorado, the State Committee 
has adopted a proposal that will ensure proportional representation 
for all presidential candidates at the next convention. In Oklahoma, 
rules have been proposed which will assure that not more than 60% 
of the membership of any committee or convention will be of the same 
sex, and will eliminate the role of untimely committees in the dele­
gate selection process. In Missouri, statewide public hearings have 
been held to discuss proposals for party rules.
In other states, the Democratic Party has adopted significant 
changes in the structure and selection of their state and constituent 
committees. In January, Alabama reapportioned its State Committee 
on a one-man, one-vote basis with members now elected from districts 
rather than at large. The Florida Democratic Advisory Committee 
has provided for ex-officio representation of minority groups and 
youth on the State Committee.
In Washington and Virginia, the State Committee has adopted 
party rules that require 18-year-old participation in all party affairs. 
In an additional 30 states, at the urging of Democratic leaders, 
the 18-year-old vote is before the legislature or will be on the 
ballot in November.
In Mississippi, South Dakota and the Canal Zone the first set 
of comprehensive party rules has been adopted. The Missouri State 
Central Committee, upon completing its extensive statewide hearings, 
will adopt its first party constitution.
All these efforts lead us to the conclusion that the Democratic 
Party is bent on meaningful change. A great European statesman once 
said, "All things are possible, even the fact that an action in accord 
with honor and honesty ultimately appears to be a prudent political 
investment." We share this sentiment. We are confident that party 
reform, dictated by our Party's heritage and principles, will insure 
a strong, winning and united Party.
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The Origins and Mandate of the Commission on Party Structure and 
Delegate Selection
1. ORIGINS
(a) Excerpts from the Majority Report of the Credentials Committee, 
adopted by the Convention on August 26, 1968:
The deliberation of this Committee suggests that we can 
and should encourage appropriate revisions in the delegate selec­
tion process to assure the fullest possible participation and 
to make the Democratic Party completely representative of grass­
roots sentiment.
And to this end, this Committee will recommend and does 
recommend that the Chairman of the Democratic National Committee 
establish a Special Committee to do these things:
A. Study the delegate selection processes in effect in
the various states, in the context of the peculiar circum­
stances, needs and traditions in which each state's 
laws and practices find their roots.
B. Recommend to the Democratic National Committee such 
improvements as can assure even broader citizen participa­
tion in the delegate selection process.
C. Aid the State Democratic parties in working toward rele­
vant changes in State law and Party rules.
D. Report its findings and recommendations to the Democratic 
National Committee and make them available to the 1972 
Convention and the Committees thereof.
Be it further resolved, that the Chairman of the Democratic 
National Committee shall establish a Special Committee to aid 
the State Democratic parties in fully meeting the responsibilities 
and assurances required for inclusion in the Call for the 1972 
Democratic National Convention, said Committee to report to 
the Democratic National Committee concerning its efforts and 
findings and said report to be available to the 1972 Convention 
and the committees thereof.
(b) Excerpts from the Equal Rights (Richard Hughes) Committee 
Report, adopted by the Democratic National Committee, August 24,
1968:
To the end that the Democratic Party will demonstrate its 
highest commitment to principle as well as the utmost of political 
wisdom, we recommend:...
4) That a Commission on Party Structure should be created 
to study the relationship between the National Democratic Party 
and its constituent State Democratic Parties, in order that 
participation of all Democratic Parties, in order that full
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participation of all Democrats, regardless of race, color, creed 
or national origin may be facilitated by uniform standards for 
structure and operation.
2. MANDATE
Minority Report of the Rules Committee, adopted by the Convention 
on August 27, 1968:
Be it resolved, that the Call to the 1972 Democratic National 
Convention shall contain the following language:
It is understood that a State Democratic Party, in selecting 
and certifying delegates to the National Convention, thereby 
undertakes a process in which all Democratic voters have had 
full and timely opportunity to participate. In determining 
whether a State Party has complied with this mandate, the con­
vention shall require that:
(1) The unit rule not be used in any state of the delegate 
selection process; and
(2) All feasible efforts have been made to assure that dele­
gates are selected through Party primary, convention, or commit­
tee procedures open to public participation within the calendar 
year of the National Convention.
[This amendment to the 1972 Call is to be implemented by the Commission, 
as a result of the Convention's adoption of the Credentials Committee 
recommendation (supra.) that the Commission was to "aid the State 
Democratic Parties in fully meeting the responsibilities and assurances 
required for inclusion in the Call for the 1972 Convention"].
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STATE REFORM COMMISSION CHAIRMEN 1
ALABAMA:
Honorable Bert Haltom 
Florence, Alabama
ARIZONA:
Mr. George Miller 
2934 North Los Altos 
Tucson, Arizona
ARKANSAS:
Mr. Richard S. Arnold 







Mr. Dale Tooley 
635 Vine Street 
Denver, Colorado
CONNECTICUT:
Judge Stephen K. Elliot 
50 Center Street 
Southington, Connecticut
DELAWARE:
Dr. Arlen Mechler 
1108 North Rodney Street 
Wilmington, Delaware
FLORIDA: „
Mr. Pat Thomas 
P.0. Box 1758 
Tallahassee, Florida 32302
GEORGIA: 2
Mr. James H. Gray 
2501 Bank of Georgia Bldg. 
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
IDAHO:
Mr. James B. Donart 
35 East Main Street 
Weiser, Idaho 83672
^As of March 15, 1970
INDIANA: '
Mr. Richard B. Stoner 
2770 Franklin Drive 
Columbus, Indiana 47201
IOWA:
Mr. Dan Boyle 
403 Magowan Avenue 
Iowa City, Iowa .
KENTUCKY:
Mr. Thomas C. Carroll
1415 Kentucky Home Life Bldg.
Louisville, Kentucky
MAINE:
Mr. George Mitchell 
62 State Street 
Augustana, Maine
MARYLAND:
Honorable Thomas Hunter Lowe 
House of Delegates 
Annapolis, Maryland
MICHIGAN:




Mr. Forrest Harris 
6113 Second Avenue 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55419
MISSISSIPPI:
Dr. Matthew Page 
Colonel Albert Richardson 
346 Issaquerna Avenue 
Clarksdale, Mississippi 38614
MISSOURI:






Richard M. Fellman 
845 Omaha National Bank Bldg. 
Omaha, Nebraska 68102
NEVADA:
Mrs. Pat Potter 
1555 West King Street 
Carson City, Nevada
NEW HAMPSHIRE:
Mr. Harry Maoris 
Room 700, Carpenter Hotel 
Manchester, New Hampshire
NEW JERSEY:
Honorable Frank Thompson 
U.S. House of Representatives 
2246 Rayburn Building 
Washington, D.C.
NEW MEXICO:
Mr. Thomas G. Morris 
P.0. Box 336
Tucumcari, New Mexico 88401 
NEW YORK:
Mr. Theodore Sorensen 
180 Central Park South 
New York, New York 10019
NORTH CAROLINA:
James B. Hunt, Jr.
P.0. Box 249 
Wilson, North Carolina
NORTH DAKOTA:
Mrs. Liv Bjorlie 
1380 Central Avenue 
Valley City, North Dakota 58072
OHIO:
Mr. Robert B. McAlister 





Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102
PENNSYLVANIA:












363 East Second South
Salt Lake City, Utah
VERMONT:
Mr. Richard J. Young 
Shelburne, Vermont
VIRGINIA:
Mr. Tom B. Fugat 
Ewings, Virginia 24248
WASHINGTON:
Mr. Dino Batali 
1700 Fernside Drive 
Tacoma, Washington 98465
WEST VIRGINA: 2
Mr. Rudolph DiTrappano 
1400 Commerce Square 
Charleston, West Virginia
WISCONSIN:
Mr. David Carley 
315 West Gorham 
Madison, Wisconsin 53703
CANAL ZONE:
Mrs. Leona McFarland 
P.0. Box 936 
Balboa, Canal Zone
GUAM:
Mr. Fred Bordallo 




DELEGATE SELECTION IN 1968: A STATE BY STATE SUMMARY
ALABAMA: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention were 
elected from executive committee districts (contiguous with the 
congressional district boundaries prior to court ordered redistrict­
ing in 1965) in a primary held in May 1968. Candidates for delegate 
and alternate ran individually and their presidential preference 
was not listed on the ballot. Candidates for delegate and alternate 
who were unopposed were deemed elected and their names did not 
appear on the ballot. No presidential preference pool was conducted. 
The Chairman, Vice Chairman and Secretary of the State Committee 
were appointed as delegates to the National Convention by the State 
Committee.
ALASKA: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention were 
selected at large at a state convention held in April, 1968. Dele­
gates and alternates to the state convention were selected at dis­
trict conventions composed of delegates selected at precinct cau­
cuses held in the early spring of 1968.
ARIZONA: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention were 
selected at large by the State Committee in April, 1968. Members 
of the State Committee were selected by county committees composed 
of precinct committeemen elected in a primary held in September,
1966.
ARKANSAS: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention were 
selected at large by the State Committee, meeting in July 1968, 
three-fifths on the basis of the recommendations of the county 
committees convened in each congressional district. Members of 
the State Committee were selected by a state convention composed 
of delegates elected by county conventions. Delegates to the 
county conventions were elected in a primary held in August, 1966.
CALIFORNIA: Delegates to the National Convention were elected at
large by slate in a statewide presidential primary held in June 
1968. The slate of the presidential candidate who received a plural­
ity of the primary vote was elected. Only the names of the presid­
ential candidates appeared on the ballot. The committee which 
nominated the winning slate of delegates named the alternates to 
the National Convention.
CANAL ZONE: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention 
were selected'at a regional convention held in the spring of 1968.
Any member of the Canal Zone Democratic Party was allowed to attend 
the regional convention.
COLORADO: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention were 
selected at large at a state assembly held in July 1968, three- 
fourths on the basis of the recommendations of congressional district 
conventions and one-fourth on the basis of the recommendations 
of a nominating committee of the state assembly. Delegates and 
alternates to the congressional district conventions and state
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assembly were selected at county conventions composed of delegates 
selected at precinct caucuses held in May 1968.
CONNECTICUT: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention 
were selected at large at a state convention held in June 1968. 
Delegates to the state convention were selected by town committees, 
town caucuses, or municipal primaries. Town committees were selected 
between 1966 and 1968. Town caucuses were held in February and 
early March 1968 and were committees or at town caucuses were sub­
ject to a challenge primary, an option exercised in one sixth of 
the towns. Approximately one-eighty of the delegates to the state 
convention were selected by virtue of the challenge primary.
DELAWARE: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention were 
selected at large at a state convention held in May 1968. One 
third of the delegates and alternates to the state convention were 
selected in the spring of 1968 and two third were selected by county 
and district chairmen elected in a primary in 1966.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: Delegates and alternates to the National Conven­
tion were elected at large by slate in a presidential primary held 
in May 1968. The names of candidates for delegate appeared on 
the ballot, and the voter had the option of casting his ballot 
for a slate or for individual candidates on different slates. 
Candidates for delegate could not express their presidential prefer­
ence on the ballot and no presidential preference pool was conducted.
FLORIDA: Three fifths of the delegates to the National Convention 
were elected at large and two fifths by congressional district 
in a primary held in May 1968. The names of candidates for delegate 
appeared on the ballot grouped by slate pledged to a presidential 
candidate. No presidential preference poll was conducted. Each 
elected delegate appointed his own alternate to the National Conven­
tion.
GEORGIA: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention were 
selected at large by the Chairman of the State Executive Committee 
with the advice and consent of the Democratic gubernatorial nominee 
in May 1968. The State Chairman was selected by the state convention 
held in October 1966 and the Democratic gubernatorial nominee was 
selected in a primary held in September 1966.
GUAM: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention were selected 
at large at a local convention held in July 1968. Delegates to the 
local convention were selected at precinct caucuses also held in 
July 1968.
HAWAII: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention were sel­
ected at large at a state convention held in May 1968. The dele­
gates and alternates to the state convention were composed of party 
officials and the elected representatives of each precinct club. 
Precinct clubs elected their representatives in March 1968.
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IDAHO: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention were 
selected at large at a state assembly in June 1968. One third 
of the delegation was apportioned to each of the two congressional 
districts. Delegates and alternates to the state assembly were 
the legislative district chairman and the delegates selected by 
precinct committeemen elected in a primary held in August 1966.
ILLINOIS: Two fifths of the delegates and alternates to the National 
Convention were elected by congressional district in a primary held 
in early June 1968 and three fifths were selected at large at a 
state convention held in late June 1968. In the primary, candidates 
for delegate and alternate ran individually and were not allowed 
to express a presidential preference on the ballot. No presidential 
poll was conducted. The state convention for the selection of 
at-large delegates and alternates to the National Convention was 
composed of delegates selected by township committeemen elected 
in 1966 and by ward and precinct committeemen elected in the June 
1968 primary.
INDIANA: One half of the delegates and alternates to the National 
Convention were selected by congressional district caucuses and 
one half at large at a state convention held in June 1968. Congres­
sional district delegates were bound by the results of the district 
presidential preference poll held concurrently with the election 
of delegates and alternates to the state convention in the May 
primary. At-large delegates were bound by the result of the at- 
large presidential preference poll.
IOWA: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention were
selected at large at a state convention held in May 1968, one half 
on the basis of the recommendations of a nominating committee of 
the state convention. Delegates and alternates to the state conven­
tion were selected at county conventions composed of delegates 
selected by precinct caucuses held in March 1968.
KANSAS: One-fourth of the delegates and alternates to the National 
Convention were selected one fourth at large at a state convention 
held in March 1968 and three fourths at congressional district 
conventions held in February 1968. Delegates and alternates to 
the state and district conventions were selected at county conventions 
composed of precinct committeement and committeewomen elected in 
a primary held in August 1966.
KENTUCKY: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention were 
selected at large at a state convention held in July 1968, one 
third on the basis of the recommendations of congressional district 
caucuses and two thirds on the basis of the recommendations of 
a nominating committee of the state convention. Delegates and 
alternates to the state convention were selected at county or legis­
lative district conventions, also held in July 1968, composed of 
all those party members who wished to attend.
LOUISIANA: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention were 
selected at large by a selection committee established by the State
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Committee. The members of the selection committee were the Governor, 
the Chairman and Secretary of the State Committee, and the members 
of the National Committee from Louisiana. The Governor and State 
Committee officers were elected in a primary held in November 1967. 
Members of the National Committee were selected in 1964.
MAINE: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention were 
selected at large at a state convention held in May, 1968 on the 
basis of the recommendations of a nominating committee of the state 
convention. Delegates and alternates to the state convention were 
selected by municipal caucuses held in February and March 1968.
MARYLAND: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention were 
selected at large at a "convention" of the State Committee held 
in April 1968. The State Committee was composed of local committee 
members elected in a primary held in September 1966.
MASSACHUSETTS: Two thirds of the delegates and alternates to the 
National Convention were elected at large and one third by congres­
sional district in a primary held in April 1968. Names of congres­
sional district candidates for delegate and alternate appeared 
on the ballot; because the State Committee's slate of candidates 
for delegate and alternate at large was not contested, these candi­
dates were deemed elected without their names having to appear 
on the ballot. Although candidates for district delegate expressed 
their presidential preference on the ballot, a presidential prefer­
ence poll held concurrently with the election of delegates bound 
the delegates regardless of their individual preferences.
MICHIGAN: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention were
selected at a state convention held in June 1968, one half at large 
and one half by congressional district caucuses of state convention 
delegates. Delegates and alternates to the state convention were 
selected by county conventions composed of delegates elected in 
a primary held in August 1966.
MINNESOTA: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention were 
selected at large at a state.convention held in June 1968, three 
fifths on the basis of the recommendations of congressional district 
conventions and two fifths on the basis of the recommendations 
of a nominating committee of the state convention. Delegates to 
the congressional district and state conventions were selected 
at county conventions composed of delegates selected at precinct 
caucuses held in the spring of 1968.
MISSISSIPPI: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention 
were selected at large at the state convention held in July 1968, 
two fifths on the basis of the recommendations of congressional 
district caucuses and three fifths on the basis of the recommendation 
of a nominating committee of the state convention. Delegates and 
alternates to the state convention were selected at county conventions 
composed of delegates selected at precinct conventions also held 
in July 1968.
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MISSOURI: Nine tenths of the delegates and alternates to the National 
Convention were selected at a state convention held in June 1968; 
one tenth of the delegation was appointed by the State Committee.
At the state convention, one half of the delegates and alternates 
to the National Convention were selected at congressional district 
caucuses and two fifths at large on the basis of the recommendations 
of a nominating committee of the state convention. Delegates and 
alternates to the state convention were selected at county conventions 
composed of delegates selected at ward or township meetings held 
in April and May 1968.
MONTANA: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention were
selected at large at a state convention held in June 1968. Delegates 
and alternates to the state convention were selected at county 
conventions composed of precinct committeemen and committeewomen 
elected in a primary in June 1968.
NEBRASKA: Three fourths of the delegates and alternates to the National 
Convention were elected at large and one fourth by congressional 
district in a primary held in May 1968. The names of candidates 
for delegate appeared on the ballot with their presidential pre­
ference or the designation "uncommitted" below their name. A non 
bonding presidential preference poll was conducted concurrently 
with the primary election of delegates.
NEVADA: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention were 
selected at large at a state convention held in March 1968. Dele­
gates and alternates to the state convention were selected at county 
conventions composed of delegates and alternated selected in precinct 
mass meetings held in February and March 1968.
NEW HAMPSHIRE: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention 
were elected in a primary equally from the two congressional dis­
tricts in March 1968. Delegates ran individually and their names 
appeared on the ballot along with their presidential perference.
A non binding presidential preference poll was conducted concurrently 
with the primary election of delegates.
NEW JERSEY: Nine tenths of the delegates and alterates to the National 
Convention were elected by congressional district and one tenth 
at large in a primary held in June 1968. Delegates ran individually 
and their names appeared on the primary ballot along with their 
presidential preference. No presidential perference poll was con­
ducted. s
NEW MEXICO: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention 
were selected at large at a state convention held in June 1968. 
Delegates and alternates to the state convention were selected 
at county conventions composed of delegates selected at ward meetings 
(or at combined county conventions and ward meetings) also held 
in June 1968.
NEW YORK: Two thirds of the delegates and alternates to the National
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Convention were elected by congressional district in a primary 
held in June 1968 and one third were selected at large by the State 
Committee later in June 1968. In the primary, candidates for dele­
gate and alternate ran individually and were not permitted to state 
their presidential perference on the ballot. No presidential pre­
ference poll was conducted. The State Committee which selected 
the at-large delegates and alternates to the National Convention 
was composed of members elected by assembly district in the June 
primary. The Chairman, Vice Chairman, Treasurer, Secretary, and 
Chairman of the law committee were ex-officio delegates to the 
National Convention.
NORTH CAROLINA: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention 
were selected at large at a state convention held in June 1968, 
three fifths on the basis of the recommendations of congresssional 
district caucuses. Delegates and alternates to the state convention 
were selected by county conventions composed of delegates selected 
in precinct caucuses held in May 1968.
NORTH DAKOTA: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention 
were selected at large at a state convention held in June, 1968. 
Delegates and alternates to the state convention were selected 
at meetings of the legislative district committees composed of 
precinct committeemen elected in a primary held in September 1966.
OHIO: Three fifths of the delegates and alternates to the National 
Convention were elected at large and two fifths by congressional 
district in a primary held in May 1968. Delegates ran individually 
and by slate, and in both cases their names appeared on the ballot 
along with their presidential preference. No presidential preference 
poll was conducted.
OKLAHOMA: One half of the delegates and alternates to the National 
Convention were selected by the congressional district committees 
and one half were selected at large at a state convention held 
in June 1968. The congressional district committees were composed 
of county chairmen and co-chairmen selected by precinct chairmen 
and co-chairmen. The precinct chairmen and.co-chairmen were selected 
by precinct committeemen elected in the primary held in February 
1967. The state convention was composed of delegates and alternates 
selected at county conventions whose delegates were selected at 
precinct meetings held in June 1968.
OREGON: Three fourths of the delegates to the National Convention 
were elected at large and one fourth by congressional district 
in a primary held in May 1968. Delegates ran individually and 
their names appeared on the ballot. Although candidates for delegate 
expressed their presidential preference on the ballot a presidential 
preference poll held concurrently with the primary election of 
delegates bound the elected delegates regardless of their individual 
preferences. Each elected delegate appointed his own alternate 
to the National Convention.
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PENNSYLVANIA: Three fourths of the delegates and alternates to the 
National Convention were selected by congressional district in 
a primary held in April 1968, and one fourth was selected at large 
by the State Committee in February 1968. The State Committee was 
composed of members elected by senatorial district in a primary 
held in April, 1966. Candidates for delegate in the congressional 
district primary ran individually and could not express their presid­
ential preference on the ballot. A presidential preference poll 
was conducted concurrently with the primary election of delegates 
and was binding on any elected delegate who pledged himself to 
abide by the results of the poll if he won.
PUERTO RICO: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention
were selected at a meeting of the Territorial Committee whose members 
were selected in 1966.
RHODE ISLAND: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention 
were selected at large by the State Committee on the basis of the 
recommendations of a nominating committee in May 1968. Members of 
the State Committee were elected in a primary held in September 
1966.
SOUTH CAROLINA: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention 
were selected at large at a state convention held in March 1968, 
two thirds on the basis of the recommendations of the congressional 
district caucuses and one third on the basis of the recommendations 
of the State Committee. Delegates and alternates to the state 
convention were selected by county conventions composed of delegates 
selected by precinct clubs in February 1968.
SOUTH DAKOTA: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention 
were elected at large in a primary held in June 1968. Candidates 
for delegate ran by slate but their names appeared on the ballot 
along with their presidential preference.
TENNESSEE: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention were 
selected at large at a state convention held in June 1968, one half 
on the basis of the recommendations of congressional district caucuses 
and one half on the basis of the recommendations of a nominating 
committee of the state convention. In 91 counties, delegates and 
alternates to the state convention were chosen by mass meetings 
held in the spring of 1968, and in the four largest counties, by 
the executive committees elected in the primary held in August 
1966.
TEXAS: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention were
selected at large at a state convention held in June 1968. Delegates 
and alternates to the state convention were selected at county 
(or senatorial district) conventions composed of delegates selected 
at precinct conventions in May 1968.
UTAH: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention were selected
at large at a state convention held in June 1968. One. sixth of
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the delegation was chosen by the State Central Committee and five 
sixths was apportioned among the counties grouped in "districts" 
for this purpose. Delegates and alternates to the state convention 
were selected at county conventions composed of delegates selected 
at voting district mass meetings in May 1968.
VERMONT: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention were 
selected at large at a state convention held in May 1968. Delegates 
and alternates to the state convention were selected at town caucuses 
held in April and May 1968.
VIRGIN ISLANDS: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention 
were selected at large at a territorial convention on the basis 
of a slate presented by the Territorial Committee. Delegates to 
the territorial convention were members of the Territorial Committee, 
the executive committees of each division organization, and members 
of the legislature elected at the previous general election.
VIRGINIA: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention were 
selected at large at a state convention held in July 1968, three 
fifths on the basis of the recommendations of congressional district 
caucuses and two fifths on the basis of the recommendations of 
the State Chairman. Delegates and alternates to the state convention 
were selected by city and county conventions composed of delegates 
selected at mass meetings held in April 1968.
WASHINGTON: Three tenths of the delegates and alternates to the
National Convention were selected by the State Committee in February 
1968, six tenths by congressional district conventions held in 
June 1968, and one tenth at a state convention held in July 1968.
The State Committee was composed of members selected by county 
committees which were composed of the precinct committeemen elected 
in the November 1966 general election. Delegates and alternates 
to the congressional district and state conventions were selected 
by county conventions composed of delegates selected in precinct 
caucuses in March and April 1968 and precinct committeement elected 
in the November 1966 general election.
WEST VIRGINIA: One half of the delegates to the National Convention 
were elected at large and one half by congressional district in 
a primary held in May 1968. Candidates for delegate were not per­
mitted to state their presidential preference on the ballot 
(although, for example, some delegates had their names listed on 
the ballpt as "John HHH Doe"). No presidential preference poll 
was conducted. Each elected delegate appointed his own alternate 
to the National Convention.
WISCONSIN: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention were 
selected by the primary held in March, 1968, either by slate in 
in the primary itself or by the presidential candidate (or his 
agent, the State Administrative Committee) who won the congressional 
district and statewide presidential preference poll held concurrently 
with the primary election of delegates. In the primary, only the 
names of the presidential candidates appeared on the ballot. After
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the primary, Senator McCarthy, the winner of the presidential poll 
in the eight districts in which no slate of delegates was filed, 
and at large, chose half of the delegates>and alternates and accepted 
half of the recommendations of the State Administrative Committee.
WYOMING: Delegates and alternates to the National Convention were 
selected at large at a state convention held in May 1968, one fourth 
by floor nominations and three fourths on the basis of the recom­
mendations of the nominating committee of the state convention. 
Delegates and alternates to the state convention were selected 
by county conventions composed of precinct committeemen elected 
in a primary held in August 1966.
Commission on Party Structure and Delegate Selection
Democratic National Committee 
2600 Virginia AVenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20037
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NORTH DAKOTA DEMOCRATIC-NONPARTISAN LEAGUE PARTY 
Adopted January 22, 1972 
WITH GRATEFUL APPRECIATION. . .
For a number of years, there has been widespread interest among 
Democratic-NPL Party leaders in adopting By-Laws that would more 
clearly define rights and responsibilities. The Report of the National 
Party's McGovern Commission in late 1970 and the official call to 
the 1972 Democratic National Convention mobilized this interest and 
provided the key issues and ideas to be considered.
The following By-Laws Committee was approved by the Party's Executive 
Committee at Jamestown on September 3, 1971 and appointments were made 
on the basis of recommendations given by groups and office holders in 
the Party as indicated:
Mr. Clare Aubol District Chairman New Town
Mrs. Elmer (Liv) Bjorlie Natl. Committeewoman Valley City
Mr. Byron Dorgan Governor's Office Bismarck
Mr. Neal Fleming Member-at-Large Cavalier
Mr. Rudolph Hildebrand Nonpartisan League Hazen
Mr. Kenneth R. Johnson Young Dems Grand Forks
Mr. Dale Moench District Chairman Dickinson
Mrs. Dale Schroeder Dem-NPL Women Reeder
Mrs. Dale Olson Senator's Office Enderlin
Mr. Tracy Potter Young Dems Rugby
Mr. Curt Togstad Young Dems Minot
Mr. Robert Valeu Congressman's Office Bismarck
Mr. Henrik Voldal Liberal Coalition Valley City
Mrs. Mike Zainhofsky Dem-NPL Women Bismarck
Mr. Aubol served as the Committee's Chairman and Mrs. Zainhofsky as its 
Secretary. The Committee met five times between September 3 and 
November 6 and presented a first draft of new By-Laws to the Party's 
Executive Committee on November 20. The Committee met again to consider 
recommendations made by the Executive Committee and on December 18 pre­
sented their final report to the Party's State Committee (39 District 
Chairmen) which began action on that date and completed final action 
on January 22, 1972.
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WITH GRATEFUL APPRECIATION to the members of this Committee who traveled 
many hundreds of miles by car and hitchhiking, deliberated many hours 
and missed more than one meal to accomplish their appointed task, I 
transmit these By-Laws to the District Chairmen and to all who desire 
to work through the North Dakota Democratic-NPL Party for good govern­
ment in North Dakota and in the nation.
SIGNED





Sec. 1. Open meetings
Sec. 2. Eighteen years of age or more
Sec. 3. No test of membership
Sec. 4. No mandatory dues or fees
Sec. 5-7. Publicized fully
Sec. 8-9. Young people, women, minority
Sec. 10. At least two District meeting
Sec. 11. Calling meetings
ARTICLE IV. Caucuses and Conventions.
Sec. 1. The Call
Sec. 2. Committees
Sec. 3. Quorum provisions
Sec. 4. Committee meetings
Sec. 5. Minority reports
Sec. 6. Credentials challenges
Sec. 7. Voting
ARTICLE V. Delegate Selection Process.
Sec. 1. No automatic delegates
Sec. 2. No unit rule
Sec. 3. No proxy voting
Sec. 4. Nominations
Sec. 5. Preference caucuses
Sec. 6. Vacancies
Sec. 7. Geographic balance
ARTICLE VI. Legislative District Organizations.
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NORTH DAKOTA DEMOCRATIC-NONPARTISAN LEAGUE PARTY 
Adopted Jan. 22, 1972 
ARTICLE I. NAME,
The name of the organization is "North Dakota Democratic-Nonpartisan 
League Party."
ARTICLE II. PURPOSE.
The North Dakota Democratic-Nonpartisan League Party, at all levels, 
exists for the following purposes:
Sec. 1. To develop and enact public policy that is beneficial to the 
people of the State of North Dakota and the nation;
Sec. 2. To promote the election of candidates of integrity to hold 
public offices who are dedicated to serve the people;
Sec. 3. To inform the citizenry on matters of public concern so that 
the people are able to make decisions on the basis of facts;
Sec■ 4. To encourage the participation without discrimination of as 
many people as possible in the political processes.
ARTICLE III. PRINCIPLES.
The North Dakota Democratic-Nonpartisan League Party, at all levels, 
adheres to the following principles:
Sec. 1. All meetings of the Party except executive session are open to 
all interested persons.
Sec. 2. Any person eighteen (18) years of age or more who resides in 
North Dakota may participate fully in all Party procedures and be elected 
to any Party office as provided for in these By-Laws except where spec­
ifically prohibited by law;
Sec. 3. No test of membership in, nor any oath of loyalty to, the Party 
shall be required or used;
Sec. 4. No mandatory dues or fees may be required of any one in the 
delegate selection process, provided, however, that a registration fee 
of not more than ten dollars ($10.00) may be charged delegates to the 
State Convention;
Sec, 5. The time and place for all meetings of the North Dakota Demo­
cratic-Nonpartisan League Party, on all levels, shall be publicized fully 
and in such manner as to assure timely notice to all interested persons.
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Such meetings shall be held in places accessible to all Party members 
and large enough to accommodate all interested persons;
Sec. 6. The State Democratic-Nonpartisan League Policy Committee shall 
have the responsibility of publicizing fully and in such manner as to 
assure notice to all interested parties to a full description of the 
legal and practical procedures for selection of party officers and 
representatives of all levels. Publication of these procedures shall 
be done in such fashion that all interested parties will be fully and 
adequately informed of the pertinent procedures in time to participate 
in each selection procedure at all levels of the Party organization;
Sec. 7. The State Democratic-Nonpartisan League Policy Committee shall 
have the responsibility of publicizing fully and in such manner as to 
assure notice to all interested parties a complete description of the 
legal and practical qualifications for all officers and representatives 
of the Party. Such publication shall be done in a timely fashion so 
that all prospective candidates or applicants for any elected or appointed 
position within the State will have full and adequate opportunity to 
compete for office;
Sec. 8. Although the Party is vigorously encouraging direct participa­
tion of all people, including minority groups, in all party affairs, 
until such time as this becomes a reality, the Party strongly urges the 
following: If representation is not otherwise provided on their commit­
tees, District and State Committees must make every effort to hear and 
consider, through the avenues of special advisory committees or solicited 
testimony, the voice of young people, women and minority groups on issues 
of concern;
Sec. 9. At all levels of party structure, attention must be given to 
proportional representation of young people, women and minority groups 
on delegations from all levels of party structure;
Sec. 10. General meetings of the Party at the District level shall be 
held at least biannually for the purpose of informing the public on 
current issues, defining local party policy and organizing district 
political activities. These meetings shall be open to all interested 
Democrats, all participants having equal vote and voice.
Sec. 11. The Chairman of the State Committee shall have the responsi­
bility to call meetings of the State Committee and State Policy Commit­
tee at such time as he shall deem necessary. Provided further, that 
twenty percent (20%) of the members of either the State Committee or 
State Policy Committee shall be empowered to call a meeting of such 
committees. Notices of such meetings shall be given in writing to the 
members at least seven (7) days prior to the date of the meeting.
ARTICLE IV. CAUCUSES AND CONVENTIONS.
The North Dakota Democratic-Nonpartisan League Party, at all levels, 
shall conduct its caucuses and conventions according to the following 
standards:
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Sec. 1. THE CALL; The call to any precinct caucus, district conven­
tion, or state convention shall include:
_A. The time and place of the caucus or convention;
13. The number of delegates and alternates to be selected by 
the caucus or convention to the following convention;
CL The procedures for nominating delegates and alternates to the 
following convention;
I). The time and date of all meetings in the delegate selection 
process;
E. The procedure for certifying to the district and state levels 
the names of the delegates and alternates elected;
_F. The precinct caucus shall be publicized by notifying precinct 
committeemen by mail and by an appropriate news release or adver­
tisement in the official county newspaper, the foregoing to be 
accomplished in a timely fashion.
CL The District Convention shall be publicized by notifying pre­
cinct committeemen by mail and by an appropriate news release or 
advertisement in the official county newspapers, the foregoing to 
be accomplished in a timely fashion.
Sec. 2. COMMITTEES (District and State): In each even-numbered year, 
at least ninety (90) days prior to the State Convention, each District 
Committee shall elect a member to the State Committee on Committees and 
shall name a District Committee on Committees consisting of not fewer 
than seven (7) residents of the District. The State Chairman and Dis­
trict Chairmen shall convene their respective Committees on Committees. 
The Committee on Committees shall appoint members to the following 
convention committees:
A. COMMITTEE ON PERMANENT ORGANIZATION (State) which shall 
nominate the permanent chairman, secretary, parliamentarian, and 
sergeant-at-arms of the State Convention:
13. COMMITTEE ON CREDENTIALS which shall report on all challenges 
of delegates or alternates to the convention;
C. COMMITTEE ON RULES AND PROCEDURES which shall present to the 
convention rules, procedures and an agenda to be followed in com­
pliance with these by-laws and with State law;
D. COMMITTEE ON PARTY PLATFORM AND RESOLUTIONS:
E. COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS (State).
Sec. 3, QUORUM PROVISIONS: Forty percent (40%) of the members of any 
convention, convention committees, state committees, or State Policy 
Committee present in person shall constitute a quorum for the purpose 
of conducting the business of such meeting.
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Sec. 4. COMMITTEE MEETINGS: Any meeting of a convention committee 
shall be made public as to the time, place and date and shall be open 
to all interested persons.
Sec. 5. MINORITY REPORTS: Upon the vote of ten percent (10%) of the 
delegates to any caucus or convention, or upon the vote of ten percent 
(10%) of the members of any committee, a minority report shall be pre­
pared and presented to the floor of the convention as a whole.
Sec. 6. CREDENTIALS CHALLENGES: Any person eligible to participate in 
the Party may challenge any delegate or alternate certified to the Dis­
trict or State Convention by notifying in writing and by certified 
letter the appropriate headquarters at least one week before the date 
of the convention. At the same time, a copy of the challenge shall be 
sent by the challenger to the delegate or alternate who is challenged 
and to the chairman of the unit at which the delegate or alternate 
being challenged was elected.
A challenge shall include the name and address of the delegate or 
alternate who is challenged and the grounds on which the challenge is 
based.
District or State headquarters shall send all challenges to the Chair­
man of the Committee on Credentials and to the delegates or alternates 
who are being challenged as soon as possible after they are received.
The Chairman of the Committee on Credentials shall convene the Committee 
at least two (2) hours before the time the convention is to meet. The 
Committee on Credentials shall consider any statements from the challen­
ger, from the delegate or alternate being challenged, and from any other 
person who wishes to testify on the challenge. In hearing a challenge, 
the Committee on Credentials may allot a period of time within which 
the challenger and the challenged shall be granted equal time to make 
their statements.
In the case of a challenge, the Committee on Credentials shall report 
to the convention the name of the delegate or alternate who it believes 
is entitled to participate in the convention. The convention shall 
vote on the report of the Committee on Credentials on each challenge 
that is made. The report of the Committee on Credentials must be 
approved by a majority vote of the convention before a delegate or 
alternate being challenged may participate in the convention. No 
challenged delegate or alternate may vote on the report of the Committee 
on Credentials which involves his credentials.
Sec. 7. VOTING: Each delegation to a convention would be allowed to 
vote only the number of delegates on the floor at the time of the vote.
ARTICLE V. DELEGATE SELECTION PROCESS.
At each stage of the delegate selection process, the following princi­
ples and procedues shall be followed by the North Dakota Democratic-
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Nonpartisan League Party:
Sec. 1. AUTOMATIC DELEGATES: There shall be no automatic delegates or 
alternates at any level of the delegate selection process.
Sec, 2. UNIT RULE: The use of the unit rule shall not be permitted 
at any level of the delegate selection process.
Sec. 3. PROXY VOTING: No voting by proxy shall be permitted at any 
caucus, meeting or convention engaged in the delegate selection process.
Sec. 4. DELEGATE AND ALTERNATE NOMINATION: Any delegate may place in 
nomination for delegate or alternate his or her name or the name of any 
party member of the appropriate unit who is a bonafide resident of the 
unit.
Sec. 5. PREFERENCE CAUCUSES: At each level in the delegate selection 
process, bonafide participants shall be given the opportunity to caucus 
with other participants of a like mind on a candidate or issue for the 
purpose of electing delegates and alternates of their persuasion, and 
in proportion to their strength, to the next highest level. Partici­
pants not desiring to caucus on a candidate or issue shall have the 
opportunity to caucus as uncommitted for the purpose of electing dele­
gates and alternates to the next highest level in proportion to their 
strength.
.A. PRECINCT CAUCUSES: The Chairman of a precinct caucus shall 
call for requests to caucus. Any participant may request a 
preference caucus on a candidate or issue. The request shall be 
granted provided thre are enough people committing themselves to 
attend the preference caucus to be entitled, proportionally, to 
elect at least one full delegate to the next highest level. The 
Chairman of the Precinct Caucus shall select a temporary chairman 
from and for each preference caucus, shall serve as chairman of 
the uncommitted caucus, and shall assign the number of full dele­
gates and alternates that each preference caucus and the uncom­
mitted caucus shall elect to the next highest level. At least 
thirty (30) minutes shall be granted for the preference and uncom­
mitted caucuses.
B. DISTRICT CONVENTIONS AND STATE CONVENTION: Prior to the call 
for a secret ballot to establish preference caucuses on candidates 
or issues and a caucus for uncommitted delegates, the Committee on 
Rules and Procedures shall determine the minimum number o(f like- 
minded delegates needed to establish a preference caucus and make 
their report to the Convention. The report shall be subject to 
approval by the Convention; provided, however, that no group of 
like-minded delegates shall be denied a preference caucus if their 
whole strength is sufficient to entitle them to at least one full 
delegate to the next highest level. When such a report has been 
approved, the Chairman of the Convention shall call for a vote of 
all delegates to the Convention, the results of which will estab­
lish the number of caucuses to be held.
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The results of such vote shall be announced by the Committee on 
Rules and Procedures, whose report shall be subject to approval 
of the Convention.
When the number of caucuses to be held has been established, the 
Chairman of the Convention shall call for a signed ballot for the 
purpose of determining the strength of each established caucus and 
of the uncommitted caucus and for the purpose of establishing a 
roster for each candidate or issue caucus. The results of such 
ballot shall be announced by the Committee on Rules and Procedures, 
whose report shall be subject to approval by the Convention.
The Chairman of the Convention shall name a temporary Chairman from 
and for each preference caucus and the uncommitted caucus whose 
only function shall be to convene the caucus for the purpose of 
electing its permanent chairman.
Delegates shall caucus according to their candidate preference, 
issue preference, or uncommitted status to elect delegates and 
alternates to the next highest level proportionate to their 
strength as determined by the Committee on Rules and Procedures 
on the basis of the ballot. The convention as a whole shall elect 
by a majority vote, the odd delegate if it cannot be proportionately 
decided.
Preference and uncommitted caucuses at District Convention shall 
be granted at least thirty (30) minutes and at the State Convention 
at least sixty (60) minutes to elect delegates and alternates.
If there are no requests for preference caucuses, delegates and 
alternates to the next highest level shall be elected by the full 
Convention.
Sec. 6. DELEGATE-ALTERNATE VACANCIES. In the case of withdrawal or 
ineligibility of a delegate, he shall designate in writing an alternate 
from the list of alternates elected to attend and represent and act for 
him. Any alternate vacancies or delegate vacancy caused by death or any 
other reason shall be filled by the delegation itself acting as a commit­
tee, provided that at least forty percent (40%) of the delegation is 
present when the vacancy is filled.
Sec. 7. GEOGRAPHIC BALANCE: Careful consideration shall be given to 
geographic balance when the preference caucus elects its delegates to 
the following convention.
ARTICLE VI. LEGISLATIVE DISTRICT ORGANIZATIONS.
Sec. 1. ORGANIZATION: Legislative Districts shall organize in accord­
ance with Law 16-17-10 and in accordance with these By-Laws.
Sec, 2. COMPLIANCE AND RECOGNITION: Legislative Districts shall adopt 
By-Laws in compliance with State Democratic-Nonpartisan League By-Laws. 
Districts which comply with the provisions of these By-Laws shall be
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recogniaed by the State Policy Committee and shall be eligible to par­
ticipate in the State Convention.
Sec. 3. OPEN PRECINCT CAUCUSES: Each Legislative District shall hold 
open precinct caucuses for the purpose of selecting delegates to the 
District Convention as provided in either sub-section A, or sub-section
B. If the precinct committeeman does not attend precinct caucus, those 
members of the precinct in attendance at their meeting shall elect a 
precinct caucus chairman to serve for that meeting.
A_. The State Chairman shall designate a date which shall be at 
least ten (10) days prior and not more than twenty (20) days before 
the District Conventions for Legislative Districts to hold open 
precinct caucuses in a public place for the purpose of electing to 
the District Convention one (1) delegate and one (1) alternate for 
each twenty (20) or major fraction of twenty (20) votes case for 
the Democratic-Nonpartisan League Party candiate for governor in 
the last gubernatorial election, except that each precinct shall 
be entitled to elect at least two delegates and two alternates.
The election of delegates and alternates shall be done in accord­
ance with provisions of Article V. The precinct committeeman or 
caucus chairman shall forward the name and address of each dele­
gate and alternate to the District Chairman prior to the call of 
the District Convention.
13. Those Legislative Districts choosing not to hold precinct 
caucuses as provided for in subsection A, shall hold open precinct 
caucuses one (1) hour prior to the call of the District Convention, 
at the site of the District Convention, for the purpose of elect­
ing delegates and alternates to the District Convention in accord­
ance with provisions of Article V. Each precinct caucus shall be 
entitled to elect one (1) delegate and one (1) alternate for each 
vote cast for the Democratic-Nonpartisan League candidate for 
governor in the last gubernatorial election.
The precinct committeeman or caucus chairman shall forward the name 
and address of each delegate and alternate to the District Conven­
tion Chairman prior to the call of the District Convention.
(L In adopting or amending their By-Laws, each Legislative Dis­
trict must select one of the procedures outlined in sub-section 
A. or B. above.
Sec. 4. DISTRICT CONVENTION: At least fifteen (15) days prior and not 
more than forty (40) days before the State Convention, the District 
Chairman shall call a District Convention for duly elected delegates 
and alternates for the following purposes:
_A. Nominate legislataive candidates, unless provision is made by 
the District Convention for such nominations at a later date.
■B. Elect to the State Convention, in accordance with provisions 
of Article V, three (3) delegates and three (3) alternates for 
each three hundred (300) votes cast for the Democratic candidate 
for President in the last presidential election.
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(3. Adopt resolutions.
ARTICLE VII. STATE DEMOCRATIC-NONPARTISAN LEAGUE ORGANIZATION.
Sec. 1. STATE COMMITTEE: The Democratic-Nonpartisan League Party State 
Committee, consisting of the District Chairman, shall be assembled as 
prescribed by law for the following purposes:
A. . Elect a State Chairman, a Vice-Chairman, a Secretary and a 
Treasurer;
13. Adopt rules and modes of procedure.
Sec. 2 STATE POLICY COMMITTEE:
_A. The State Policy Committee shall consist of:
(1) The State Committee and its elected officers;
(2) National Committeeman;
(3) National Committeewoman;
(4) President of the State Democratic-Nonpartisan League 
Women's organization;
(5) Chairman of the Nonpartisan League;
(6) East District Vice-Chairman;
(7) West District Vice-Chairman;
(8) All national and state Democratic-Nonpartisan League 
office holders and Democratic-Nonpartisan League floor 
leaders of the State Legislature.
B. Officers of the State Committee shall be the officers of the 
State Policy Committee.
(3. The State Policy Committee shall be responsible for the con­
duct of Party business when the State Committee is not in session.
I). The State Policy Committee may appoint an Executive Secretary 
and prescribe his duties.
E_. When the State Policy Committee is not in session, the Execu­
tive Secretary and the State Policy Committee officers are empowered 
to make such decisions as they deem necessary to effect the work 
of the Party.
F\ The Chairman of t.he State Policy Committee shall appoint such 
committees as he deems necessary to effect the work of the Party. 
Such appointments shall be ratified by the State Policy Committee.
(3. Ex-officio members of the State Policy Committee without vote 
shall be all Democratic-Nonpartisan League legislators, except as 
provided in these By-Laws.
Sec. 3. STATE CONVENTIONS: The Democratic-Nonpartisan League Party 
will hold a State Convention in each even-numbered year not less than 
(30) days nor more than ninety (90) days prior to the National Convention
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or State Primary Election for the following purposes:
A. PRESIDENTIAL YEAR:
(1) Nominate the legal number of candidates for its Party for 
the offices of presidential electors;
(2) Elect a national committeeman and a national committee- 
woman;
(3) Elect to the National Convention the number of delegates 
and alternates sufficient to fill the delegate-allocation 
or vote-allocation as authorized by the call to the 
National Convention and as recommended by the Committee 
on Rules and Procedures, whose report shall be subject
to the approval of the State Convention. The election 
of delegates and alternates shall be done in accordance 
with provisions of Article V.
B. NON-PRESIDENTIAL YEAR:
(1) Nominate candidates for public office.
(2) Adopt resolutions and a party platform.
(3) Elect, in caucus, East District and West District Vice- 
Chairmen.
ARTICLE VIII. GENERAL.
Sec. 1. OUT-OF-STATE SPEAKERS: It shall be the policy of the Demo­
cratic-Nonpartisan League Party that any district organization desiring 
to sponsor an event of a multi-district or state nature or invite a 
speaker from out-of-state for fund raising purposes shall contact the 
State Executive Secretary for coordination with the State Policy Commit­
tee .
Sec. 2. CANDIDATE COOPERATON: All candidates for public office nomi­
nated by the Democratic-Nonpartisan League State Convention are encour­
aged to discuss publicly the issues in the Democratic-Nonpartisan 
League platform and cooperate with the State Policy Committee, other 
candidates of the Democratic-Nonpartisan League Party, and candidate- 
support organizations in relation to campaign methods and procedures.
Sec. 3. CENTURY CLUB: Anyone contributing one hundred dollars 
($100.00) or more in a year may become a member of the Century Club.
A trust account shall be established for ten dollars ($10.00) from 
each membership. This amount shall beused for defraying the expenses 
of the Club. Expenditures from said trust account shall be made by the 
Century Club.
The directors of the Century Club shall be fifteen (15) in number and 
eight (8) of them shall be appointed by the State Policy Committee for 
a one (1) year term and seven (7) of them shall be appointed for a two 
(2) year term. The replacements shall be appointed for two (2) year 
terms each year after.
Sec. 4. FINANCES: The State Policy Committee shall appoint a Finance 
Committee of at least five (5) and ot more than ten (10) District
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Chairmen. The Finance Committee shall be responsible for recommending 
District quotas and supervising all party finances. The State Democratic- 
Nonpartisan League Treasurer shall be an ex-officio member with vote on 
this Committee.
ARTICLE IX. CAMPAIGNS.
The State Policy Committee shall prescribe procedures for organizing 
precincts, areas, and districts for the conduct of campaigns.
ARTICLE X. PROCEDURAL RULES.
Unless otherwise provided for in these By-Laws, the meetings of the 
North Dakota Democratic-Nonpartisan League Party, at all levels, shall 
be procedurely governed by Roberts Rules of Order, Revised.
ARTICLE XI. AMENDMENTS
These By-Laws may be amended by a vote of not less than fifty percent 
(50%) of the whole Democratic-Nonpartisan League State Committee, 
provided, however, that the proposed amendments must be presented and 
read at a meeting of the State Committee at least thirty (30) days 
prior to the meeting in which they are to be considered and that the 
proposed amendments shall be communicated to the District Chairmen in 
writing at least twenty-five (25) days prior to the meeting at which 





THE 1972 DEMOCRATIC-NPL STATE CONVENTION
FROM
THE COMMITTEE ON PLATFORM AND RESOLUTIONS 
Chairman: Senator Myron Just, Berlin
Subcommittee Chairmen:
Dr. B. Jayapathy, Minot-National and International 
Mr. Frank Salveson, Wildrose— Agriculture 
Mrs. Irene Sondreal, Buxton— Human Resources
Mr. Jayson Graba, Grand Forks— Labor, Business, Industry, and
Transportation
Mr. Cecil Legacie, Lawton— Education
Dr. Larry Littlefield, Fargo— National Resources and Recreation 
Rep. Walter Erdman, Bottineau— Finance and Taxation 
Dr. Roy Holland, Fargo— State and Local Government 
Rep. Bruce Laughlin, Finley— Health and Welfare
PLATFORM
A. NATIONAL AND INTERNATONAL 
National Affairs
There are many vital problems demanding solutions in our national affairs. 
Paramount are:
1. The crisis of confidence in our political system. We feel the 
system has become top heavy and unresponsive to our needs. The system 
is dominated by hugeness— by huge bureaucracies, huge business, huge 
labor unions and huge self interest groups. All these institutions have 
disproportionate economic and political strength in relation to their 
proper position in the scheme of things. We are overwhelmed and 
frustrated. Important decisions relating to ourselves are made in 
remote places by people who seem alien to us. These decisions are 
often made in secret and we are denied free access to information.
2. The present unequal system of regressive taxation in which the 
middle calss and poor are burdened beyond their ability to pay while 
the wealthy and large corporations obtain unjust tax relief.
3. The huge military organization that seems to have a strange 
and independent life of its own with disastrous consequences to
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national and international policies. This organization devours our 
economic, natural and human resources and has attained a capacity for 
self perpetuation. Armed with the capacity to destroy the world many 
times over, it seeks to enlarge that capacity many times over yet.
This organization because of its very size and the size of its budget 
encourages, permits and condones dishonest practices among defense con­
tractors .
A. The economic, cultural and emotional degradation of the 
quality of life in our country.
5. The very existence of abject poverty in our society which makes 
us question our country's economic philosophy. The economy of our 
affluent society should be channeled so that all of us may share equit­
ably in the affluence. The need is to prevent galloping inflation 
while assuring meaningful employment to all persons who wish employment. 
We recognize that women, blacks, American Indians, and other minority 
groups can never gain true equality until they can throw off their 
status as surplus labor force.
6. The raging debate on busing of school children. The present 
debate appears sterile and silly considering that there is no meaning­
ful debate on the fundamental social, economic and political depriva­
tions that led to the need for busing.
7. The law and order slogan that is being exploited for purely 
political purposes.
8. The procedures of Congress that obstruct and delay passage 
of vital legislation. Congress should be responsive to the needs and 
to the will of the people.
9. The dangerous assaults of our fundamental rights and espec­
ially on our right to free speech and the freedom of the press. These 
rights should be reaffirmed and expanded rather than curbed.
10. The system of distribution of farm subsidies that favors most 
those that need help the least while ignoring the very real economic 
needs of the small farmer.
In the past attempts to find solutions to these problems and many others 
were made in a haphazard and piece-meal manner. More often than not 
solutions turned out to be mere stop-gap measures that never really 
grappled with fundamental issures. What we need now is a more rational 
approach to the ills of our society. We need in our country today a 
wide ranging debate on the basic philosophic postulates that nourish 
our political and economic system. We need more than ever the kind of 
leadership that has the courage to initiate that debate.
We are all one people. We are a proud people and a patient people. We 
have hope— hope that somewhere, sometime soon, our leaders will listen 
to us because they must. We also hope we have the wisdom to elect to 




We believe that the international policy of the United States should be 
in the best interests of all the peoples of the world. We recognize 
taht our present foreigh policy is the result of our society attaching 
more importance to the profit motive than to human development. We 
believe our policy should follow the concepts of equality, freedom, 
and self-determination for all peoples.
Viet Nam— 25 years of the cold war culminated in the massive moral and 
military disaster in Viet Nam. Viet Nam was an attempt to assert our 
role as world leader. Far from achieving this end, our status has 
diminished considerably because of this barbaric and savage war. We 
are still pre-eminent in military power. However, leadership also 
requires a certain moral integrity. This one quality we abandoned 
almost completely a long time ago.
Viet Name compels us to re-examine and reassess our foreign policy 
goals and the decision-making processes in relation to our foreign 
policy.
1. There should be a complete and immediate withdrawal of all 
our military forces and our military aid from Indo-China. This is 
the only way to ensure the prompt return of our prisoners of war.
2. Congress must reassert its right to full access to all 
information necessary for informed decision-making regarding our 
foreign policy.
3. Congress must reassert its proper constitutional role in 
the planning, implementing and reviewing of our foreight policy.
A. The unrestricted power of the Presidency to make war, declared 
or otherwise, must be curbed.
5. We should abandon war or the threat of war as an instrument 
of national policy.
6. Our foreign aid should be used solely for humanitarian pur­
poses and for economic development. Our foreign aid should be channeled 
through the United Nations or other multilateral agencies.
7. We' oppose corporate or Central Intelligence Agency interven­
tion in the domestic affairs of other countries.
8. We should offer moral support to all national movements 
struggling against foreign political and economic domination. We 
should also support these nations in their struggle to democratize 
their political institutions.
9. The United Nations should be supported and strengthened so 
that it can effectively play its peace keeping role in international
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affairs.
10. We support the phasing out of nationalism and the growth of
an international government as an ultimate long range objective because 
we recognize that until we have an international society, war, racism 
and exploitation will continue to plague us.
11. We oppose any military foreign aid to any country. In the 
case of direct military invasion of one country by another, we will 
sanction only UN military intervention in the matter.
B. AGRICULTURE
1. We support continued low-interest loans and long range ter­
ritorial planning of electric and telephone cooperatives.
2. The family-sized farm must be supported with a price support 
program pegged for all commodities essential to the American diet for 
that part consumed in the USA at 100% of parity.
3. We support an export certificate program to increase our 
agricultural exports and we support reasonable limitations on imports.
4. A ceiling on price support payments of $20,000 for all com­
modities should be enacted to safeguard agricultural programs for 
family farmers.
5. We support collective bargaining as a means of setting market 
price on farm commodities with ultimate decision of acceptance left in 
the hands of the producer.
6. The Food Stamp Program and school milk program should be 
continued and expanded to the whole state.
7. To prevent the continued build up of further congestion in 
urban centers and to strengthen rural institutions, the national govern­
ment should promulgate a national policy to strive for better rural- 
urban population balance.
8. The opportunities for farming should be kept available to 
young farmers through long-term financing programs and tax relief 
similar to that provided industry.
9. We oppose attempts by the present Administration to reduce 
appropriations for agricultural conservation practices.
10. We oppose the phasing out of the Department of Agriculture.
11. Programs for on-the-farm and local elevator storage of small 
grains should be continued.
12. All future farm progams should have as their stated purpose 
true pariety of income for rural areas with the attendant benefits of 
ever-improving job opportunities and offeringmore people the opportunity
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to enjoy the good life in North Dakota.
C. HUMAN RESOURCES
1. North Dakota Indian development programs and clutural retention 
programs should be continued and expanded.
2. The further development of the North Dakota Heritage Center 
should be encouraged.
3. Federal housing programs should be designed and administered 
to better serve the needs of the low-income, handicapped, and elderly 
citizens.
4. We encourage the creation of youth centers and other programs 
aimed at providing adequate recreation and job opportunities for our 
young people.
5. We recommend establishment of a Rural Development Commission.
6. We support expanded care for the mentally ill, including 
regional mental health centers and a national mental health program.
7. We urge greater support of State Penitentiary efforts to improve 
rehabilitative programs and reduce the rate of recidivism.
8. We believe in the concerns of senior citizens deserve special 
attention. Specifically, we call for expanded social security benefits, 
and new programs for better utilizing the reservoir of talent and exper­
ience of our elderly.
9. We urge ratification of the proposed Equal Rights Amendment.
10. We believe 18 year olds should be considered adults for all 
purposes.
11. We urge elimination of punitive measure for victimless crimes.
12. Federal and state governments should recognize and safeguard 
the civil rights and liberties of all the people.
13. We urge stronger traffic regulations in regard to traffic 
safety and alcohol, and full enforcement of these laws.
14. We support comsumer representation on all regulatory or 
licensing agencies and committees to insure adequate and proper 
consumer protection.
15. We urge support of House Bill 5291 which would guarantee 
a shcool lunch for every child regardless of ability to pay.
16. North Dakota must continue to be concerned about the total 
environment of the state, which also includes the demands of the 
spirit. We recommend that establishment of community councils on the
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arts be encouraged and that the North Dakota Council on the Arts and 
Humanities be continuously provided with an operating budget from 
state funds.
D. INDUSTRY. BUSINESS. LABOR. AND TRANSPORTATION 
Industry
1. We urge additional and stronger efforts toward responsible 
industrial develooment with emphasis on industrial development in 
rural areas and close to Indian Reservations.
2. We urge continued development and expansion of the tourist 
indsutry in North Dakota.
3. We urge the accelerated development of the Garrison Diversion 
Project, along with a more equitable and faster method of payment to 
the landowners who lose land due to the construction of the McClusky 
Canal.
Business
1. We urge more appropriations for loans and technical service 
to protect and immprove the REA and RTA.
2. We urge the FHA to develop a more efficient method of payment 
of monies after loans are approved and the money is allocated.
3. We urge the 1973 legislature to reduce the confiscatory in­
terest rate presently legal fo small loans and consumer credit.
Labor
1. We urge the establishment of separate labor committees within 
the legislature.
2. We urge repeal of both statutory and constitutinal sections 
containing compulsory open shop.
3. We urge the updating of our state minimum wage laws to conform 
with the Federal law more fully.
k. We urge the enactment of a good Public Employee Labor Rela­
tions Act for North Dakota. We support a more equitable living wage 
for the public employees in North Dakota.
5. We urge benefits more nearly based on the cost of living 
under the Unemployment Compensation and Workmen's Compensation Programs.
6. We urge the removal of the discriminatory disqualifications 
for women within our Unemployment Compensation law.
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7. We urge the legislature to enact legislation to protect the 
rights of workers and to prevent the moving of plants that are on 
strike.
Transportation
1. We urge strong efforts to promote more equitable freight rates 
for farm produce based on the actual cost of transportation.
2. We urge a complete study and enactment of a No Fault Insur­
ance Plan.
E. EDUCATION
1. Since North Dakota's heavy investment in education benefits 
other states due to export of our educated young people, increased 
federal assistance to primary, secondary, and higher education should 
be encouraged with a minimum of federal control.
2. Greater emphasis must be placed on vocational education 
programs to assure all people, regardless of interest, an opportunity 
to secure good training in North Dakota.
3. Low-interest federal and state loans must be continued and 
expanded to assist people in obtaining an advance education in an 
accredited school.
4. We recommend that state government assume leadership in 
completion of a state-wide educational television network to supple­
ment existing education programs.
5. State funds should supplement local library funds to suf­
ficiently match federal funds for providing library services to all 
North Dakota citizens.
6. We support the principle that all teachers in either public
or private schools should participate in the state-wide teacher retire­
ment program. If teachers leave the state or teaching profession they 
should be able to withdraw their moeny form the retirement fund with 
a reasonable interest. If retirement fund money is withdrawn the 
option to replace the amount withdrawn should rest with the teacher.
7. We recommend that the state support public shcools financially
at not less than 60% of the cost of education. *,
8. We recommend that the state lean more heavily on a progessive 
tax than on a real estate tax for funding education.
9. We believe every school should have a kindergarten program 
and urge school boards to explore the possibility of funding kinder­
gartens through a federal title program.
10. We recommend that students be encouraged to participate in 
establishing school policy in an advisory capacity.
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11. Our schools should receive more state and federal assistance 
for especial education.
12. We urge that social studies taught in public schools and col­
leges incorporate in their curriculum the cultural plurality of our 
nation, and that wherever possible, these classes be conducted by a 
qualified member of the minority concerned.
13. We support a fair dismissal law for all public employees.
14. We believe high school students should have the choice of 
attending an accredited high school if a non-accredited high school is 
in operation in their districts. Home school districts should pay 
tuition to the receiving school.
15. We encourage the state legislature, in conjunction with the 
State Board of Higher Education, to adopt a workable tuition recip­
rocity agreement with similar bodies in adjoining states.
F. NATURAL RESOURCES AND RECREATION
Resource Development
1. The State of North Dakota must recognize that its land and 
environment are far more important than short term economic benefits 
which may be achieved at the expense of land and of environmental 
quality. Therefore, the state must review its laws governing the 
extraction of natural resources, making laws more stringent and 
specific regarding the return of mined land to its original condition. 
Legislation must provide for the stockpiling and return of topsoil to 
mined areas and for the guarantee that landscapes will not be permanently 
disfigured nor the land's biotic potential reduced. Sufficient monetary 
bond must be established to insure this reclamation. Immediate federal 
and state legislation must be enacted to accomplish these goals.
Certain areas of the state having irreplacable scenic value, e.g., 
badlands, must never be opened to strip mining.
2. We support land use planning and zoning by state and feder­
al agencies, aided by input from local citizens, to insure the use
of land for purposes which best serve the greatest number of citizens 
of North Dakota and the nation.
3. We urge the enactment of legislation, such as the National 
Po>/er Grid Act, to unify existing power generation and transmission 
facilities in order to facilitate the movement of large units of 
electric power between regions of the nation.
4. We urge the federal government to enact legislation for 
the disposition of geothermal resources in such a manner as to pre­
vent monopoly control of such resources.
Conservation
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1. We support the concept that man is only the steward and not 
the possessor of land. Under no circumstances should man be allowed 
to despoil the productive use of land by future generations.
2. Prevention of flood damage should be provided by small trib­
utary dams, flood plain zoning, retention of wetlands, flood proofing 
of buildings, and similar methods as opposed to large reservoirs on 
major streams and reivers. Specifically, we oppose the destruction of 
the scenic and biologically and historically important Sheyenne Delta 
region by construction of the proposed Kindred Dam.
3. We encourage additional state and federal funding of local 
Soil Conservation Districts to aid in sound conservation methods to 
reduce the loss of our most valuable natural resource, the topsoil.
4. In an effort to prevent riverbank erosion, we support and 
promote legislation for a more orderly release of water from reser­
voirs under the control of the bureau of Reclamation.
Parks and Recreation
1. Proper state agencies should be adequately funded to provide 
matching funds for monies available from the Outdoor Recreation Agency 
for the purpose of continued development of North Dakota's outdoor 
recreation facilities.
2. Funds should be appropriated for the state's procurement of 
lands for future park development.
3. We urge the development of hiking and biking trails in 
North Dakota.
4. We urge the state to establish and maintain undisturbed 
areas of virgin prairies and fre flowing rivers.
5. After consideration of the best proper use for state school 
lands, certain of these lands should be purchased by appropriate 
agencies for use as parks, public hunting areas or for inclusion in 
the propsoed state wilderness program. Such lands within the area of 
the Little Missouri River National Grasslands shold be sold to the 
United States Forest Service for inclusion in that grasslands program. 
Those lands which have little value for public development or public 
ownership should be retained for lease only.
6. We advocate the retention of wetlands as a natural resource 
either in public or private ownership. The state should provide a 
tax relief for privately reatined wetlands.
7. Since the federal government is providing funds for wetlands 
retention under the Water Bank Program, the state should not subsidize 
private drainage programs.
8. We support the inclusion of the Little Missouri River in
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the federal Wilderness and Scenic Rivers Program.
9. We urge the North Dakota congressional delegation to expedite 
the inclusion of the Chase Lake National Wildlife Refuge, the Lostwood 
Lake National Wildlife Refuge, and portions of the North Unit of the 
Theodore Roosevelt National Memorial Park into the federal Wilderness 
Program.
10. We urge the expansion of our state's scenic road program. 
Polution Control and Enviromental Protection
1. The citizens of North Dakota should be provided a constitutional 
guarantee protecting the quality of their enviroment.
2. All persons engaging in recreational activities should con­
sider the rights of others who might be infringed upon by such pur­
suits. We support stringent noise abatement regulations on all 
motorized recreational vehicles.
3. The Legislative Assembly must provide enforcement powers and 
funds to state water and air polution control boards, other existing 
agencies, and agencies created in the future for the purpose of estab­
lishing and enforcing regulations concerning potential ecological 
problems in North Dakota, e.g., solid waste disposal, liquid sewerage 
treatment, feedlot run-off, thermal pollution of streams, spoilbank 
restoration, pesticide usage and others.
4. We urge legislation requiring that all soft drinks and beer 
(other than bulk quantities) sold in North Dakota be packaged in re­
turnable containers, and that a deposit established by law be high 
enough to encourage return and reuse of said containers.
5. We encourage the expansion of enviromental education in 
public and private schools and in adult education programs in the 
state.
6. We endorse an education program to reduce wasteful consumption 
in order to conserve our natural resources and ease the problems of 
pollution.
7. We urge the state to develop recycling centers for the pur­
pose of retarding the rate of consumption of our natural resources 
and for reducing pollution resulting from society's "use once and 
discard" philosophy.
8. Since environmental pollution is linked so closely to human 
population levels, we urge the federal and state governments to adopt 
a population stabilization policy that would encourage a zero rate of 
population growth as soon as possible.
9. We urge adequate financial support by the state for research 
into new methods of mining which could reduce the extent of needed
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reclamation following mining activities, into better means of reclam­
ation of existing spoilbanks, and into the long range effects of 
irrigation, pesticides and other production aids.
G. FINANCE & TAXATION
1. We urge the federal government to implement a revenue sharing 
program that would redirect federal spending and encourage a redistrib­
ution of population.
2. We urge the .federal and state governments to close tax 
loopholes that allow large corporations and millionaires to avoid 
billions of dollars in taxes while the average citizen is forced to 
shoulder an ever-increasing tax load.
3. Corporate income taxes in North Dakota should be increased 
at certain income levels.
4. North Dakota income and property taxes should be greatly 
simplified. Citizens deserve to know what they are paying and why.
5. We oppose enactment of a value added tax because it is a 
regressive, inflationary tax. The federal government should not enter 
the sales tax field.
6. We urge elimination of the sales tax from all grocery and 
clothing items and repeal of the special tax on oleomargarine.
7. We urge enactment of more generous property tax relief to 
the low income and the elderly.
8. We urge the legislature to enact a graduated land tax in 
North Dakota.
9. Administration and collection of all taxes should be by the 
Tax Department.
10. The gross production tax should be expended to include all 
minerals.
H. STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
1. The legislature should establish an Executive Department 
Reorganization Act to enable the Governor to produce better coor­
dination, efficiency and economy in state agencies, boards and commis­
sions.
2. We support legislation to strengthen and reorganize the 
State Department of Agriculture to increase its importance and influ­
ence for the North Dakota farmers.
3. We urge legislative establishment of an ombudsman to assist 
citizens in dealing with their government.
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4. The State Industrial School should be transferred to the man­
agement of the State Department of Social Services so that all avail­
able rehabilitative personnel and services can be fully utilized.
5. The State School of Grafton should be transferred to the 
management of the State Health Department so that all available re­
habilitative and health personnel can be fully utilized.
6. An office for Local Affairs should be organized in the state 
government to assist North Dakota cities and other political sub­
divisions in dealing with the federal government and in coordinating 
state services in order to make local governments more effective in 
solving their own problems.
7. We support establishment of single member senatorial districts 
and single member house subdistricts.
8. We support adequate pay to all State and Local public offi­
cials so that these positions may be open to all citizens.
9. Annual sessions of the Legislature should be held within 
the first 90 days of each year not to exceed 40 legislative days per 
year.
10. We favor four year terms for all legislators.
11. We propose a unified judicial system embracing all non- 
Federal courts, judges and other court personnel.
12. The Governor and Lt. Governor should be elected from the 
same political party.
13. All Legislative Assembly and committee meetings should be 
open to the public.
14. The State Legislature should establish a system of per­
sonnel administration based on merit principles and scientific 
methods, governing the appointment, promotion, transfer, layoff, 
removal, and discipline of its officers and employees.
I. HEALTH AND WELFARE
1. We support a network of national public health educational 
centers for training medical personnel at all levels in order to 
insure total health care for all.
2. We support establishment of a comprehensive national health 
insurance program for all ages and income levels. In conjunction, we 
encourage a concurrent program providing immediate emergency assis­
tance readily available in urban and rural areas, as well as expansion 
of efforts by state and federal government agencies to prevent, dia­
gnose, and teat diseases of all types.
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3. We advocate a further development of the Hitch Hike Program 
which recruits workers, counsels them and refers them to jobs, training, 
or other services with the aim' to pace workers in steady jobs which 
offer adequate wages. As part of the program, employers are reim­
bursed part of the wages as an incentive to train these disadvantaged 
workers. We urge strict enforcement of provisions of the program to 
ensure job security for those workers trained.
4. Extensive cancer and heart disease research should be given 
immediate national priority.
5. We support adult foster home care as an alternative to costly 
nursing home care.
6. The federal government should take over the financial support 
of the welfare program and administration of this program should be 
maintained at state and local levels.
7. We urge action at all levels of government to deal with the 
present drug crisis. We ask that extensive education campaigns be 
undertaken to make our citizens aware of the danager of drug abuse; 
that rehabilitation facilities be expanded and new centers estab­
lished to help those citizens who need help in this area; and that 
present laws be re-evaluated to coincide with the recommendations of 
the President's Commission on Marijuana.
8. We urge the enactment of federal and state laws which pro­
vide income tax deduction costs involved in the adoption of children.
9. We recommend the establishment of a four year medical school 
in North Dakota.
10. We recommend a North Dakota state law be enacted which would 
make available birth control information and a list of family planning 
clinics to all couples applying for marriage licenses. We also recom­





WE commend Governor Guy and his Administration
— for the establishment of a halfway house and other successful 
programs in behavioral improvement at the North Dakota Industrial 
School.
— for the establishment of a halfway house and a vastly improved 
education and training program at the State School of Grafton.
— for approval of the formation of the five-state Old West 
Regional Commission including North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana, 
Wyoming, and Nebraska.
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WE commend State Tax Commissioner, Byron Dorgan, for the various enfor­
cement programs carried on to assure that all taxpayers are assuming 
their tax obligaion. We feel that special recognition should be given 
the Tax Department for the out-of-state audit program of large corpor­
ations which has netted the state nearly $2 million in the past three 
years.
WE commend Dave O'Brien for greatly improved state park facilities 
and expanded visitation.
WE commend our Congressional Delegation for the passage of the Water 
Bank Program.
WE commend Dr. James Amos and Willis Van Heuvelen for the successful 
implementation of the Water Pollution Control Board and the Air Pol­
lution Control Board.
WE commend John Greenslit for the agressive establishment of outdoor 
recreation facilities in cities, counties, and under state agencies.
2.
FARM LABOR
WE favor broadening of Workmen's Compensation to cover farm labor.
3.
CONSUMER AGENCY
WE recommend a consumer agency to disseminate information regarding 
the contents of merchandise sold in stores in the State of North Dakota.
A.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT COOPERATION
WE support more cooperation among local governments to achieve greater 
economy and efficiency in the fields of law enforcement, judicial pro­
cedures, social and health services, as well as such auxiliary services 
as purchasing, planning, and personnel recruitment.
5.
SENIORITY SYSTEM
To make Congress more responsive to the wishes of current majorities, 
the seniority system used for allocating power in Congress should be 
abolished in favor of periodic election by majority and minority cau­
cuses on the basis of qualifications. We believe the North Dakota 
Legislative Assembly should be an example for the nation by eliminating 
seniority as a consideration for its positions of leadership.
6.
AGRICULTURAL IMPORTS AND EXPORTS
Programs and policies affecting agricultural imports and exports should
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be designed to provide full parity returns to domestic producers in 
ways that will be as consistent as possible with, the objectives of the 
Reciprocal Trade Agreement Act and the need for furthering trade and 
economic cooperation with other countries of the world. When any pro­
gram of trade expansion threatens, however, to weaken or destroy the 
opportunity for any group of consumers or primary producers to earn a 
livelihood based on United States living standards, the cost shall be 




The nations of the world, including our own, should eliminate all 
barriers that interfere with the free flow of news, information, and 
ideas and exchange of persons across national boundaries.
8.
GUARANTEED INCOME
WE believe that a national guaranteed income should be established 




WE support Senator McGovern's plans for economic reconversion as 
contained in U.S. Senate bills introduced in 1963 and 1970. War 
contractors would have to spend 12i percent of their profits to plan 
for conversion of their plants to non-defense objectives.
10.
AMNESTY
WE support the concept of amnesty for those who fled this country or 
are now serving prison terms because of their objections to the war 
in Southeast Asia.
11.
WAGE AND PRICE CONTROL
While we recognize the value of economic planning and are in favor 
of wage and price controls, we must strongly condemn the present 
economic policy of President Nixon which favors the interests of big 
business in its quest for profit while at the same time exploiting labor. 
Tighter price controls are needed.
12.
NEW VOTERS
WE urge all 18 year olds and all new voters to join the Democratic-NPL 
Party and to work for the principles and platform of our party.
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13.
TAX-EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS AND DISCRIMINATION
No organization should have tax exemptions if membership is restricted 
because of race, color, or creed.
14.
YOUTH ORGANIZATIONS
Whereas, there are many youth organizations and individual youth 
dedicated to changing the face of America through positive and construc­
tive efforts, and
Whereas, these groups are effectively operating by building on the 
foundations of our society through honest cooperation, and 
Whereas, these young people are vitally concerned with the complex 
problems associated with our nation's growth, population, jobs, home, 
pollution, recreation, and generally improving the quality of life,
Now, Therefore, Be It Resolved: that we commend groups such as the 
Future Farmers of America, Future Homemakers of America, Girl and Boy 
Scout troops, 4-H Clubs, and allother youth organizations who lend 
their strength and vigor to solving problems through peaceful methods.
15.
FAMILY FARMERS
Whereas, the situation of the resident farmer is marked by unstable 
income due to weather hazards and price fluctuations in which he is 
pitted against an inflationary economy giving little hope of a bright 
economic future, and
Whereas, the profit realized by the beef farmer is distorted by the 
present cost of beef purchased over the counter, and 
Whereas, the U.S. Department of Agriculture appears to work on behalf 
of large corporations and the middlemen in general rather than on be­
half of the resident farmer, and
Whereas, such a situation does not encourage our youth to stay on the 
farm, and makes it financially difficult to get started in farming, 
and
Whereas, the resident farmer has a stablilizing influence on the total 
life in North Dakota,
Now, Therefore, Be It Resolved: that we support ways of encouraging 
a positive image for the farmer and ways of alleviating some of the 
financial risks of farming through such programs as higher price 
supports on farm products, low interest federal loans to resident farmers 




Whereas, the Nixon Administration has proposed a scheme to reorganize 
the USDA virtually out of existence, and
Whereas, H.R. 6962 recently submitted to Congress by the Administration 
represents one of the most serious threats to the future of rural . 
American through the dismemberment of the United States Department of 
Agriculture, and
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Whereas, House passed rural development legislation, and similar 
legislation soon to be considered by the Senate, depend upon main­
taining the USDA intact, and
Whereas, these bills would create basic rural development authorities 
for implementing a comprehensive, nationwide rural development program 
within the USDA,





1. Burtis Anfinson, - #23, Security Block - Minot
2. Walter Anderson - Route 3 - New England
3. Clair Aubol - New Town
4. Rev. Ben Backmeir - St. Mary's Cathedral - 676 6th Avenue No. 
Fargo
5. Glenn Bakken - 2626 5th Avenue N. - Grand Forks
6. E. A. Ballman - 1019 10th Ave. NW - Minot
7. Emil Baranko - Belfield
8. Dwight Barth - Box 24 - Mary College - Bismarck
9. Nikki Bronn - 346 9th Ave. W. - Dickinson
10. Rev. A1 Bitz - Langdon
11. Rev. Hillary Bitz - Windsor
12. Liv Bjorlie - Valley City
13. Bruce Carlson - 800 5th St. NE - Minot
14. Lynn Clancy - Route 1 - Valley City
15. Dwight Conner - 175 Secarce Dr. - Valley City
16. Deana Roan Conrad - Box 310 - Bismarck
17. Charles Conrad - Box 310 - Bismarck
18. Ivan Dahl - 2316 8th Ave. N. - Grand Forks
19. Dennis Dahl - 257 4th St. SW - Valley City
20. Rev. Jack Davis - 922 9th Ave. S. - Fargo
21. Bill Paul - 515 5th St. SE - Rugby
22. Barry Pettit - 2608 11th Ave. S. - Grand Forks
23. Janine Joines - Hartsville, MN 
Tracy Potter - 1020 3rd Ave. SE, #17 - Rugby24.
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25. Shirley Teitee -101 Sheyenne St. - West Fargo
26. Loretta Rettig - Dakota Hall - Minot State - Minot
27. Winn Curtiss - Box 81 - Bismarck
28. John Wood - UND - Grand Forks
29. Keith Zacharius - Kathryn
30. Joe and Kathy Satrom - 426 Shirley' - Bismarck
31. Alan Shepard - 317 DeMers #21 - Grand Forks
32. George Sinner - Casselton - Box 458
33. Rev. Richard Sinner - Orrin
34. Morris Thompson - Sutton
35. Bob Vogel - 1201 Monte Drive - Mandan
36. Denver Rosburg - Washburn
37. Wayne Sanstead - 823 9th Ave. NE - Minot
38. Arnold Holden - Box 235 - Bismarck
39. Ruben Hummel - Mott
40. Mike Jacobs - Box 653 - Dickinson
41. B. Jayapathy - 9 Souris Court - Minot
42. David Johnson - 415 20th St. NW - Minot
43. Ken and Carroll Johnson - 317 N. 7th - Grand Forks
44. Myron Just - Berlin
45. Byron Knutson - 403 Stanford Rd. - Grand Forks
46. Harry Kolpin - Sutton
47. Sylvia Krueger - 1315 S. 9th - Fargo
48. Karl Limvere - 602 9th Ave. SE - Jamestown
49. Rev. Bernard McLain - Jamestown
50. Glenn Meidinger - Box 976 - Jamestown
51. Bruce Melin - 1020 Wheat Ave. - Hatton
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52. Rev. Ted Nace - Box 507 - Dickinson
53. Irv Nodland - Box 1675 - Bismarck
54. Rev. Steve Dickinson - St. Michael's Hospital - Grand Forks
55. Byron Dorgan - N.D. Tax Commissioner - Bismarck
56. Clay Dunlap - U.C.S.C. - Valley City
57. Austin Engel - 1324 N. 2 - Bismarck
58. Mike Fiedler - Mary College - Bismarck
59. Rodney Feist - St. John's - Collegeville, MN
60. John Fitzner - 309 5th Ave. NE - Valley City
61. Charles Fleming - Hamilton
62. Neil Fleming - Box 388 - Cavalier
63. Mary Fredricks - 616 2nd Ave. SE - Jamestown
64. George Gaukler - Box 446 - Valley City
65. Ron Harness - Valley City Times Record - Valley City
66. Andrew Headland - Ypsilanti
67. Rev. Phil Heidie - MSC - Minot
68. David Harper - Box 727 - Mandan
69. James Weinhaeder - 1145 12th St. N. - Fargo
70. Rev. George Wetin - Rt. 1 - Jamestown
71. George Wieland - 522 4th Ave. SE - Jamestown




1 . Stan Erickson 14. Larry Sanderson
Crosby, ND 58730 204 24th St. S., #315 
Fargo, ND 58102
2. Quentin Carlson 
Glenburn, ND 58740 15. Alan J. Sheppard 
Horace, ND 58047
3. Terry Knoepfle 
RR 16. Daniel Koper
Bottineau, ND 58318 431 Pitcher Park Village 
Devils Lake, ND 58301
4. Leland Severson 
707 Kerstein St. 17. Bill Patrie
Bottineau, ND 58318 Penn, ND 58362
5. Art Rude 18. Monte Engel
Box 1 909 3rd st.
Bottineau, ND 58318 Devils Lake, ND 58301
6. Marjorie Severson 19. Sarah Koper
707 Kersten St. 431 Pitcher Park Village
Bottineau, ND 58318 Devils Lake, ND 58301
7. Dean Knudson 20. Deb Whitefield
Alexander St. R 3, Box 271
Bottineau, ND 58318 Devils Lake, ND 58301
8. Aldores Klain 21. Joe Murphy
Turtle Lake, ND 58575 1826 Lewis Blvd.
Grand Forks, ND 58201
9. Roger Johnson 
Turtle Lake, ND 58575 22. Bob Korbach 
2709 Belmont
10. Betty Nathan 
Turtle Lake, ND 58575
Grand Forks, ND 58201
23. Keith LaQua
11. Tom Hillier 15i S. 3rd. St.
Hensel, ND 58241 Grand Forks, ND 58201
12. Richard Steinback 24. Eliot Glassheim
■4: New Rockford, ND 58356 619 N. 3rd St.
Grand Forks, ND 58201
13. Mary Sherman 
426 5th Ave. W. 25. Kristal Leebrick
West Fargo, ND 58078 104 Chestnut St.
Grand Forks, ND 58201
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26. Jerry Nagel 
303 S. 2rd St.
Grand Forks, ND 58201
27. Bev Rosencrans 
614 23rd Ave. S.
Grand Forks, ND 58201
28. Richard Bailey 
Arvilla, ND, 58214
29. Lloyd Wieland 
Dazey, ND 58429
30. Henry Wulff 
Leonard, ND 585052
31. John Jensen 
Sharon, ND 58277
32. Karen Knutson 
Hancock Hall-UND 
Grand Forks, ND 58201
33. Lois Jensen 
Sharon, ND 58277
34. Henrik Voldal 
RR 3
Valley City, ND 58072
35. Norma Voldal 
RR 3
Valley City, ND 58072
36. Richard Bushaw
869 Chautauqua Blvd.
Valley City, ND 58072
37. Marlys Bushaw
869 Chautauqua Blvd.
Valley City, ND 58072
38. Leah Rogne 
Kindred, ND 58051
39. Katherine Rogne 
Kindred, ND 58051
40. Wade Birnbaum 
Hankinson, ND 58041
41. Laurence Nicolai 
Milnor, ND 58060
42. LuAnn Birnbaum 
Hankinson, ND 58041
43. Gerald Danuser 
Marion, ND 58466
44. Teresa Sahli 
Napoleon, ND 58561
45. Richard Anderson 
Litchville, ND 58461
46. Becky Montgomery 
Box 1304
Jamestown, ND 58401
47. Susan Redman 
405i 2nd Ave. SW 
Jamestown, ND 58401
48. Wendy Schulz 
603 4th Ave. SE 
Jamestown, ND 58401
49. Dave Haley 
Box 1304
Jamestown, ND 58401
50. Roberta Vasquez 
Cleveland, ND, 58424
51. Nancy Park 
Steele, ND 58482





54. Christine Koski 
1371 Eastwood Street 
Bismarck, ND 58501
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55. Salley Oremland 69. James Vukelic
106 Ridgeview Acres Rt. #2 Mott, ND 58646
Bismarck, ND 58501
70. Ruben Hummel
56. Susan W. Rester 
401 North 13 Street
Mott, ND 58646
Bismarck, ND 58501 71. Arnold Holden 
2014 Ave. D E.
57. Mike Saba Bismarck, ND 58501
317 S. Washington 
Bismarck, ND 58501 72. Gene D. Larson 
2407 Bel Air Drive




59. Mrs. Theo Huber 11 15th Street, SE




60. Barb Togstad 514 11th Ave. NE
3712 Berkeley Apt. 5 
Grand Forks, ND 58201
Minot, ND 58701
75. Susan Gefroh
61. Jim Fuglie 11 15th Street SE




62. David L. Kemnitz 700 East Central
1409 4th St. NW Minot, ND 58701
Mandan, ND 58554
77. Dale Eppler
63. Norma E. Fuglie > 3719 Univ. #210
402 13th St. NW, Box 594 
Mandan, ND 58554
Grand Forks, ND 58201
78. Tim Clouse
64. Gorman King, Sr. Box 81
P.0. Box 995 
Bismarck, ND 58501
Alexander, ND 58831
79. Lisa L. Ring
65. Les Witkowski 2421 Univ. Ave.
313 W. Interstate 
Bismarck, ND 58501
Grand Forks, ND 58201
80. Benjamin A. Ring
66. Barry Striegel , 2421 Univ. Ave.
Watford City, ND 58854 Grand Forks, ND 58201
67. Paul Wisness 81. Mary Ellen Hegedus
Keene, ND 58847 314 Cambridge 
Grand Forks, ND 58201
68. Sandi Wisness 
Keene, ND 58847 82. Tom Noll
2421 University
Grand forks, ND 58201
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83. Shari Oja
2530 17th Ave. S. 
Grand Forks, ND 58201
84. Alfred M. Hagen 
710 4th S.
Grand Forks, ND 58201
85. Cynthia Phillips
517 28th Ave. N. #10 
Fargo, ND 58102
86. Bruce Edgeton 
261 Circle Drive 
Fargo, ND 58102
87. Sally Wagner 
113 15th Ave. N. 
Fargo, ND 58102
88. Michael Garrison 
1010 12th St. N. 
Fargo, ND 58102
89. Kevin J. Koose
716 N. 9th St., #202 
Fargo, ND 58102
90. Lewis Lubka
1706 11th Ave. N. 
Fargo, ND 58102
91. Brad Pavek
1445 10th St. N. 
Fargo, ND 58102
92. Sharon Cross 
2202 Broadway 
Fargo, ND 58102
93. Bill Nelson 
2371 20i Ave. S. 
Fargo, ND 58102
94. Arlene Andre
518 E. Divide, #3 
Bismarck, ND 58501
95. Mary Engel 
1324 2nd St. N. 
Bismarck, ND 58501
96. Glenn Bakken 
2626 5th Ave. N.
Grand Forks, ND 58201
97. Tom Disselhorst 





99. Clare Aubol 
310 N. Griffin 
Bismarck, ND 58501
100. Audrey Donegan 
320 6th Ave. NE 
Jamestown, ND 58401
101. James Jungroth 
910 8th Ave. NW 
Jamestown, ND 58401
102. Elmer Roemmich 
Spiritwood, ND 58481
103. Robert Donegan 
320 6th Ave. NE 
Jamestown, ND 58401
104. James Pomeroy 
210 15th Ave. NE 
Jamestown, ND 58401
105. Marian Roemmich 
Spiritwood, ND 58481
106. Mavis Pomeroy 
210 15th Ave. NE 
Jamestown, ND 58401
107. Thomas Wojick 
114 18th Ave. NE 
Jamestown, ND 58401
108. Laura Anhalt 
1016 Belmont Road 
Grand Forks, ND 58201
109. Mike Henley 




1521 Harmon Ave., Apt. #12 
Bismarck, ND 58501
111. Tracy Potter 
1016 Belmont Road 
Grand Forks, ND 58201
112. Larry Remele 
930 N. 7th 
Bismarck, ND 58501
113. Elmer Wahlund 
2114 Hanaford 
Bismarck, ND 58501
114. Joseph R. Smith 
1615 N. 17th St.
Bismarck, ND 58501
115. Bill Roath
3815 Berkeley Drive 
Grand Forks, ND 58201
116. Jeff Weispfenning 
1807 E. Capitol 
Bismarck, ND 58501
117. Kathie Piccagli 
712 N. 4th St.
Bismarck, ND 58501
118. Ann Rathke 




919 N. 7th St. 
Bismarck, ND 58501
121. Rosanne Enerson 
615 N. 6th, Apt. #3 
Bismarck, ND 58501
Vince Schmidt 





1 . Leon McGinnity 
McGregor, ND 58755
2. Lila Haugen 
Wheelock, ND 58855
3. Kay. Swanson 
Alamo, ND 58830
4. Robert Carlson 
Glenburn, ND 58740
5. Mary Carlson 
Glenburn, ND 58740




8. Laurence Johnson 
Glenburn, ND 58740
9. Jerry Meyer 
Berthold, ND 58718
10. Bob Witham 
Box 534
Parshall, ND 58770
11. George J. Saltsman 
926 SE 3rd St. 
Minot, ND 58701
12. Lawrence Rosendahl 
RR
Westhope, ND 58793
13. Carol Block 
607 Thompson 
Bottineau, ND 58318
14. Diane S. Pedie 
R. #1, Box 118 
Bottineau, ND 58318
15. Clifford Tengesdal 
Maxbass, ND 58760
16. Bert Gumeringer 
Esmond, ND 58332
17. Charlotte Selland 
Rt. 2
Rugby, ND 58368
18. Sally Selland 
Rt. 2
Rugby, ND 58368
19. Anne Marie Ripplinger 
Box 57
Selz, ND 58373
20. Marlow Nelson 
Rt. 2, Box 5 
Rugby, ND 58368
21. Bernice Hacanson 
Ryder, ND 58779
22. Denver Rosberg 
Underwood, ND 58576
23. Norma Fiedler 
1111 N. 1st 
Bismarck, ND 58501
24. Walt Fiedler 
1111 N. 1st 
Bismarck, ND 58501
25. Myrtle Jorgenson 
Ryder, ND 58779
26. Paul Patrick 
Wilton, ND 58579
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27. Gordon Hacanson 
Ryder, ND 58779
28. Mark Haugen 
Roseglen, ND 58775
29. Dee Rosberg 
Underwood, ND 58576
30. Steve Engbrecht 
Rolla, ND 58367
31. Ray Poitra 
Belcourt, ND 58316
32. Jeff Jemtrud 
Agate, ND 58310
33. Carol Jacobson 
Alamo, ND 58830
34. Ruby Hauge 
Ryder, ND 58779
35. Douglas Norell 
P.0. Box 118 
Rolla, ND 58467
36. Vita Peltier 
Box 44
Belcourt, ND 58316
37. Russell Davis 
Belcourt, ND 58316
38. Allen Richard 
Dunseith, ND 58329
39. Mike Vann 
Box 781
Belcourt, ND 58316
40. Linda Norell 
Box 118
Rolla, ND 58367
41. Joni Richard 
Dunseith, ND 58329
42. Dorothy Muhs 
. Langdon, ND 58249
43. Sandra Selland 
1310 5th St. 
Langdon, ND 58249
44. Beth Snyder 
1320 3rd St. 
Langdon, ND 58249
45. Bill Heigaard 





Rock Lake, ND 58365
■
IS 00 Bob Muhs
Langdon, ND 58249
49. Paula Heigaard 
1116 14th St. 
Langdon, ND 58249
50. Jody Heigaard 
1116 14th St. 
Langdon, ND 58249
51. Leon Dubourt 
Walhalla, ND 58228
52. Lome Hillier 
Hensel, ND 58241
53. Fran Morrison 
Cavalier, ND 58220
54. Chuck Fleming 
Cavalier, ND 58220
55. Jim Weinlaeder 
Drayton, ND 58225
56. Leonard Fagerholt 
Hoople, ND 58243
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57. Neil Fleming 71. Herschel Laschkowitz
Cavalier, ND 58220 1 South 2nd St. 
Fargo, ND 58102
58. Judy Barstad 
Minnewaukan, ND 58351 72. Avis Heuer 
Leonard, ND 58052
59. Myrtle Jacobson 
Esmond, ND 58332 73. Duane Ladbury 
Dazey, ND 58429
60. Charlotte Larson 
Sheyenne, ND 58374 74. John Heuer 
Leonard, ND 58052
61. Fabian Hoffner 
Esmond, ND 58332 75. Todd Weber 
Casselton, ND 58012
62. Byron Langley 
Warwick, ND 58381 76. Janyce Wulff 
Leonard, ND 58052
63. Shirley Smith 
Esmond, ND 58381 77. Maybelle Jahnke 
Durbin, ND 58023
64. Colin Barstad 
Minnewauken, ND 58351 78. Mrs. Melvin Morris 
Wheatland, ND 58079
65. John Schneider 
Box 2785 79. John Wieland
Fargo, ND 58102 Dazey, ND 58429
66. Arlene Cegla 80. Oscar Simonson




67. Bernie Delmore 
101 S. 2nd Street
Finley, ND 58023
Fargo, ND 58102 82. Loren Richards 
Hope, ND 58046
68. Mary Schneider 
1011 8th Street S. 
Fargo, ND 58102
83. Evelyn Pedersen 
Rt. 1, Box 77 
Luverne, ND 58056
69. Ron Hilden
1524 5th Ave. S. 84. Bruce Pederson
Fargo, ND 58102 Rt. 1, Box 77 
Luverne, ND 58056
70. Tom McConn 
1 S. Terrace 85. Marian Richards
Fargo, ND 58102 Hope, ND 58046
86. Julian Johnson 
Sharon, ND 58277
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87. Grace Johnson 102. Laura Ripplinger
Sharon, ND 58277 1579 Richmond Drive 
Bismarck, ND 58501
88. Florence Strand 
Finley, ND 58230 103. Leon B. Ripplinger 
1679 Richmond Drive
89. Cecil Miller 
525 10th Ave. SW
Bismarck, ND 58501
Valley City, ND 58072 104. Marlene Clemens 
413 16th St. NW
90. Robin Huseby 
442 NW 6th
Mandan, ND 58554
Valley City, ND 58072 105. Bruce Gallagher 
700 4th St. NW
91. Earl R. Pomeroy 
542 3rd St. NE
Mandan, ND 58554
Valley City, ND 58077 106. Jim Gerl
411 7th Ave. NW
92. Frank Lenzmeier 
316 17th Ave. N.
Mandan, ND 58554
Wahpeton, ND 58075 107. Gary Holm 
Hg, US Army
93. Louise Stofferahn Japan, AP0
Cogswell, ND 58017 San Francisco, CA 96343
94. Orvis Silseth 108. Connie Jameson
Rutland, ND 58067 239 S. Prairie Lane 
Mandan, ND 58554
95. Scott Stofferahn 
Cogswell, ND 58017 109. John Risch 
Box 95




97. Jim Popp 411 7th Ave. NW
Lidgerwood, ND 58053 Mandan, ND 58554
98. Nick Schmit 111. Chris Hogan
Wyndmere, ND 58081 610 NW 3rd St. 
Mandan, ND 58554
99. Palmer Anderson 
Litchville, ND 58461 112. Dave Jameson
239 S. Prairie Lane
100. Marion Anderson Mandan, ND 58554
Litchville, ND 58461
113. Mariann L. Lang
101. Sharon Gallagher 609 Hillview Place




719 8th Ave. NE 
Mandan, ND 58554
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115. Francis Barth 
Solen, ND 58570
116. Ernie Halverson 
Ft. Yates, ND 58538
117. Alvin Hehn 
Leith, ND 58551
118. Thelma Luger 
Box G
Fort Yates, ND 58538
119. Caroline Schaff 
Shields, ND 58569
120. Reba Walker 
Box 429
Fort Yates, ND 58538
121. Carolina Danks 
Newtown, ND 58763
122. Jill Gillette 
Newtown, ND 58763
123. Phillis Howard 
Newtown, ND 58763
124. Larry Parker 
Newtown, ND 58763
125. Myra Snow 
Newtown, ND 58763
126. Tillie Walker 
Mandaree, ND 58757
127. Cameron Clemens 
413 16th St. NW 
Mandan, ND 58554
128. Margo Guimont 
Mandaree, ND 58575
129. Arthur Sickler 
Gladstone, ND 58630
130. Rose Sickler 
Gladstone, ND 58630
131. Dennis Snow 
Newtown, ND 58763
132. Arlene Wilhelm 
104 3rd Ave. E. 
Dickinson, ND 58601
133. Loretta Krebs 
Regent, ND 58650
134. Ruth Ferguson 
Mott, ND 58646
135. Martin Messer 
Mott, ND 58646
136. Adam Krebs 
Regent, ND 58650
137. Kaye Schoeder 
Reeder, ND 58649
138. Tim Maher 
Bowman, ND 58623
139. R. D. Maixner
New England, ND 58647
140. Julie Greni 
Bowman, ND 58623
141. Jacquie Maixner
Rt. 3, Box 81
New England, ND 58647
142. Laura Maixner 
Rt. 3, Box 78 
New England, ND 58647
143. Richard R. Maixner 
New England, ND 58647
144. Kari Conrad 
1611 4th Ave. SE 
Minot, ND 58701
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145. Joseph J. Koenigsraan 158. Betty Johnson





224 19th Street SE
Ray, ND 58849
Minot, ND 58701 160. Dale Karlgaard 
Tioga, ND 58852
147. Alta Noack 
RR #5 161. Bob Kinsey
Minot, ND 58701 Crosby, ND 58730
148. J. Mikel Walsh 162. Jeremy Nelson




149. B. Jayapathy 
9 Souris Court
Ambrose, ND 58833
Minot, ND 58701 164. Alvin Anderson 
Epping, ND 58843
150. George Woell 
1210 4th Street NE 165. Eric Johnson
Minot, ND 58701 Ray, ND 58849
151. Marty Walsh 166. Marlene Karlgaard




152. Neil Leigh Alamo, ND 58830
710 NE 10th 
Minot, ND 58701 168. Donald Swanson 
Alamo, ND 58830
153. Jim Maxon 
6 Souris Court 169. Lester Johnson
Minot, ND 58701 Alamo, ND 58830
154. Mrs. Neil Leigh 170. Kelly Keith
710 NE 10th Crosby, ND 58730
Minot, ND 58701
171. Hazel Nelson
155. Phyllis Scheveck Alamo, ND 58830
1406 1st Ave. SE 
Minot, ND 58701 172. Olaf Opedahl 
Tioga, ND 58852
156. Charell Schillo
811 4th Ave. W. 173. Curt Tangedahl
Williston, ND 58801 Ambrose, ND 58833
157. Julian Haugen 174. Morrene Wisdahl
Wheelock, ND 58855 Alamo, ND 58830
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175. Bryan L. Giese 
1801 10th Ave. SE 
Mandan, ND 58554
187. Wanda L. Couchigian 
814 25th Ave. S.
Grand Forks, ND 58201
176. Gary H. Lee
3904 University Ave., #17 
Grand Forks, ND 58201
188. Marilyn Arneson 
910 36th Ave. S., #6 
Grand Forks, ND 58201
177. Glenn Pomeroy 
1110 Stanford Rd. 
Grand Forks, ND 58201
189. Mavis Couchigian 
814 25th Ave. S.
Grand Forks, ND 58201
178. Jennifer E. Ring 
2421 University Ave. 
Grand Forks, ND 58201
190. Martin Wieland 
1106 26th Ave. S., #1 
Grand Forks, ND 58201
179. Tina G. Moe 
606 Oxford
Grand Forks, ND 58201
191. John E. Monzingo 




Grand Forks, ND 58201
192. Lee Becker 
154 S. Woodcrest 
Fargo, ND 58102
181. Darla Romfo
815 N. 39th St., 302G





815 N. 39th St., 202E
Grand Forks, ND 58201
194. Mike Day 
2526 S. 15th 
Fargo, ND 58102
183. Dave Pudwill
3rd and Rosser Ave.
Bismarck, ND 58501




3616 Landeco, Apt. 30
Grand Forks, ND 58201
196. Dan St. Onge 
1720 Plumtree Road 
Fargo, ND 58102
185. William J. Couchigian 
814 25th Ave. S.
Grand Forks, ND 58201
197. Kay Conn
1110 10th St. W.
Fargo, ND 58102
186. James Arneson
910 36th Ave. S. #6
Grand Forks, ND 58201
198. Don Homuth 
1339 N. 9th 
Fargo, ND 58102
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199. Tom Matchie 
1218 N. Ill Street 
Fargo, ND 58102
211. Kim Peterson 
1248 Broadway 
Fargo, ND 58102
200. Roger C. Blume 
303 Churchill 
Fargo, ND 58102
212. JoAnn Alger 
330 8th Ave. S. 
Fargo, ND 58102
201. Tracy Cams
502 E. West High Rise
Fargo, ND 58102
213. Bruce Briggs 
2123 15th Ave. S. 
Fargo, ND 58102
202. Larry Green
171D University Village 
Fargo, ND' 58102
214. Diane Ista 
901 24th Ave. S. 
Fargo, ND 58102




3103 West Gate Drive 
Fargo, ND 58102
204. Warren Sogard 
901 6th Ave. N. 
Fargo, ND 58102
216. Mike Olson 
426 8th Ave. S. 
Fargo, ND 58102
205. Eloise Clower 
722 7th St. N. 
Fargo, ND 58102
217. Bernard J. Grosso 
2919 Southgate Drive 
Fargo, ND 58102
206. Louise Stockman 
1215 14th Ave. N. 
Fargo, ND 58102
218. Sheila Lacy 
3719 River Drive 
Fargo, ND 58102
207. James Alger 
330 8th Ave. S. 
Fargo, ND 58102
219. Sylvia Krueger 
1315 South 9th 
Fargo, ND 58102
208. Kathryn Conlin 
1332 South 9th 
Fargo, ND 58102
220. Bill Guy
2920 Manitoba Lane 
Bismarck, ND 58501
209. Pat Haarstad 





210. Luther Kristensen 
914 21st Ave. S. 
Fargo, ND 58102
222. Arly Richau 
3048 Ontario Lane 
Bismarck, ND 58501
223. Austin Engel 
1324 2nd St. N. 
Bismarck, ND 58501
224. Rita Gervais 
620 W. Rosser 
Bismarck, ND 58501
225. Lucy Malski •
316 Ave. C West 
Bismarck, ND 58501
226. Leo Wilking 
125 E. Arikara 
Bismarck, ND 58501
227. Kelly Clarke 
2518 Atlas Drive 
Bismarck, ND 58501
228. Harold Falk 
Wimbledon, ND 58492
229. Jean Falk 
Wimbledon, ND 58492
230. Thomas Dewey 
219B 9th St. NE 
Jamestown, ND 58401
231. Jan Stowe
407 15th Ave. NE 
Jamestown, ND 58401
232. Gerald Halmrast 
1518 Porter Ave. 
Bismarck, ND 58501
233. Sandy Huseby 
101 S. 2nd 
Fargo, ND 58102
234. Rosalyn Smith 
1517 7th Ave. S.
FArgo, ND 58102
235. Kathryn Kenna
1408 University Avenue 
Garnd Forks, ND 58201
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APPENDIX H
SUGGESTED PREAMBLE TO NORTH DAKOTA 
DEMOCRATIC-NPL PLATFORM
The North Dakota Democratic-NPL Party can be proud of its championing of 
the rights, needs and obligations of individuals and their government.
In the United States of America, the rights and desires of the individual 
and government are both complementary and competitive..
In recent years, tremendous strides have been made in the provision for 
opportunity for physically and mentally handicapped persons in this coun­
try. These strides have costs and benefits. Providing training and 
accessibility to the fruits of American citizenship for all people is an 
expensive but very worthy goal. For too long, we have ignored and denied 
the aspirations of the physically and mentally handicapped.
LET’S KICK 'EM IN '80
Balancing the budget and bringing inflation under control are urgent 
needs. We cannot, however, expect those least able to help themselves 
or lobby for themselves to bear the brunt of economic adjustment that 
needs to be made in these times.
We caution Americans to examine current reactionary rhetoric very care­
fully. We agree that government must operate efficiently and that in­
flation must be controlled. But we fear that the evangelism of current 
reactionary rhetoric encourages a negative narcissism in our society 
rather than pride and satisfaction in our ability to provide opportunity 
for less fortunate members of society.
The Democratic-NPL has na important responsibility to continue to be the 
part of hope and compassion. It is to those less fortunate that we dedi­





THE 1980 DEMOCRATIC-NPL CONVENTION 
from
THE COMMITTEE ON PLATFORM AND RESOLUTIONS 
THE NORTH DAKOTA DEMOCRATIC-NPL PARTY BELIEVES ...
That every human being has worth and dignity.
That every citizen has responsibility of participation in democratic 
government.
That democratic government, in theory and in practice, is truly to 
be of the people, by the people and for the people. That our future 
will be fashioned by responsible people.
IN THIS TIME WE PLEDGE OURSELVES TO ...
Continue to build open and honest government.
Listen and respond to the needs of the people.
Insure justice, equality and freedom for all people.
Preserve and enhance the quality of life in North Dakota.
THE MEANING OF A PARTY PLATFORM:
Two of the most important functions of a political party are the adoption 
of a platform and the selection of candiates. Also vital to our ultimate 
goal of effective representative government is the relationship between 
the two. This is a delicate relationship and one which has traditionally 
gone undefined; yet we feel an obligation to let our candidates and 
officials know what we as a party expect of them in relation to our plat­
form. The definition of such a relationship seems to us a necessary 
prerequisite to the effective operation of political parties as respon­
sible instruments of change without our democratic system.
We adopt this platform in the expectation that those who carry our endor­
sement will support it. We do demand candor and clarity from anyone seek­
ing our endorsement if he or she cannot support these things for which we 
as a party stand. We recognize that the Democratic-NPL is a diverse party 
of often conflicting opinions, and it would be not only presumptuous, but 
self-defeating to expect our officials to disavow their own judgments 
when they are strongly held.
We have the right to expect, however, that in duch instances our candidates 
and officials will tell us forthrightly how and why they differ from our 
stated positions. To expect more would be to transfress our responsibility 




1. We support continued funds to be made available for those who wish 
to make their homes more energy-efficient. D-47
2. High interest rates compound inflation and have devastating effects 
on operating expenses. We urge our congressional delegation to con­
vince their colleagues and the President of the United States that these 
are two problems that must be solved in the interest of rural America. 
D-23, 48
3. We support the enactment of legislation providing for public financ­
ing of state and national elections. D-32
4. The North Dakota Democratic-NPL party urges its congressional dele­
gation to work for a foreign defense policy that will reduce interna­
tional tensions, strengthen the United Nations, and encourage the en­
hancement of itnernational human rights. We support a decrease in 
military spending, through effective congressional watchdogging of 
military spending, a shift in reliance from an overly large standing 
army to civilian reserves, and continued search for nuclear disarmament.
NATIONAL - RESOLUTIONS
1. BE IT RESOLVED THAT THE Democratic-NPL Party urges our congressional 
delegation to work for the reform of the Congressional Hatch Act to 
restore full civil rights. D-40, 41, 50
2. We oppose all calls for a national constitutional convention for the 
following reasons: a) It would be extremely expensive, b) Such a con­
vention would subject the entire Constitution to alterations, c) There 
is already an effective method of amending the Constitution available 
without taking such a drastic and unpredictable step. D-24
3. RESOLVED, the United States is a peace-loving natin with no desire 
or need for a "1st strike" capability. We oppose the MX, Cruise, and 
Trident missile systems as representing a dangerious drift to nuclear 
war.
4. We oppose imperialsim in every form. The Soviet Union is embarking 
on a dangerious course of overt imperialism in Afghanistan and the Horn 
of Africa. Those os us who stand opposed to super-power interference in 
independent nations - rebuke the Societ actions and support the United 
Nations General Assembly resolutions condemning the naked Soviet aggres­
sion in Afghanistan.
INTERNATIONAL
1. We believe that the United States must milit using the sale of arms 
to negotiate peace between hostil nations. D-47
2. We support continuation of the United Nations as a means of pursuing 
world peace. D-47
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3. We believe that the U.S. must limit International sale of arms to 
only those cases where it is determined by the President and Congress 
that the sale is needed to promote our national security.
INTERNATIONAL - RESOLUTIONS
1. We call for American resistance to the expansion of dictatorships 
in other sovereign states. Yet, we recognize that we earn the right to 
oppose the dictatorial alternative by acting according to our American 
standards of justice and freedom. We see that the most powerful means 
of long-term resistance to expanding dictatorships are American respect 
for National self-determination, promoting respect for human rights in 
the nations where we have influence. D-47
2. We support the preliminary recommendations of the Presidential 
Commission on World Hunger. The commission's general recommendation is 
that the U.S., for moral, economic and security-related reasons, make 
the elimination of hunger the primary focus of its relationship with 
the developing world. Three specific recommendations are:
a) to give cabinet level status to the director of the recently 
created International Development Cooperation Agency,
b) to double economic development aid within a few years for poor 
nations committed to self-reliance and meeting basic human needs 
and rights;
c) to ratify international conventions and create a UN agency to 
prevent the use of famine as an instrument of war.
3. NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the American people have learned 
a great deal from the disaster of Vietnam and we oppose any use of force 
or other acts which might lead to war in the Mid-East. D-29, 48
4. Resolve that we support a full scale federal investigation of the 
operation and organization of the multi-national corporations involved in 
the production and distribution of coal, oil, and natural gas. This 
investigation should provide an independent means of verifying the figures 
on available reserve and actual production. D-32, 42
HEALTH
1. We believe health care is a basic human right.
2. We support a national health plan to guarantee complete health ser­
vices to every resident of the United States. Young Dems D-8 D-47 D-32 
D-29 D-37 D-41 D-42
3. While we defend the right to choice of women on the issue of abortion, 
the North Dakota Democratic-NPL believes the aim of any practical public 
policy on abortion should be to reduce the incidence of abortion without 
coercing women. Some positive measures would stress effective sex educa­
tion, continued research on safer means of contraception, improved
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adoption services, support for parents raising exceptional children, and 
economic programs which make it possible for parents to both raise child­
ren with love and pursue a productive work life. D-42
4. We support a program of public health insurance to guarantee full 
coverage of health care services to all North Dakotans. D-41 D-42 D-49 
D-34 D-12 D-21
5. In the public health program we support the following:
a. We encourage the growth and development of community-based 
Health Maintenance Organizations. D-47
b. Recognizing the relationship between good menatl health and 
physical health and well-being, we encourage health insurance 
coverage for mental health, treatment to be equivalent to 
coverage for physical illness. D-37 D-47
c. We support the concept of effective, yet flexible, cost contain­
ment in the area of health services. D-4 D-42
d. We support expansion of medical training in North Dakota to 
provide education to a greater number of qualified students.
Through loan and grant programs, we encourage the establish­
ment of a state health corps to improve care in medically under­
served areas. D-47 D-37 D-32
e. We support higher pay for nurses through collective bargaining 
and the right of nurse practitioners to perform tasks without on­
site supervision by physicians.
f. We support strong environmental standards to protect the health 
and welfare of all North Dakotans in regards to air, land, and 
water contamination from all contaminating sources. D-47
g. We support legislative action which would provide adequate funding, 
staff and programs necessary to bring state institutions up to 
acceptable and appropriate standards, at least in compliance with 
federal standards. Consistent with this end, we especially 
support programs geared to effectively return many of the resid­
ents to these institutions to the community. D-41 D-21 D-32
D-24 D-37
RESOLUTION OF HEALTH
1. We support expanded use of Title 19 funds for mental health.
EDUCATION
1. We request enactment of legislation that will provide at least 70 
percent of all per pupil costs of education programs including regular 
elementary, secondary, vocational and special education programs in Public 
Schools, D-23, D-36, D-47, D-24, D-42, D-41, D-39, D-15, D-32, D-44,
D-27, D-3, D-21, D-39, D-8, D-20, D-40-50, D-12.
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2. We support legislation to provide a cost of living adjustment of re­
tirement benefits for teachers already retired. D-47, D-37, D-27, D-32, 
D-42, D-15, D-40-50, D-23
3. We urge the expanded funding of the statewide Public Educational 
Television network. D-8, D-32, D-37, D-15, D-20, D-47.
4. We request legislation to provide kindergarten at one-half the 
elementary per pupil payment. D-23, D-47, D-42, D-32, D-44, D-27, D-31, 
D-21, D-37, D-15, D-20.
5. We urge legislation to provide a system of last best offer binding 
third-party arbitration as a method of resolving impasses between School 
Boards and Teacher Organizations in the absence of the right to strike. 
D-47, D-37, D-27, D-20, D-32, D-29, D-44, D-41, D-21, D-15, D-40-50, 
D-23.
6. We request legislation to proivde collective bargaining rights for 
College and University faculties, giving them some influence and deter­
mination regarding their rights and terms and conditions of employment. 
D-47, D-42, D-37, D-15, D-23.
7. We request legislation to provide an improved fringe benefit package 
for educators at STate Institutions (hospital insurance, sick leave, 
teacher retirement, etc.). D-23, D-37, D-42.
8. We request legislation to provide School Districts, State Colleges, 
Universities, and all other state educational institutions with emergency 
funding at the beginning of the 1981 legislatiave session to relieve 
financial crisis and to provide adequate salary adjustments to staff in 
response to the cost of living problems. D-47, D-37, D-24, D-42, D-40-50, 
D-2, D-23.
9. We request legislation making it possible to assess non-members their 
"fair share" of the costs of negotiations. D-37, D-23.
10. We request enactment of legislation that will provide state funding 
for Driver's Education Training in order to make such classes available 
to all students in the state. D-37.
11. We request legislation requiring an appointment of a full-time 
teaching faculty member from an institution of higher education in the 
state of North DAkota to the State Board of Higher Education. D-37.
12. We support the concept that theSTate of North Dakota continue to 
upgrade the Teacher's Fund for Retirement by increasing benefits and 
maintaining acturaial soundness of the program. D-47, D-37, D-27, D-32, 
D-42, D-15, D-40-50, D-23.
13. We support the concept that the State of North Dakota provide a more 
realistic due process protection for teachers by placing a "burden of 
proof" upon the Boards of Education to substantiate their reasons for 
non-renewals. D-47, D-37, D-27, D-24, D-32, D-41, D-23.
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14. We support expanded low-interest federal and state loans to assist 
students in obtaining an advanced education in an accredited shcool. 
D-15.
15. We support the concept that students at junior colleges should receive 
state financial support equal to that of students attending state univer­
sities and colleges. D-15.
RESOLUTIONS OF EDUCATION
1. We urge statewide compliance with Title XI in all schools. D-47.
STATE GOVERNMENT
1. We believe that there should be adequate funding of the Consumer 
Affairs Division of the State Laboratories Department. D-47, 29.
2. In order to organize and coordinate more effectively state programs 
and resources serving local units of government, the Governor's Office 
be encouraged to consider proposing the establishment of a Department of 
Community Affairs to the 1981 Legislative Assembly. D-47.
3. We support the enactment of legislation awarding to private citizens, 
from the responsible government regulating agencies, attorney's fees and 
costs of alwsuits, when the citizen is damaged by inadequate enforcement 
of statutes or regulations. D-37.
4. We suport state funds for statewide public library development.
D-15, 29.
5. We support Governor Link's proposal for a cost of living, catch-up 
increase for state employees effective in January, retroactive to 
July 1, of this year. D-32, 42, 40, 50, SE Area.
6. We encourage the State of North Dakota to develop and promote a 
merit system for all state employees. D-32.
7. We urge the Public Service Commission to implement "life-line" 
concepts into utility rate reforms. D-32.
RESOLUTIONS OF STATE GOVERNMENT
1. We urge the voters of North Dakota to defeat the 1979 legislative 
enactment which restricts political contributions by political action 
groups when that measure is voted upon by the people in the 1980 primary 
election. D-21.
INDUSTRY, BUSINESS. LABOR. AND TRANSPORTATION
Industry
1. We support legislation for expansion of North Dakota's tourist industry
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and the development of state historic sites. D-47, D-37.
2. We support legislation which would restrict public utility advertise­
ments from being part of the rate structure.
3. We support legislation directing that one who engages in the abnor­
mally dangerous activity of blasting, including blasting for purposes of 
geophysical research, be strictly liable for any damage caused, irres­
pective of the blastor's negligence. D-37.
4. We oppose legislation which would allow a utility company to include 
construction work in progress on its rate base. D-37.
RESOLUTIONS - INDUSTRY
1. We encourage labor, industry and state agencies engaged in providing 
manpower-related services to cooperate in order to make maximum use of 
in-state programs and facilities to prepare North Dakota residents for 
positions, occupations and professions of worth and dignity within our 
state. D-47.
2. We encourage the wise and judicious development of the State's 
economy with an awareness toward maintaining or reestablishing a quality- 
filled natural as well as cultural environment. D-47.
3. We support phased energy plant construction to facilitate the flow 
of labor and minimize adverse impact of the construction project. D-37.
Business
1. We support legislation reducing the state law regarding interest rates 
on revolving charge accounts. D-47.
2. We support legislation which encourages the development and continu­
ation of small business. D-47.
3. We support legislation that fuel adjustment increases for companies 
owning a captive fuel source cannot be passed on to the consumer without 
a public hearing. D-37.
RESOLUTIONS - BUSINESS
1. We support waste recycling plants. D-47, D-37, D-29.
2. We support the elimination of unnecessarily burdensome federal and 
state regulations governing small businesses. D-37.
Labor
1. We support legislation that guarantees the right of collective bar­
gaining for all public employees in the state of North Dakota without 
exception. D-41, D-32, D-21, D-15, D-40, D-50, D-42, D-24, D-39.
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2. We support legislation for higher benefits under unemployment compen­
sation and workmen's compensation with equal treatment for men, women, 
public employees, farm workers, and disabled recipients. D-32, D-37.
3. We support legislation that the state fund increase workmen's 
benefits for widows. D-32, D-21.
4. We support legislation to provide more jobs for the 14-16 year olds 
in the area of conservation, park maintenance, and recreation. D-15.
5. We support legislation to amend the Unemployment Compensation Act to 
define the term "Labor Dispute" as it exists in the Act to allow employees 
who are out of work because of a lock out to note be excluded from 
benefits. D-32.
6. We support the repeal of the right to work law in North Dakota.
D-32, D-41, D-37, D-21.
7. We support legislation that the North Dakota Workmen's Compensation 
Act be amended to allow suits against the employer for work related 
injuries caused by acts of gross negligence by the employer. D-21.
RESOLUTIONS - LABOR
1. We urge continuance of Saturday mail delivery.
2. We urge support for improvement of eligibility requrements for unem­
ployment conpensation, equal to or better than those before the 1979 
legislative changes. D-32, D-l.
3. The employer should inform the employee of his/her eligibility for 
unemployment compensation upon leaving the employer for any reason. D-32.
4. Resolve that we support an increase in minimum wages for full and 
part-time workers in North Dakota. D-42, D-15.
5. Resolve that we recognize the sacrifices made by the Vietnam veter­
ans on behalf of our country, and we believe that:
a. The state of North Dakota should support a 15% GI Bill increase.
b. A committee should be formed to identify Agent Orange casualties.
c. The State of North Dakota should institute a Vietnam veteran job 
program. D-42, D-40, D-50.
Transportation
1. We support legislation for public transportation intra city, and 
inner city, and rural for citizens and visitors particularly for the 
elderly, handicapped, and low income citizens of North Dakota. This 
transportation should be at low cost and subsidized where necessary.
D-20, D-47, D-37, D-29, D-32.
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2. We support legislation for the establishment of a state department 
of transportation and the continued development of all modes of trans­
portation within our state, including highways, rail, air, pipelines 
and waterways. D-A7, D-AO, D-50.
RESOLUTIONS - TRANSPORTATION
1. We encourage research and development of energy efficient, low cost 
transportation systems for North Dakota and support a thorough investi­
gation regarding the adequacy of North Dakota's transportation systems, 
including marketing of agricultural products. D-A7.
2. We believe that reasonably priced rail and highway transportation are 
absolutely vital to the economic well-being of North Dakota. Alternative 
methods of product delivery must be carefully scrutinized before imple­
mentation. D-A7, D-AO, D-50.
3. The railroad system must be maintained, not only for freight but for 
passenger service. Action to be taken should include regional meetings 
to obtain input from farmer, grain dealer, and the railroads, followed 
by negotiations by adequate representation of these groups to determine 
the best way to serve our state and region. We go on record urging
the railroads to give unit train rates and providing stiff penalties 
when rail cars were not provided or when not used. D-15, D-29, D-37, 
D-A7.
A. We support the abolishment of restrictions which, as they currently 
exist, prevent independent truckers from making a back haul of commodities 
unless the independent truckers enter into a trip lease and pays a fee 
to a licensed carrier. D-37.
5. We urge that the North Dakota legislature pass a resolution calling 
on Congress to increase funding for the development of rural transit 
system. D-21.
6. We support calling for railroads to maitain adequate crew size to 
insure safety during the operation of trains. D-37.
7. We support revision of the National Transportation Law to guarantee 
a Common carrier system of transportation, which will ensure protection 
of the consumer, small businessman and shippers, through competition 
and regulation. D-A7, D-21.
8. We believe the Democratic-NPL Party should urge Congress to enact 
legislation to provide a moratorium on any railroad branchline abandon­
ments, pending a thorough and complete study of the transportation 
needs of this nation, in order to establish a plan for a balanced trans­
portation system for both passenger and freight service, the balance 
being consistent with the need to omprove the ecology of our country.
D-A7, D-23, D-37.
9. We support continuing Northern routes Amtrak service and reimple­
mentation of the Southern route. D-27, D-2A, D-AO, D-50.
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10. We urge the transportation of dangerous chemicals or explosive sub­
stances to be safeguarded by appropriate legislation.
11. We support a more equitable plan of heating fuel allocation to 
indicidual states based on climate and other pertinent factors rather than 
strictly population per capita income. D-29.
12. We urge the use of the abandoned Milwaukee Road as a pilot coop 
project owned and operated by farmers and workers.
CONSUMER AFFAIRS
1. We support legislation for an energy conservation code for rental 
housing which would require specific measures to eliminate energy waste. 
D-42, D-32.
2. We support legislation that will address the unique problems of 
landlord-tenant relationships in mobile home living and strengthen 
tenant rights. D-32.
3. We support the inclusion of mobile homes in federal and state 
housing programs. D-32.
4. We support a change in the insurance practices in North Dakota 
regarding mobile homes to reflect the replacement costs rather than the 
book value of the home, similar to conventinal home practices. D-32.
5. We urge the Public Service Commission to implement "life-line" 
concepts into utility rate reforms. D-32.
RES0LUTUI0NS FOR CONSUMER AFFAIRS
1. We support a pro-family position by enacting legislation that pro­
hibits housing discrimination against households with children and that 
promotes housing development which is responsive to households with 
children. D-47.
2. We oppose attempts to strip the Federal Trade Commission of its powers 
to protect the American consumer from exploitation by unscrupulous busi­
ness firms. D-42.
3. We urge the passage of Truth in Repairs legislation relating to 
automobiles, appliances, and household repairs. D-47.
4. We support the establishment of an ombudsman office in the Capitol, 
the purpose of which would be to provide informatin and assistance 
directly to citizens anywhere in the state in matters involving citizens 
and the state government. D-47, D-29.
NATURAL RESOURCES
1. We urge that incentives be provided for research and development
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of alternative energy sources such as solar, wind, geothermal and tidal 
power - as well as greater efficiency in producing energy from fossil 
fuels. D-47, D-44, D-29, D-37.
2. We believe that energy conservation and efficiency should play a 
substantial role in state and federal energy policies. D-47, D-32.
3. We continue to support strict enforcement of laws and regulations 
to protect the state's air and water quality, including those dealing 
with the prevention of significant deterioration. D-47, D-37, D-33, 
D-45.
4. We support a severance tax on coal and oil based on a percentage 
of its value to adequately cover the primary and secondary impacts of 
of development on affected counties, the state as a whole and future 
generations. D-47.
5. We support legislation that would give equal rights and responsi­
bilities to surface and sub-surface owners of the land, including the 
sharing by sub-surface owners in the cost of real estate taxes and 
compensation to the surface owners for surface exploration. D-47,
D-33.
6. We continue to support a reclamation law which insures that mined 
land will be reclaimed to as good or better production which existed 
prior to mining, including the ability to withstand adverse climatic 
conditions common to this state and with particular attention given 
to proper restratification. D-47, D-8.
7. We urge that non-structural solutions to flooding problems be given 
consideration equal to that given structural dams and channels. These 
include flood plain zoning, preservation of wetlands to store water where 
it falls, and land use practices that enhance filteration rather than 
rapid run-off. D-47, D-37, D-3.
8. We believe that North Dakota should not be used as a site for 
nuclear power plants or be used for dumping of nuclear wastes and the 
mining of uranium. D-47, D-37, D-42, D-32, D-29.
9. We endorse the concept of local state, regional and national land 
use planning by delegated governmental agencies with adequate input 
from farmers, ranchers, and other citizens in order to plan for the 
orderly use of our finite natural resources. D-47, D-14.
•4,
10. We urge project sponsors of Garrison Diversion to address and 
earnestly seek equitable solutions to the problems of displaced farmers, 
water quality maintenance and the restoration of wildlife habitat des­
troyed by the project, some of the main obstacles to its completion.
D-47.
11. We recommend more intensive programs to increase North Dakota's 
awareness of the consequences of losing land to mineral and urban develop­
ment.
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12. We recommend that research and education efforts be increased to solve 
the problem of saline seepage.
13. We recommend that the eminent domain policy at both state and federal 
levels be re-evaluated.
RESOLUTIONS - NATURAL RESOURCES
1. We support the purchase of the Cross Ranch in honor of our State's 
veterans. D-47, D-20, D-24, D-3, D-42, D-41, D-40, D-50.
2. Be it resolved that our coal impact office be called the Energy 
Impact Office to reflect energy development from oil and gas as well 
as coal. D-39.
3. We urge that before any permit for a coal-fired plant be authorized 
that the power company be required to submit a plan for economical use 
of the recoverable waste heat. We also urge existing coal-fired plants 
to find an economic use for their recoverable waste heat. D-8.
4. We support legislation which would enable surface owners to secure 
compensation for improvements made to their property after the initial 
leasing of mineral rights. D-8.
5. We support the concept of making all beverage cans and bottles 
returnable. D-8, D-20.
6. We support the Northern Tier pipeline which will carry much needed 
vital crude oil to the midwest.
7. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service should be required to vacate all 
easements signed by landowners or their agents pursuant to watershed 
projects, unless said projects are completed within a period of three
(3) years from the date of the easement agreement. D-15.
8. It is essential that our State Government, and its various agencies 
and subdivisions follow policies and practices that encourage the invest­
ment of capital and skills in the orderly and reasonable development of 
the coal resources of North Dakota, subject, of course, to reasonable 
safeguards to our environment.
The rights of the surface owner must be fully protected and full restitu­
tion of costs and loss of income of the surface owners must be made.
9. We support re-examination of current water allocation methods in 
light of contemporary and future needs. We further support legislation 
which would allow the state as well as local units of government to 
reserve water, through the Water Commission, for specific future uses 
and also contingency uses of a currently unforeseen nature. We recom­
mend that these reservations become part of a comprehensive state water 
plan to be required by the Legislature.
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10. We support legislation that would give equal rights to surface and 
sub-surface owners. We urge legislation to divide the present real 
estate tax so that a percentage would be paid by the surface owner and 
a percentage be paid by the mineral owner. If the mineral owner should 
become delinquent in payment of his tax, the severed (sic) mineral acres 
should be returned to the surface owner upon payment of the delinquent 
tax.
HUMAN RESOURCES
1. We continue to support the Equal Rights Amendment. D-47, D-42, D-29, 
D-37, D-27, Young Dems.
2. We support the establishment of a State Human Rights Commission to 
enforce the Equal Employment Opportunity Act and state civil rights 
legislation. D-47, D-42, D-32, D-29, D-37.
3. We encourage legislative appropriation for the provision of pro­
tection and services for all victims of domestic violence. D-29,
D-42, D-47, D-29, D-32.
4. We support continuation and strengthening of the Demo-NPL Party's 
Affirmative Action Program. D-47.
5. We urge the further development and expansion of displaced home­
makers programs. D-47.
6. We support the extension of legal services to persons who cannot 
afford to pay for such services. D-47, D-37, D-29.
7. We support legislation establishing a State Housing Finance Agency 
to help meet the needs of the low and moderate income, elderly and 
handicapped. D-32, D-20, D-29.
8. We urge the State Legislature to appropriate adequate resources to 
aid low income, elderly, and handicpped with the provision of energy 
criis assistance which would supplement federal programs, D-42, D-32.
9. We support legislation which would provide low interest loans for 
home and small business weatherization and for installation of renewable 
energy producing devices; i.e., solar and wind. D-42, D-32.
RESOLUTIONS FOR HUMAN RESOURCES
1. We support programs which will provide Senior Citizens with adequate 
health and nutritional care, housing, transportation, recreation, educa­
tion, and job opportunities which will enable them to continue to live 
with dignity in our society. D-40, D-50, D-37, D-20.
2. We endorse increases in Social Security apyments to correspond 
with the consumer price index. D-20.
3. We support maximum utilization of public buildings as community 
centers for programs which help meet human needs. D-44, D-37.
4. We support alternatives, such as residential treatment programs 
located in the community, over incarceration for juvenile delinquents 
adjudicated for status offenses (truancy, runaways, etc.)* D-44.
5. We support programs which provide adequate recreation and job 
opportunities for our young people. D-44.
6. We support the child-staff ration currently required of day care 
centers in North Dakota. D-24.
7. - We urge funding of a State Art Council and we encourage the develop­
ment of art activities in rural communities.
TAXATION AND FINANCE
1. We support an improvement in the state funded circuit breaker plan 
of property tax relief for low and moderate renters and home owners to 
adjust for inflation. D-47.
2. We support federal legislation to raise the basic estate tax exemp­
tion, coupled with a reduction of estate tax rates for small and middle- 
sized estates. Additionally, to ease the estate tax burden of married 
women who work in the home, we support a change in the federal estate 
tax laws to recognize the in-kind contribution of a housewife to the 
building of an estate owned jointly by a husband and wife. D-47.
3. We support a coal severance tax of 25% of the weighted statewide 
average contract price, which is to include all processing except 
long-haul transportation away from the mine and the severence tax itself. 
D-47.
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4. We support an increase in the energy conversion tax which is in lieu 
of property taxes on coal conversion plants, to more fairly reflect 
what other property taxpayers are expected to pay in North Dakota.
5. We support an increase in the tax on oil and gass at the wellhead. 
D-47.
6. We support an increase in the distribution formula of the 5% oil and 
gas gross production tax for the oil and gas producing counties to offset 
the impact of inflation on the costs they are experiencing. D-47.
7. We support the increase of incentives to spur development and use of 
renewable alternative energy sources including gashol. D-47.
8. We support the concept of a graduated land tax for the preservation 
of the family farm. D-47.
9. We urge that the funds from the general tax revenues of the United 
States be used to support the Social Security System, rather than relying 
on the Social Security tax on workers as the sole source of support for 
the program. D-47.
10. We urge adoption of a system of indexing the state income tax brackets
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according to the cost of living that will benefit the lower and middle 
income taxpayers. D-32.
11. We oppose federal legislation which would place an unrealistic ceil­
ing on state energy taxes. D-37.
12. We support an income tax credit of 50% of the purchase price of 
alternate energy system for domestic and commercial use to maximum tax 
credit of $3,000 per year. D-37.
.13. We support the use of productivity and the capitalization of rents 
in assesing farm land for property tax purposes.
RESOLUTIONS - TAXATION AND FINANCE
1. Whereas most townships, counties, and cities are in desperate need 
of additional funds to carry out their responsibilities to provide safe 
roads, streets, and bridges; police and fire protection; and other vital 
services, now therefore be it resolved that the state provide more state 
revenues to meet these needs.
2. Whereas inflation has seriously eroded the value of the personal 
income tax exemption to the point whre pay raises and income increases 
meant to compensate for inflation are largely eaten up by state and 
federal taxes, now therefore be it resolved that the personal exemption 




This survey is an attempt to discover the role of the Prairie Campaign 
and Kennedy caucus at the 1980 Democratic convention. I want to know 
your views on a variety of state and national issues. In addition this 
survey is an attempt to find out who you supported for President in the 
1980 presidential election. All replies will be kept confidential.
1. Please indicate your position on the following issues.
A. State Health Insurance modeled after Kennedy's plan 





B. N.D. Right to Work law - no compulsory unionism 

















E. Amendment to U.S. Constitution to prohibit all abortions 






F. Gun Control - prohibiting the sale of all handguns 






2. The following group of questions are intended to find out what you 
feel the Democratic-NPL party's position is on these same state and 
national issues.
A. N.D. State Health Insurance modeled after Kennedy's plan 





B. N.D. Right to work law - no compulsory unionism 

















E. Amendment to U.S. Constitution to prohibit all abortions 





F. Gun control - prohibiting the sale of all handguns 





3. This next group of questions are aimed at finding out what you 
believe to be the N.D. Republican Party's position on these same 
state and national issues.
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B. N.D. Right To work law - no compulsory unionism 

















E. Amendment to U.S. Constitution to prohibit all abortions 





F. Gun Control - prohibiting the sale of all handguns 





4. Many times people do not have time to vote because of the pressures
of sdhool, family or work. By any chance did you have a chance to
vote in the 1980 election?
__  Yes
No
5. If you had a chance to vote in 1980, you had a wide variety of 










6. How would you describe your own party affiliation?
___ Strong Democrat
___ Democrat, not too strong
___ Independent, close to Democratic
___ Independent
___ Independent, closer to Republican
___ Republican, not too strong
___ Republican
7. Please indicate how you have been politically active in the past? 
  ran for state legislature
___ stuffed envelopes
___ passed out literature
___ worked at phone bank
___ voted in an election
___ fundraising
___ other (please specify)












A political party 
should be more 
concerned with 
issues than with 
winning candidates.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
The party platform 
should avoid issues 
which are very 
controversial or 
unpopular.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
A candidate should 
express his con-
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) * ( )
victions even if 
it means losing 
the election.
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Broad electoral () ( )  () () ()




9. I'm interested in your reasons for becoming involved in the 1980 
Campaign. Please indicate how important each of the following was 
for you.
Very Somewhat Not Very Not at All 
Important Important Important Important
To support my ( )
party.
To help my own ( )
political career.
To enjoy the , .
excitement of '
the campaign.
To meet other ( )
people with 
similar interest.




To work for issues ( )
I feel very 
strongly about.
To enjoy the ( )
visibility of 
being a delegate.
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
To fulfill my civic () ( )  ( )  ()
responsibilities.
10. Circle the highest year you completed in school.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
College: Fr. So. Jr. Sr.
Masters
Doctorate
Professional degree (please specify)
11. What is your place of residence (for example, Minot, Fargo, etc.?
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12. What is your religious preference (for example, Lutheran, Catholic, 
etc.)?










1. How long have you lived in North Dakota?
1. Less than 5 years ( ) 3. Between 10 and 20 years ( )
2. Between 5 and 10 years ( ) 4. More than 20 years ( )
2. How long have you been active in party politics in North Dakota?
1. Less than 5 years ( ) 3. Between 10 and 20 years ( )
2. Between 5 and 10 years ( ) 4. More than 20 years ( )
3. How would you describe the area where you now Live?
1. City with over 250,000 population ( )
2. Suburb of city with over 250,000 population ( )
3. City with between 100,000 and 250,000 population ( )
4. Suburb of city with between 100,000 and 250,000 population ( )
5. City with between 50,000 and 100,000 population ( )
6. City with between 10,000 and 50,000 population ( )
7. Town with less than 10,000 population ( )
8. Rural area ( )
9. Other ( )
4. What county is that in? ______________________________
5. What congressional district do you live in? (Please circle)
At Large
Please indicate which, if any, of the following positions you now 
hold or have held in the past? (Check as many as apply.)
Hold Now Held in Past
Member of a local (city, county, or 
town) party committee ( ) ( )
Chairman of a local party committee ( ) ( )
Other local party office ( ) ( )
Member of congressional district party 
committee ( ) ( )
Member of state central committee ( ) ( )
Elected to state or national office ( ) ( )
Elected local office ( ) ( )
Appointed government or political office ( ) ( )
Paid campaign staff for candidate ( ) ( )
7. Before this convention, had you ever been a delegate to a state or 
national party convention?
2. No ( )1. Yes ( )
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8. How often have you been actively involved in recent state and 
( national political campaigns? '
1. Active in all ( ) 3. Active in a few ( )
2. Active in most ( ) 4. Active in none ( )
9. What kinds of campaigns have you been active in ? (Check as many 
as apply)
Local ( ) State Legislative ( ) . Congressional ( )
Statewide offices ( ) Presidential ( ) Other ( )
10. Which of the following activities, if any, have you performed in 
political campaigns? (Check as many as apply)
Clerical work ( ) Writing ads, press releases ( )
Door-to-door canvassing ( ) Speechwriting ( )
Telephone cancassing ( ) Planning strategy ( )
Arranging coffees, socials ( ) Scheduling the candidate ( )
Fundraising ( ) Managing the campaign ( )
11. How would you describe your own party affiliation:
In State Politics: In National Politics:
1 . Strong Democrat ( ) 1 . Strong Democrat ( )
2. Democrat, not too strong ( ) 2. Democrat, not too strong ( )
3. Independent, closer to 
Democrat ( )
3. Independent, closer to 
Democrat ( )
4. Completely independent ( ) 4. Completely independent ( )
5. Independent, closer to 
Republican ( )
5. Independent, closer to 
Republican ( )
6. Republican, but not too 
strong ( )
6. Republican, but not too 
strong ( )
7. Strong Republican ( ) 7. Strong Republican ( )
12. Was there ever a time when you considered yourself a Republican?
1. Yes ( ) 2. No ( )
13. IF YOU HAVE EVER CHANGED YOUR PARTY AFFILIATION: In what year
Hid you last change your party affiliation? __________________
14. Please indicate your opinion about each of the following statements: 




A political party should be
more concerned with issues
than with winning candidates. ( )
2 3 4 5
Mildly Not Mildly Strongly
Agree Sure Disagree Disagree
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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The party platform should 
avoid issues which are very
controversial or unpopular. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
I'd rather lose an election 
than compromise my basic 
philosophy. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
A candidate should express 
his convictions even if it 
means losing the election. ( ) ( ) ( ) C ) ( )
Broad electoral appeal is 
more important than a 
consistent ideology. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
15. We're interested in your reasons for becoming actively involved in 
this year's presidential campaign. Please indicate how important 











Not at All 
Important
To support my party ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
To help my own political 
career ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
To enjoy the excitement 
of the campaign ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
To meet the other people 
with similar interests ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
To support a particular 
candidate I believe in ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
To work for issues I feel 
very strongly about ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
To enjoy the visibility of 
being a delegate ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
To fulfill my civic 
responsibilities ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
16. How would you describe your own political philosophy?
1. Very liberal ( )
2. Somewhat liberal ( )
3. Middle-of-the-road ( )
4. Somewhat conservative ( )
5. Very conservative ( )
17. Please indicate your opinion about each of the following state and 
national political figures.
1 2 . 3 4 5
Very Somewhat Somewhat Somewhat Very Un­
favorable Favorable Neutral Unfavorable favorable
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Jimmy Carter ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Edward Kennedy ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Jerry Brown ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Ronald Reagan ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
George Bush ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
John Anderson ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Arthur Link ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Quentin Burdick ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Milton Young ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
18. Was there any particular issue which caused you to become involved 
in this year's election campaign?
1. Yes ( ) 2. No ( )
IF YES: What issue was that?













The Equal Rights 
Amendment to the U.S. 




except when the 
mother's life is 
endangered ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
A substantial increase 
in defense spending 
even if it requires 
cutting domestic 
programs ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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A government sponsored 
national health 
insurance program
More rapid development 
of nuclear power
Across-the-board cuts 
in non-defense spending 
to balance the federal 
budget
Affirmative action programs 
to increase minority repre­
sentation in jobs in higher 
education
Deregulation of oil and 
gas prices
Mandatory wage and price 
controls to deal with 
inflation
Stronger action to 
reduce inflation 





Ratification of the Salt 
II Treaty
Increasing America’s 
military presence in 
the Middle East
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
20. How would you rate the political philosophy of each of the follow­
ing presidential candidates?
1 2 3 A 5
Very Somewhat Middle- Somewhat Very
Liberal Liberal of-the-Road Conservative Conservative
Jimmy Carter ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Edward Kennedy ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Jerry Brown ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Ronald Reagan ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
George Bush ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
John Anderson ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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22. Are you pledged to support a particular candidate at the convention?
1. Yes ( ) 2. No ( )
23. How good a chance do you think each of the following candidates woul
have of winning the ]November election if nominated by his party?
1 2 3 4 5
Definitely Probably Might Probably Definitely
Would Win Would Win Win Would Lose Would Lose
Jimmy Carter ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Edward Kennedy ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Jerry Brown ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Ronald Reagan ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
George Bush ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
John Anderson ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
24. Which, if any, of your party’s candidates would you be able to 
support in the November election? (Check as many as apply)
Carter ( ) Kennedy ( ) Brown ( ) I could support any of
these ( )
25. How did you vote in the 1976 presidential election?
1. Carter ( ) 2. Ford ( ) 3. Neither, didn't vote ( )
26. How did you vote in the 1976 election for Senate?
1. Burdick ( ) 2. Stroup ( ) 3. Neither, didn't vote ( )
27. How did you vote in the 1978 election for Congress?
1. Andrews ( ) 2. Hagen ( ) 3. Neither, didn't vote ( )
28. How would you rate the effectiveness of the Democratic and 
Republican state party organizations in North Dakota?
Democratic Republican
Organization Organization
1. Very effective ( ) ( )
2. Fairly effective ( ) ( )
3. Not very effective ( ) ( )







29. At present, how important a- role does your state party organization
play in each of the following areas?
1 2 3 4 5
Very Somewhat Not Very Not at All Not
Important Important Important Important Sure
Providing campaign 
assistance to 
candidates ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Taking positions on 
issues to influence 
elected officials ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Providing services 
and infomration to 
elected officials 
and local party 
organizations between 
campaigns ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Recruiting candidates ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Informing the electorate 
about the party goals 
and positions ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
30. How important a role do you think your state party organization should 

















assistance to . 
candidates ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Taking positions on 
issues to influence 
elected officials ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Providing services 
and information to 
elected officials 
and local party 
organizations between 
campaigns ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )





positions ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
31. In which of the following groups, if any have you been politically 
active? (Check as many as apply)
Labor Unions ( ) Civil rights groups ( )
Educational or teachers Conservation or ecology groups ( ).
organizations ( ) Public interest groups ( )
Other professional Anti-abortion groups ( )
organizations ( ) Farm or agricultural organizations ( )
Business organizations ( ) Other issue-related groups ( )
Church related groups ( )
Women’s rights groups ( )
32. How politically active were your parents when you were growing up?
Father Mother
1. Very active ( ) ( )
2. Fairly active ( ) ( )
3. Not very active ( ) ( )
4. Not at all active ( ) ( )
5. Not sure ( ) ( )
33. In what state did you spend most of your childhood? _______________
34. How would you describe your parents’ party affiliation at the time 
when you were growing up?
Father Mother
1. Strong Democrat ( ) ( )
2. Democrat, but not too strong ( ) ( )
3. Independent, closer to Democrats ( ) ( )
4. Completely Independent ( ) ( )
5. Independent, closer to Republican ( ) ( )
6. Republican, not too strong ( ) ( )
7. Strong Republican ( ) ( )
8. Not sure ( ) ( )
35. What is your approximate age?
1. 18-24 ( ) 7. 50-54 ( )
2. 25-29 ( ) 8. 55-59 ( )
3. 30-34 ( ) 9. 60-64 ( )
4. 35-39 ( ) 10. 65-69 ( )
5. 40-44 ( ) 11. 70 or older (
6. 45-54 ( )
36. What is your sex? 1. Female ( ) 2. Male ( )
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37. What is your race?
1. White ( ) 4. Oriental ( )
2.
3.
Black ( ) 
Hispanic ( )
5. Native American ( )
38. What is your religious preference (for example, Lutheran, Baptist, 
Catholic, etc.)?
38a. Do you consider yourself to be either an evangelical or "born again" 
Christian?
1. Yes ( ) 2. No ( )
39. In general, how religious do you consider yourself?
1. Very religious ( )
2. Fairly religious ( )
3. Not very relisious ( )
4. Not at all religious ( )
40. How much formal schooling have you completed?
1. None ( )
2. Grade school only ( )
3. Some high school ( )
4. Graduated high school ( )
5. Some college ( )
6. Graduated college ( )
7. Post-college ( )
41. What would you estimate your family's income will be this year before
taxes?
1. $0-14,999 ( )
2. $15-24,999 ( )
3. $25-34,999 ( )
4. $35-44,999 ( )
5. $45-59,999 ( )
6. $60,000 or more ( )
Thank you very much for your time and cooperation with this study.
If you would like to receive a report on the results of the 1980 Dele­
gate Survey, please give your name and address below. Of course all of 
your answers will be kept strictly confidential.
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